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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
I. 1 PURPOSE
1. 1. 1 OPERATIONAL DATA. This document presents operational configuration data
for Centaur Ground Support Equipment, Facility Equipment, and associated vehicle-
borne systems. Included are descriptions of each functional system required to sup-
port the Centaur Vehicle during the period of prelaunch operations between vehicle
shipment and lift-off at the launch pad.
1. 1.2 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION. Essentially, each functional system is presented
as a separate major report section. In each section are described the mechanical,
structural, electrical and instrumentation components that are required to define the
particular system including both vehicle and ground installations. The ground instal-
lations contain ground support equipment, government furnished equipment, facility
items, and associate contractor equipment.
1.2 SCOPE
1.2. 1 GSE AND FACILITY DATA. The GSE facility data is based on the equipment
and operations at Eastern Test Range Complex 36B that would be used to launch a
vehicle based on the Centaur AC-12 upper stage configuration.
1.2.2 VEHICLE DATA. The vehicle data is based on the upper stage of Centaur
AC-12 above station 570.00 as of the date of this report.
1.2.3 INTERFACES. The interface data is presented primarily to illustrate the re-
quirements and restraints for assembly of a payload and booster with the Centaur.
The payload interface selected is the field splice at station 156.45 which is the mating
plane for assembly of the encapsulated Surveyor Spacecraft with the vehicle. The
booster interface was selected at the lower flange of the interstage adapter station
570.00 to show the mating plane utilized during assembly of the Centaur with the
booster in the launch site service tower.
1.2.4 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS. The data supplied is intended for use in predesign-
type analyses and is not intended for use in final design. Each system is analyzed
in three major steps as follows:
o Function and Control. The function and purpose of the system is described utili-
zing schematic diagrams, and the launch control and monitoring processes re-
quired to give satisfactory system performance. The schematics identify
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the major components of the system and the general location of each at the launch
site.
.
0
Major Components. Each major component of the ground system is described
and illustrated as applicable. In addition, the functions of the major control
panels are described and explained.
Checkout. Each secondary system that is utilized to checkout the primary system
to insure it is in satisfactory working order is described by function, major com-
ponents, and calibration or checkout operations.
1.3 CONTENTS OF THE THREE VOLUMES
1.3.
and
are
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
S.
1 AIRFRAME AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS. Volume I contains data on systems
associated interfaces which have a structural or mechanical primary function and
grouped into related functions as follows:
Vehicle Weight and Center of Gravity contains weight data for erection, shipping,
and transportation of the major components of the vehicle.
Vehicle Airframe Systems contains predesign data on size and shape of vehicle,
access openings, umbilical connection locations, and major component identifi-
cation for the erected vehicle and transported vehicle.
Payload Interfaces contains data on electrical and mechanical interfaces at the
payload adapter field splice.
Booster Interfaces contains data on electrical and mechanical interfaces at the
interstage adapter field splice.
Airframe Separation Systems contains data on functional and access requirements
of the separation systems and the required checkout prior to flight.
Environmental Control Systems contains data on the air-conditioning and GN 2
supply for payload, forward compartment electronics, and the interstage
adapter.
Propulsion Systems contain data on the main engines, the propellant feed, and
propellant utilization systems.
Propellant Loading Systems contain data on oxidizer, fuel, helium, chilldown,
hydrogen peroxide, and propellant level indicating systems.
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9. Pneumatic Systems contain data on vehicle pressurization, vehicle and ground
purges, and controls.
10. Hydraulic Systems contain data on ground support of vehicle hydraulics.
1. 3.2 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS. Volume II contains data on sys-
tems which have an electrical or electronic primary function and are grouped into re-
lated functions as follows:
. Electrical Power and Control System contains data on DC and AC power systems
and the test conductors control and monitoring systems.
2. Flight Control Systems contain data on the autopilot and programmer.
3. Guidance Systems contain data on manual and computerized ground support of
the vehicle guidance system.
4. R.F. Systems contain data on destruct and tracking systems.
5. Telemetry System contains data on telemetry vehicle and ground stations and
total measurements required for each of the other functional systems.
. Landline Instrumentation System contains data on total measurements required
-for each of the other systems and identifies the measurements that monitor
ground support equipment.
1.3.3 SERVICE AND SUPPORT. Volume HI contains data on systems which are in-
dependent functionally of any vehicle system, and data on services which are required
to support the vehicle ground operations. The grouping into related functions is as
follows:
1. Umbilical Systems contain data on umbilical connections with the vehicle and the
operation of the umbilical booms.
. Handling and Erecting Systems contain data on handling the vehicle major compo-
nents, erection in the service tower, the encapsulation of the payload, and vehicle
stretch system.
3. Launch Services contains data on specific area services to satisfy requirements
for access platforms, fire protection, area air conditioning, and camera coverage.
. Launch Operations contains data on typical countdown; critical launch and pre-
launch functions; mating, checkout, and tanking times; test parameters; redline
limits; and hold, and turnaround time limits.
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including wind, handling, transportation, stretch, captive firing, internal pres-
sure and dynamic testing; and environmental criteria including temperature alti-
_de, shock, and vibration.
6. Index contains data on applicable documents, referenced documents, referenced
drawings, and component nomenclature.
1.4 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Applicable documents not contained in these three volumes but which form a part
of this report are listed in Section XXIII of Volume III.
1-4
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SECTIONII
VEHICLE WEIGHTAND CENTER OF GRAVITY
2.1 FLIGHT WEIGHTS. Weights of the major components which comprise the
Centaur Vehicle (less payload) are summarized in Table 2.1-1.
Table 2.1-1. Centaur Flight Weight (Less Payload)
WEIGHT WEIGHT
COMPONENT (LB) (LB)
Centaur (Dry)
Residual Fluids
Expendable Fluids
Equipment Jettisoned (Boost Phase)
Interstage Adapter
TOTAL LIFTOFF WEIGHT (ON STAND)
COMPOSITE DRY WEIGHT (ON STAND)
3,570 3,570
553
30,458
3,246 3,246
1,038 1,038
7,854
38,865
Components that comprise the dry weight of the vehicle are tabulated by system in
Table 2.1-2. These weights establish handling and shipping criteria.
Weights for vehicle residual and expendable fluids and jettisoned equipment are in-
cluded in Tables 2.1-3 and 2.1-4. These weights include a performance reserve.
The detailed discussion of ground fluid requirements is included in Section 21.2,
Launch on Time Constraints, Volume HI.
2.2 ON STAND WEIGHTS. On-stand weight conditions vary as the Centaur vehicle
is assembled and tanked. Values may be extracted from Tables 2.1-1 through 2.1-4
to establish any combination of systems that may be desired. In general, the primary
weight conditions are;
1) Interstage adapter alone
2) Interstage adapter plus dry weight
2-1
3)
4)
Interstage adapter plus dry weight
and jettisoned equipment, or
Lift off.
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Table 2.1-2. Centaur Dry Weight (Less Payload)
COMPONENT
SUBSYSTEM
WEIGHT
(LB)
SYSTEM
WEIGHT
(LB)
Body Group
Basic Structure
Secondary Structure
Propulsion Group
Main Engines
Fuel System
Oxidizer System
PLIS and PU System
H202 System
Guidance Group
Guidance System
A utepilot System
Control Group
Hydraulic System
Attitude Control System
Ullage Motors
Pressurization Group
Electrical Group
Separation Equipment
Flight Instrumentation
Range Safety System
Azusa Tracking System (Support Only)
C-Band Tracking System
TLM RF System No. 2
TLM RF System No. 1
Guidance Signal Conditioner
P&WA Instrument Boxes
Landline System
General TLM Equipment
Miscellaneous Equipment
TLM RF System No. 3
TLM RF System No. 4
Strain Gage Installation - NASA
Destruct Installation - Surveyor
Spectrometer Installation
Spacecraft Adapter and Equipment
TOTAL DRY WEIGHT (LESS PAYLOAD)
873
94
613
212
252
89
63
223
113
89
23
28
253
80
47
1
26
0
117
11
38
9
14
0
0
0
16
0
112
3,570
967
1229
336
140
174
253
80
263
128
3,570
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Table 2.1-3. Residual Fluid Weight
RESIDUAL FLUIDS
SUBSYSTEM
WEIGHT
(LB)
SYSTEM
WEIGHT
(LB)
Propelhnts
LH 2 Trapped
LO 2 Trapped
LH 2 PU Residual
LO 2 PU Residual
Gaseous H2
Gaseous 0 2
Hydrogen Peroxide
Trapped
Reserve
Retro Maneuver - Attitude Control
Helium
Ice
TOTAL RESIDUAL FLUID
66
68
6O
0
116
170
8
38
8
7
12
553
480
54
7
12
553
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Table 2.1-4. Jettisoned Equipment and Expendable Fluid
ITEM
SUBSYSTEM SYSTEM VEHICLE
WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT
(LB) (LB) (LB)
JETTISONED EQUIPMENT (BOOST PHASE) 3,246 3,246
Nose Fairing 1,962
Insulation Panels 1,284
EXPENDABLE FLUIDS 30,458
Main Impulse Including Reserve 29,883
H2 4,885
02 24,998
Gas Boiloff on Ground Prior to Booster Ignition 68
H2 27
02 41
Inflight Cbilldown 48
H2 22
02 26
Boost Phase Vent 120
H2 40
02 80
Sustainer Phase Vent 64
H2 18
02 46
Engine Shutdown Loss 25
H 2 6
02 19
Parking Orbit Vent 62
H 2 62
02 0
Parking Orbit Leakage 2
H 2 0
02 2
Hydrogen Peroxide 184
Boost Pumps 53
Coast Ullage Motors 127
Attitude Control Motors 4
Helium Expended 2 2
TOTAL EXPENDABLES AND JETTISONED 33,704 33,704 33,704
EQUIPMENT
24
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2.3 TRANSPORTED WEIGHTS. Weights of transported assemblies are listed in
Table 2.3-1. The transported assembly does not include transportation adapters, en-
gine support hardware, guidance packages, battery, and the forward section of the pay-
load adapter. There are some miscellaneous non-flight items such as engine actuator
locks, however, which are a part of the transported weights. For a more detailed
discussion of Handling and Erecting Systems refer to Section XIX, Volume HI.
Table 2.3-1. Transported Weights
C OMP ONE NT
WEIGHT
(LB)
Centaur (Dry)
Less Guidance Group
Less Miscellaneous Equipment
Transported Assembly
Interstage Adapter
Nose Fairing Half
Nose Fairing
Insulation Panel (Each)
Insulation Panels (Total)
3,570
336
34
3,200
1,038
986
1,972
321
1,284
2.4 CENTER OF GRAVITY. The weight and center of gravity of components that
will be transported are included in Table 2.4-1. The coordinate system for Z, Y, and
X is defined in Figure 3.2-1.
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Table 2.4-1. Centers of Gravity
CONFIGURATION
WE IGHT
(LB)
INCHES FROM
Z Y X
Tanked (On Stand Less Interstage Adapter)
Liftoff
On Stand Dry (Less Interstage Adapter)
Composite Dry
Transported Assembly
Interstage Adapter
37,827
38,865
6,816
7,854
3,200
1,038
369 0.0 0.2
371 0.0 0.3
274 0.0 2.3
304 0.0 0.9
356 0.4 2.7
490 -0.5 4.9
2-6
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SECTION HI
VEHICLE AIRFRAME SYSTEM
3.1 GENERAL INFORMATION. The vehicle airframe system includes the basic
structural components that comprise the Centaur vehicle and the interface structures
that are required for ground servicing, handling, and access to operating components.
The interface structures described are vehicleborne. Ground system interfaces are
described in each paragraph under the system that is affected. All umbilical connec-
tions are described in Section XVIII, Volume Ill.
3.2 STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
3.2.1 PURPOSE
3.2.1.1 The purpose of the structural system is to:
1. Provide a lightweight aerodynamic shape consistent with the overall design of the
vehicle.
2. Contain propellants (liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen) in sufficient quantities to
meet the mission requirements.
3. Support and protect the payload and the vehicle systems, subsystems, and com-
ponents from adverse environments.
4. Provide structural adaptation for payload and the booster.
3.2.1.2 The system is capable of jettisoning the Centaur insulation panels and nose
fairing, and of separating the Centaur from the Atlas booster. Figures 3.2-1 and
3.2-2 show the configuration of the structural system.
3.2.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION. The structural system includes the following
major components:
1. Tank Structure
2. Tank Insulation
3. Nose Fairing
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Figure 3.2-1. Centaur Structural Assembly
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ITEM
SYSTEM NO.
ELECTRICAL 1
2
4
7
11
19
TELEMETRY 12
RANGE SAFETY
COMMAND 14
15
16
FLIGHT CONTROL 17
PNEUMATICS I0
GUIDANCE 5
6
9
PROPU LSION 3
STRUCTURE 8
13
18
ITEM
SYSTEM NO.
ELECTRICAL 1
3
4
5
S
TELEMETRY 11
RANGE SAFETY
COMMAND 12
GUIDANCE 2
7
9
13
TRACKING I0
INSTRUMENTATION 8
ITEM
SYSTEM NO.
PROPULSION 1
2
4
5
6
7
8
16
PNEUMATICS 9
10
11
12
INSTRUMENTATION 13
STRUCTURE 14
15
17
18
GD:C
COMPONENT PART NUMBER
SURVEYOR ARM SAFE SW 55-01276
ONE BURN TWO BURN KIT 55-61813
55-61814
MAIN VEHICLE BATTERY 55-06266
ISOLATION & FUSE UNIT 55-61502
UMBILICAL 55-61040
RELAY INSTL NO_SE FAIRING 55-61348
TLM R/F ANTENNA 55-13508
R/S BATTERY INSTL 55-61093
R/S RING COUPLER 81-65903-002
R,/S RECEIVERS AD319600MK2
A!P RATE GYRO 55-40001
ZERO G VENT 55-81033
GUIDANCE COMPUTER 55-46132
GUIDANCE POWER SUPPLY 55-46133
GUIDANCE PLATFORM INSTL 55-61019
PUVEP FILTER 55-43248
VENT HORN SUPPORT 55-74053
GROUND PLANE 55-74029
SHELF 55-74042
GD C
COMPONENT PART NUMBER
RELAY INSTL (SURVEYOR) 55-61348
POWER C/O SWITCH 55-06265
D/C PROBE 55-61365
INVERTER INSTL 55-61012
FUSE INSTL 55-61368
TLM NO. 1 55-13506
R/S POWER CONTROL 55-36080
A'P FUSE UNIT 55-61427
GUIDANCE ELECTRONIC
PLATFORM 55-46130
GUIDANCE SIG COND 55-46131
A JP SERVO AMP 55-40002
C BAND 55-36101
INSTR TRANSDUCER 55-01222
GD/C
COMPONENT PART NUMBER
C-1 ENGINE RLIOA3-3
C-2 ENGINE RL10A3-3
ATTITUDE CONT MOTOR
INSTL 55-24090
LIQUID OXYGEN PUMP 55-02141
P/U INSTL 55-43210
LH 2 LINE INSTL 55-21131
ULLAGE ENGINE 55-02400
COAST PHASE SETTLING
ENGINE 55-02400
LIQUID OXYGEN LINE INSTL 55-21131
H202 BOTTLE 55-60072-37
HELIUM BOTTLE 55-08127
PANEL INSTL PNEU PRESS 55-60071
LO 2 BOIL OFF VALVE 55-08102
INSTRUMENTATION BOX 55-12507
T-4 UMBILICAL PANEL 55-72466
T-0 UMBILICAL PANEL 55-74036
ACTUATOR TRIPOD 55-85400
SEPARATION BUMPERS
Figure 3.2-2. Structural Sections
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4. Interstage Adapter
5. Aft Payload Adapter
6. Bolt-on Body Structures
3.2.2.1 TANK STRUCTURE (Figure 3.2-1). The tank structure consists of a thin-
wall, monocoque cylindrical section which is pressurized for structural integrity. The
tank assembly is capped on both ends by stainless steel bulkheads. A double wailed,
insulated bulkhead separates the liquid oxygen (aft) tank from the liquid hydrogen (for-
ward) tank.
Welded brackets support the various components fastened to the tank skin. Flanged
tank weldments are provided to facilitate loading of propellants. Steel rings near the
forward and aft ends of the cylindrical section of the tank support and provide a mating
surface for the nose fairing and interstage adapter, respectively. The nominal vol-
umes in cubic feet of the tank structure are as follows:
1. Liquid Hydrogen (forward tank) 1265 ft 3
2. Liquid Oxygen (aft tank) 376 ft 3
3.2.2.2 TANK INSULATION. The tank structure is equipped with bulkheads, shields,
insulation panels, and a nose fairing to reduce fuel boil-off and protect electronic com-
ponents and the cylindrical tank from the severe temperatures encountered during launch
preparations and during ascent through the earthVs atmosphere. The following insula-
tion provisions are comprised in the tank structure.
1. Forward bulkhead insulation - protects the electronic components from the severe
temperatures generated by the liquid hydrogen, and reduces fuel boil-off.
2. Insulation panels - protect the tank during ground operations and during ascent
through the earth's atmosphere, and reduce fuel boil-off.
3. Intermediate bulkhead insulation - minimizes heat transfer between the LO 2 and
LH 2 tanks.
4. Aft bulkhead radiation shield - insulates the liquid oxygen tank from the thermal
environment on the ground and minimizes radiation impingement during flight.
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Total heating of the liquid hydrogen tank does not exceed 250,000 BTU/hr at launch,
nor 64,000 BTU/hr during second stage phase coast with settled liquid hydrogen.
3.2.2.3 NOSE FAIRING. A low drag nose fairing encapsulates the Surveyor vehicle
and protects it and the electrical/electronic equipment mounted on Centaur's forward
bulkhead from ambient environments prior to launch and reduces aerodynamic heating
and loads during ascent through the earth's atmosphere. The nose fairing consists of
a conical section, a cylindrical (barrel) section, a fairing skirt, a thermal bulkhead,
environmental control and fuel venting duct assemblies, and a separation system.
The nose fairing is fabricated of laminated fiberglas cloth faces and a fiberglas honey-
comb core. It has a split line along the vehicle X-axis to allow the fairing to be jetti-
soned in flight. The nose fairing contains sealing provisions which meet air condition-
ing and cleanliness requirements of payload and which maintains essentially a positive
external pressure over the surface of the fairing (except at the vent holes) during flight.
Thermal criteria for design of the fiberglas laminated skins are based on outer glue
line temperature of 300 ° F. Refer to Figure 3.2-1 for approximate location and con-
figuration of the thermal bulkhead.
Explosive latches carry the tension loads between the fairing halves. Hinge fittings
that attach to the nose fairing and liquid hydrogen tank permit jettisoning of the nose
fairing. A bolted connection, with linear shaped charge, is provided to transmit loads
between the nose fairing and the tank.
The RF loss through the fairing does not exceed 6 db at frequencies below 5000 mega-
eycles/sec.
3.2.2.4 INTERSTAGE ADAPTER. An interstage adapter supports and provides a
physical connection between the Atlas booster and the Centaur vehicle. The adapter
is a cylindrical section of skin and stringer construction and is approximately 13 feet
long and 10 feet in diameter. The adapter is designed for bolt attachment to both the
booster and Centaur vehicle.
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A flexible, linear shaped charge (FLSC) system is provided te separate the Centaur
vehicle from the Atlas booster by cutting the interstage adapter near the forward end.
The charge is located on the forward interstage adapter flanged ring, approximately
0.5 inch aft of the interfaces of the Centaur mating ring and the interstage adapter.
Two detonators are provided with four detonation outputs. The detonators are located
on opposite sides of the interstage adapter near the forward end.
A stainless steel blast shield protects the Centaur liquid oxygen tank from fragments;
this shield is covered with fiberglas matting and attached around the periphery of the
tank directly in line with the shaped charge located on the interstage adapter during
separation. Four separation bumper guides assist in guiding the Centaur aft section
out of the interstage adapter during separation.
3.2.2.5 AFT PAYLOAD ADAPTER. A payload adapter forms a structural arrange-
ment between the Centaur forward bulkhead and the payload and converts a three _
point load concentration, imposed by the spacecraft, to an acceptable load distribution
at the Centaur payload adapter ring.
The aft-payload adapter is a truncated conical section of aluminum skin and stringer
construction, and is bolted to the forward adapter at a circumferential field joint.
3.2.2.6 BOLT-ON BODY STRUCTURES. Bolt-on body structures are provided to
serve as mounting interfaces for electrical and mechanical systems. These items are:
1. Forward Wiring Tunnel Bulkhead: This bulkhead serves as a closure for the
wiring tunnel and as a wiring and tubing interface at Station 219. It also provides
attachments for the aft end of the umbilical island fairing.
2. Aft Wiring Tunnel Bulkhead, Station 412: This bulkhead serves as the aft closure
for the wiring tunnel, as a support for the fuel duct, as a disconnect panel for the
staging disconnect, and as the aft interface panel for wiring and tubing.
3. Forward Equipment Tier: This tier is used to mount electrical equipment on the
forward bulkhead.
9
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4. Equipment Rails: Two rails serve as mounting provisions for electrical and pro-
pellant utilization equipment on the forward bulkhead.
5. Forward Umbilical Island: This island provides mounting provisions for five for-
ward umbilical disconnects.
6. Aft Umbilical Panels: Two separate panels are provided which include provisions
for mounting all aft mounting disconnects. These are identified as a T-0 and a
T-4 second umbilical disconnect.
7. Forward Umbilical Island Fairing: This fairing provides an aerodynamic shield
for the forward umbilical island.
8. Antenna Ground Plane: This structure provides a metal ground plane and mounting
provisions for the forward mounted telemetry ground plane.
9. Actuator Tripod, Engine: This structure provides a mounting interface for the
yaw actuator on the aft bulkhead.
10. Hydrogen Peroxide Mounts: These mounts support the hydrogen peroxide engines
and protect them from thermal transfer.
11. Separation Bumpers: Four separation bumpers are attached to weldments on the
aft bulkhead, and assist in guiding the Centaur out of the interstage adapter during
vehicle separation.
3.2.3 STRUCTURAL SYSTEM TRANSPORT. The structural system is disassembled
into several major components and into miscellaneous smaller packages for trans-
portation. The major components are:
1. Nose Fairing
2. Interstage Adapter
3. Transported Structural Assembly
4. Miscellaneous Packages
Handling and transportation of the nose fairing is discussed in detail in paragraph 19.3,
Volume HL Handling and transportation of the Interstage adapter and of the Transported
Assembly are discussed in paragraph 19.1, Volume HI. The Transported Structural
Assembly is depicted in Figures 3.2-3 and 3.2-4.
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Figure 3.2-3. Transported Structural Assembly
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3.3 STRUCTURAL L-_TERFACES
3.3.1 NOSE FAIRING INTERFACES AND ACCESS. The nose fairing interfaces con-
sist of the upper umbilical connections for; 1) fuel tank vent and lanyard, 2) payload and
electronic compartment air conditioning, and 3} electrical disconnects.
Six access doors are provided at station 177.10. The doors provide access for ad-
justment and installation of handling equipment required for the encapsulated payload
and provide access to Centaur's electronic compartment. For additional details refer
to paragraph 19.3 in Volume III.
Two doors are provided for access to the jettison bottle charging lines. Figures
3.3-1 through 3.3-3 illustrate the location of the nose fairing interfaces and access
doors. Access to the separation latches is required for maintenance of pyrotecnics,
which is discussed in detail in paragraph 6.2 of this volume.
3.3.2 INSULATION PANEL INTERFACES. The liquid hydrogen fill and drain um-
bilical connection is illustrated in Figure 3.3-4. A detailed discussion of the insula-
tion panels is included in paragraph 6.1 of this volume.
3.3.3 INTERSTAGE ADAPTER INTERFACES AND ACCESS. The interstage adapter
external interfaces include the lower umbilical connections for pneumatics and air
conditioning, and doors for access to the reaction control system, ullage engines, and
handling and venting hardware. The access doors are illustrated in Figure 3.3-5.
9
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-X
60 IN. ----7RADIUSB B
QUAD IV QUAD m
QUAD I QUAD H
+X
ANGLES MEASURED
FROM X AXIS
WIDTH ANGLE FROM X AXIS
DOOR DEGREES QUA]) DEGREES
QUAD I 43° 36' I 25° 57'
QUAD ]1 42° 38' ]I 9° 57'
QUADIII 37° 21' HI 14° 42'
QUAD IV 32° 36' IV 16° 57'
-Y AXIS 28° 36' ]1 78° 57'
+Y AXIS 18 ° 06' I 80 ° 57'
ITEM STATION QUAD ANGLE FROM X AXIS
JETTISON BOTTLE -20.50 I 60 ° 00'
JETTISON BOTTLE -25.57 HI 77° 45'
FUEL TANK VENT 186.94 11 25 ° 00'
PAYLOAD A/C INLET 156.25 I 19 ° 00'
FUEL VENT LANYARD 190.00 IV 62 ° 00'
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT 17 5.13 ]1 60u 30'
ELEC COOL INLET 170.07 ]1 I0° 31'
ELEC DISCONNECT 153.28 I 4° 40'
ELEC DISCONNECT 153.28 ]1 31 ° 16'
ELEC DISCONNECT 153.28 Ill 4° 40'
ELEC DISCONNECT 192.00 I 84° 16'
ELEC DISCONNECT 192.00 HI 84° 16'
Figure 3.3-1. Nose Fairing Interfaces (Plan)
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Figure 3. 3B2. Nose Fairing Interfaces (Quads I and II)
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Figure 3.3-3. Nose Fairing Interfaces (Quads HI and IV)
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TITLE QUAD LOCATION
ACCESS-TUBE & HARNESS ROUTING
MAINTENANCE ACCESS DOOR
BOOSTER IX)2 BOIL OFF VENT
GROUND AIR CONDITIONING DISC.
MAINTENANCE ACCESS DOOR
ATTITUDE CONTROL ENGINE ACCESS DOOR
T-4 PANEL
T-0 PANEL
ATTITUDE CONTROL ENGINE EXIIAUST
STATION
Y AXIS QUAD I & IV 550.00
42: INTO QUAD I FROM Y A]_S 512.00
13 v 38' INTO QUAD I FROM X AXIS 518.53
27 ° INTO QUAD II FROM Y AXIS 475.23
42 ° INTO QUAD Ill FROM Y A]QS 511.41
3° INTO QUAD I & HI FROM Y AXIS 430.94
+ 28 _ 40' INTO QUAD II FROM Y A_S 445.94
16 ° 25' INTO QUAD II FROM Y AXIS 442.60
3 ° INTO QUAD II & IV FROM Y AXIS 440.11
DOOR
ULLAGE ENGINE ACCESS DOOR
H202 BOTTLE SERVICE DOOR
ULLAGE ENGINE EXHAUST DOOR
GROUND HANDLING FITTING
OXIDIZER FILL & DRAIN CUTOUT
CENTAUR LO 2 BOIL OFF VENT
45 ° INTO QUAD I, H, Ill & IV FROM X AXIS 430.90
12 c INTO QUAD Ill FROM X AXIS 445.91
450 INTO QUAD I, II, Ill & IV FROM X _ 461.59
Y AXIS 535.35
28 v 40' INTO QUAD II FROM X AXIS 419.00
32 c 48' INTO QUAD I FROM X AXIS 460.00
Figure 3.3-5. Interstage Adapter Interfaces (Side View)
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SECTIONIV
PAYLOAD INTERFACES
4.1 PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENT
The environment of the vehicle payload must be controlled as to temperature, humidity,
particle contamination, and composition of the atmosphere, i.e., air or GN 2. This
control for the Centaur vehicle payload is achieved by the GSE payload air conditioning
system and the vehicle distribution system.
The GSE system provides either conditioned air or GN 2 to the vehicle for the atmos-
pheric control of the payload envelope. The GSE system interfaces with the nose fair-
ing 19 ° off the X-X axis into vehicle quadrant I at Station 156.25. The GSE duct is
secured in place with an inflatable seal disconnect. Daring the launch release sequence,
the disconnect seal is depressurized and the disconnect is retracted from the vehicle.
The complete details of the environment control of the payload air conditioning system
is presented in Section VII, Table 7.1-1.
The function of the vehicle distribution system is to receive the conditioned air (GN2)
from the GSE system and provide a controlled distribution of the conditioned air over
the thermally critical components of the payload. In addition, the system provides an
overboard vent system for conditioned air discharge from the payload compartment.
Figure 4.1-1 presents a simplified picture of the payload air conditioning system
showing the duct routing and the major components of the distribution and vent systems.
The conditioned air (GN2) is ducted from the nose fairing interface through the thermal
bulkhead into a supply plenum in the payload compartment. From the supply plenum,
the conditioned air is ducted to a forward distribution ring and to an air conditioning
system payload interface on the forward payload adapter.
The forward distribution ring is a 2.5 inch duct mounted to the nose fairing at missile
Station 84.0. Ten directional nozzles are located on the forward ring and the drop
duct to distribute the conditioned air to the payload critical components.
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Figure 4. I-1. Vehicleborne Payload Air Conditioning Distribution System
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A six inch diameter duct from the supply plenum to the payload interface supplies
conditioned air CGN2} to the interior of the forward payload adapter, reference figure
4.1-2. The interface is the nominal 6" inside diameter disconnect which is jettisoned
during flight with the nose fairing. Figure 4.1-3 shows the details of the disconnect.
The conditioned air (GN2} is vented from the payload compartment into the Centaur
forward equipment area through a series of 33 nozzles located on the thermal bulkhead,
and is then discharged overboard through a series of radial vent ports in the barrel
section.
4.2 DIMENSIONAL ENVELOPE
The payload envelope dimensional limits for the Centaur vehicle are primarily
established by the conical shape of the Surveyor nose fairing and the Centaur tank
diameter. Two basic envelopes are defined: the payload static envelope and the pay-
load dynamic envelope. The purpose of the payload static envelope is to discipline
the design clearances for both the vehicle manufacturer and the payload manufacturer.
The payload dynamic envelope establishes the excursion limits for the hardware of
either the payload or vehicle manufacturer when the hardware is subjected to the
maximum dynamic loads expected.
Figure 4.2-1 presents a simplified picture of the basic payload dimensional envelope
under static conditions. The payload interface is between the forward and aft payload
adapters at missile Station 156.45. The envelope extends forward to Station 6.0 and
can extend aft to Station 160.0. The conic shape of the envelope under static loads
has a maximum diameter of 104.7 inches at Station 138.0 and decreases to a minimum
diameter of 32.77 inches at Station 6.0. When subjected to dynamic loads, the pay-
load envelope conic can shift to a maximum diameter of 105.53 inches at Station
138.0 and to 36.77 inches at Station 6.0.
The aft limit of the payload envelope is established by the location of the Centaur
forward bulkhead. Under pressurized conditions the forward bulkhead is located at
Station 160.75. Establishing the aft payload envelope limit at Station 160.0 provides
a minimum clearance of 0.75 inch_
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Figure 4.1-2.  Payload Air Conditioning Adapter Supply Duct 
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Figure 4.2-1. Basic Payload Dimensional Envelope (Static Loads)
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The forward limit of the payload envelope is established by the location of the Surveyor
nose fairing separation system and the required clearance during the separation
sequence. The thruster bottle deflection assembly is mounted on an angle between
missile Stations -9.33 and 2.0. Establishing the forward envelope limit at Station
6.0 provides a minimum clearance for the payload envelope of approximately 4 inches.
4.3 PAYLOAD INTERFACE
4.3.1 MECHANICAL INTERFACE. The Centaur vehicle payload mechanical inter-
face is located at missile Station 156.45 between the forward payload adapter and the
aft payload adapter. The details of the interface (field joint) are shown in Figure 4.3-1.
4.3.2 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE. The electrical umbilical interface is located on
the forward end of the aft payload adapter, missile Station 156.45, approximately 30 °
off the Y-Y axis in missile quadrant I, reference Figure 4.3-2. The umbilical island
has the capability for 6 connectors; 5 connectors are used at the present time.
Two of the connectors, P/N 55-36073, are used for the spacecraft range safety
destruct system (mild detonating fuse systems). The remaining three connectors are
available for payload control and function monitoring. Their function and description
is contained in _hble 4.3-3.
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Figure 4.3-1. Second Stage Centaur Payload Mounting Ring Station 156.45
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Figure 4.3-2. Payload Electrical Interface
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SECTION V
BOOSTER INTERFACES
5.1 BOOSTER INTERFACE
The booster interface provides for the mechanical and electrical mating of the boost
vehicle to the Centaur. The mechanical mating of the booster and Centaur vehicles is
accomplished by bolting together the mating rings at Station 570.0 on the booster and
interstage adapter. The interstage adapter is in turn bolted to the Centaur vehicle at
Station 412.72. The booster electrical and telemetry interface is provided by four
electrical plugs and jacks located at Station 540.73.
5.2 MECHANICAL INTERFACE FUNCTION
The mechanical interface provides the load-bearing structure and attachment plane
necessary to support the Centaur vehicle and its payload. The interface also provides
a heat shield, debris shield and vehicle corrosion protection. Figure 5.2-1 illustrates
the interface configuration.
5.2.1 VEHICLE ASSEMBLY. The interstage adapter provides structural continuity
between the Centaur and boost vehicle. It is bolted to Centaur at the staging plane,
Station 412.72. The aft end of the interstage adapter Station 570.0 provides the mating
surface with the boost vehicle. To accomplish the assembly, matching/mating holes
are provided in both the booster and interstage adapter rings. The interstage adapter
aft mating ring has a total of 176 holes arranged around the circumference of the ring
on a diameter of 121.140 • 0.010 inches, and spaced and keyed as shown in figure
5.2-1. All of the holes are 0.265 (+0.005, -0.000) inch in diameter. The boost
vehicle forward mating ring has 178 interface holes 0.265 inch in diameter and two
0. 191 inch diameter. Bolts, nuts and washers are used to secure the mating surface.
An external heat shield is provided to protect the mating rings during flight. Refer
to Section XIX, Volume IH, for vehicle erection
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Figure 5.2-1. Booster/Centaur Mechanical Interface (Sheet 1 of 3)
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5.2.2 HEAT SHIELD. The heat shield, a fairing which seals the Station 570.0 con-
necting joint between the booster and the interstage adapter, prevents excessive aero-
dynamic heating of the mating rings during flight. The shield encompasses the entire
outer circumference of the mating rings, and is secured to the mating rings and to
brackets which are assembled on the booster and interstage adapter.
5.2.3 DEBRIS SHIELD. A debris shield provided as a functional part of the inter-
stage adapter is installed at Station 554.38 circumferentiaUy between the outer skin
of the booster LO 2 tank and the inner surface of the interstage adapter. Its function
is to prevent tools and other material from lodging between the booster and interstage
adapter in the area between Stations 554.38 and 570.00.
5.2.4 CORROSION PROTECTION. The interstage adapter mating ring at Station
570.0 is constructed of aluminum, while the booster mating ring and securing hard-
ware are constructed of stainless steel. Corrosion protection is provided by painting
the mating flanges of the rings.
5.2.5 INTERFACE ALIGNMENT. The booster/interstage adapter mating plane is
perpendicular to the center-line of the combined vehicles and is to be accurate within
±0.03 inch as measured at the mating rings.
5.2.6 EQUIPMENT ACCESS. To provide access to the equipment in the Centaur
thrust section and on the booster forward bulkhead, two large and three small doors
are provided in the interstage adapter. The doors are removable (not hinged). The
doors located at Station 512 in quadrants I and HI, are large enough for personnel to
pass through (25.8 inches × 21.8 inches). The smaller doors, two for H202 engine
servicing and one for fuel bottle servicing, are located at Station 425 in quadrants
I and HI. The interstage adapter also provides stretch provisions, a LO 2 vent duct
port (and other smaller ports), the space envelope, and other requirements for
booster compatibility in accordance with Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2. Drainage is pro-
vided for the escape of condensation that may form on the booster LO 2 tank forward
bulkhead. Refer to Section HI for interstage adapter details.
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5.3 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE FUNCTION AND CONTROL
The electrical interface provides the transfer of signals between the booster and Cen-
taur vehicle during checkout and flight. Daring flight, the booster provides signals to
the Centaur vehicle to initiate the pre-separation functions listed inTable 5.3-1. Cen-
taur generated signals, Table 5.3-2 are sent to the booster to initiate booster engine
cut-off, just prior to booster staging. The signals listed are representative of a
typical vehicle configuration. It is noted that specific signals and time of actuation in
flight is mission oriented and varies with each flight.
5.3.1 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION. The booster electrical connectors are located
at the electrical mating interface Station 540.73 {Figure 5.2-1). The interface electri-
cal system consists of three connectors designated 600P19, 600P20, and 600P21. The
telemetry signals use a separate connector, P3542. Figure 5.3-1 is a typical elec-
trical interface schematic showing all of the interface signals. The number of pins
available in each connector are:
600P19 - 21 Pins
600P20 - 61 Pins
600P21 - 16 Pins
5.3.2 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE SIGNAI_. The electrical signals which are trans-
mitted across the booster/interstage adapter interface are listed in Table 5.3-3. The
electrical signal parameters are detailed in the table. The spare pins available in
each of the three electrical interface connectors are listed inTable 5.3-4.
5.3.3 SAFE AND ARM CAPABILITY. The booster autopilot programmer has safe
and arm switches connected to pins A, J, and E of connector 600P20 and to pins N
and P of connector 600P19 to prevent sending signals to the Centaur stage prematurely.
5.3.4 SIGNALS BETWEEN THE GSE AND CENTAUR. Direct control and monitor-
ing capability between the GSE and the Centaur vehicle, through the booster harness,
is provided on pins C, G, K, L, M, N, P, R, S, T, U, X, and Y of mating connector
600P20.
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EVENT TIMES
A = 2 INCH RISE (.06 SEC) T+0. BOOSTER PROG.
STARTS SUBROUTINE A
B = STAGING DISCRETE (144 SEC)
C = SEPARATION ENABLE (333 SEC)
C+30 = RESET (UMBILICALS CONNECTED)
8 INCH RISE = BOOSTER SERVO INTEGRATORS UNNULLED
(. 26 SEC)
42 INCH RISE = BOOSTER AUTOPILOT CONTROL ACTIVATED
(. 98 SEC)
2. ALL SIGNAL FLOW IS FROM BOOSTER TO CENTAUR EXCEPT
FUNCTIONS 4, 6, 7, 18, 52, 5_ AN'D 55. NOTE ARROWS.
BOOSTER I IAITEP,STAGE I CENTAUR
5rA 57o.oo AD,,dPTE,_ W'
5,oA_?ES _or 5/4A/ I STA41Z?Z 57A ZI9 E_U/PMEAI7
I "_SL _ I 5EC rlOAI
5745#073 WAY I
A _ PlJ2'O _ _,1_[ O'_70_UI
, _";_ ItT]" {T If:7 <"""'_
EXT OR INT
Sw 305U3 " i P 
Figure 5.3-1. Typical Electrical Interface Schematic
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Table 5.3-3. Electrical Parameters
REFERENCE
Figure 5.3-1
2
*3
4
EVENT
TIMES
(seconds)
T-370 to
C+I. 9
.%+69 to
A+70
A+I51 to
A+152
B+0 to
C+0
FUNCTION
Booster
Phase "A"
Guidance
Reference
Vent
Insulation
Panel Purge-
Control
Open LH 2
Vent Valve-
Control
Booster
Staging
SOURCE
B-V: 113-117
F : 401-403_
Z: 0.05fl
Not Required
B-V" 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0. 100a
SW: 28
C-V: 24.5-27.5
F: DC
I: 0-0.260a
T: 9-11 ms
SW: 22
LOAD
C-V: 113-117
F: 401-403_
Z: 3K_.(P. F. 1.0)_
I: 0. 038a
SW: 36
Not Required
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z : 253-334
I: 0.067-0.118a
T: 50 ms
SW: 53
B-V: 24-32
F: DC
Z : 724-800_2
I: 0. 034-0.043a
T: 3.0 ms
EVENT CODE
T-370 = -370 seconds in countdown
A = 2 inch motion (0.0 sec)
B = Staging discrete (144 sec)
C = Separation enable (333 sec)
C+30 = Reset
REF AY63-0071-6 for event times
*Tests to determine existence of low
impedance shall be made at ETR.
SOURCE/LOAD CODE
B = Booster
C = Centaur
F = Phase or Frequency
I = AMPS
SW = Switch
T = Time milliseconds
V = Volts
Z = OHMS
P.F. = Power Factor
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REFERENCE
Figure 5.3-1
*5
6
10
Table 5.3-3.
EVENT
TIMES
(seconds)
A+144 to
A+145
and at
/%+232
B+8 to
C+0.2
B+8 to
C+0.2
B+30 to
C+30
T-240 to
C+30
B+56.5 to
C+30
Electrical Parameters, Contd
FUNCTION
Close LH 2
Vent Valve-
Control
Guidance
Pitch
Steering
Guidance
Yaw
Steering
Jettison
Insulation
SOURC E
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0.100a
SW: 27
C-V: 0-0.5
F: 401-403_
C-V: 0-0.5
F: 401-403--_
LOAD
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z : 253-334_
I: 0.067-0. 118a
T: 50 ms
SW: 54
B-V:
F:
Z:
B-V:
F:
Z:
B-V: 21.0-30.0 C-V:
F: DC F:
Panels, Z :
Control I: 0-0.750a I:
Jettison
Insulation
SW: 17
B SW: "D"
B-V: 26-30
F: DC
C-V: UNK
F: DC
Panels,
Squib
Firing
Unlatch
Nose
Fairing-
Control
I: 0-50a
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0.750a
SW: 16
B SW: "C"
0-0.5
401-403
231K-255K_
0-0.5
401-403
231K-255K
18-30
DC
180-220 i]
0.125-0. 166a
Z: 0. 7-1. 3D/squib
I: 20-35a
T: 100 ms
(1.0a-1.0W NO FIRE
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z : 180-220
I: 0.125-0.166a
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REFERENCE
Figure 5.3-1
11
12
13
14
15
Table 5.3-3.
EVENT
TIMES
(seconds}
B+57 to
C+30
B+62 to
C+30
C+0 to
C+30
C+0.1 to
C+30
C+I. 9 to
C+30
Electrical Parameters, Contd
FUNCTION
Fire Nose
Fairing
Thruster
Bottles-
Control
Start Boost
Pumps-
Control
Start
Centaur
Timer-
Control
Staging
Disconnect-
Unlatch
Stage
Separation-
Control
SOURCE
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0.750a
SW: 15
B SW: "B"
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0.250a
SW: 37
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0.250a
SW: 40
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 5.0a-5 secs
15.0a-80 ms
11.5a-150 ms
SW: 14
B SW: "G"
B-V: 21.0-30.0
F: DC
I: 0-0.750a
LOAD
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z : 180-220
I: 0.125-0. 166a
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z : 570-618
I: 0. 036-0. 053
T: 50 ms
SW: 27
C-V" 18-30
F: DC
Z : 570-618
I: 0.036-0. 053a
T: 50 ms
C-V: 22.5-30.0
F: DC
Z: 0.90-1.10_
h 10. a
T: 150 ms
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z: 180-220_
I: 0.125-0. 166a
T: 100 ms
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Table 5.3-3. Electrical Parameters, Contd
REFERENCE
Figure 5.3-1
16
17
18
REFERENCE
Figure 5.3-1
5O
51
52
53
EVENT
TIMES
(seconds)
T-240 to
C+30
C+0 to
C+30
FUNCTION
Stage
Separation-
Squib (4)
Firing
Unlatch
Insulation
Panel
Hinges
Start
Separation
Sequence
SOURC E
B-V: 26-30
F:DC
I: 0-50a
Not Required
C-V: 24.5-27.5
F: DC
LOAD
C-V: UNK
F: DC
Z: 0.7-1.3 _/squit
I: 20-35+a
T: 100 ms
(1.0a-1.0W NO FIRE)
Not Required
B-V: 24-28V
F: DC
Z: 724-800
UMBILICAL
CONNECTOR
1001-84
1001-41
1001-68
Backup
FUNCTION
Disarm
Centaur
Programmer
Arm
Centaur
Programmer
Disarm
I: 0-0.260a
SW: 24
SOURCE
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I : 0-10a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I: 0-10a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
I: 0-0.010a
LOAD
C-V: 24-32
F: DC
I: 0. 350-0. 400a
T: 4-6 secs
Centaur
Programmer-
Monitor
1001-103 Monitor
Indicator s
Supply
F: DC
I: 0-10a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I: 0-10a
C-V: 24-32
F: DC
I: 0.350-0.400a
T: 4-6 secs
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z: 253-334
I: 0. 075-0.121a
T: 50 ms
SWITCH ONLY; SEE
REFERENCES 52
AND 54 FOR LOADS
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REFERENCE
Figure 5.3-i
54
55
56
57
58
59
Table 5.3-3.
UMBILICAL
CONNECTOR
I
i 1001-46
i
i
1001-102
I
i 1001-4
1002-35
1001-20
1001-65
Electrical Parameters, Contd
FUNCTION
Arm
Centaur
Programmer-
Monitor
Centaur
Timer
Zero Time-
Monitor
Centaur
Programmer
Manual
Reset-
Control
Centaur
Timer
Clutch
Brake-
Control
Close LH 2
Vent Valve
GSE Control
Open LH 2
Vent Valve
GSE Control
SOURCE
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I:O-lOa
C-V: 26-28.5
F: DC
I: 0-6a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I: 0-10a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I: 0-10a
C-V: 26-28.5
F: DC
I: O-6a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I:0-10a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I:0-10a
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
I: 0-10a
5-14
LOAD
GSE-V: 25.2-30.8
F: DC
Z : 95-142
I : 0. 216-0.264a
GSE-V: 26-30
F: DC
Z: 673-387 D
I: 0.036-0. 045a
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z : 126-16712
I: 0.150-0. 244a
T: 50 ms
C-V: 22-32
F: DC
Z: 70-9012
I:0-0.44a
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z: 253-334_
I: 0.067-0. 118a
T: 50 ms
C-V: 18-30
F: DC
Z :253-334
I:0.067-0. l18a
T: 50 ms
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5.3.5 SIGNALS FROM THE BOOSTER TO CENTAUR. The capability is provided
on pins C, F, G, S, and CC of mating connector 600P20 and pins N and P of mating
connector 600P19.
5.3.6 SIGNALS FROM THE BOOSTER TO THE INTERSTAGE ADAPTER. A signal
is provided from the booster programmer through pins A and B of mating connector
600P20 to the staging disconnect on staging connector B600P/J9. Signals are also
provided from the booster through pins E andJ of mating connector 600P20 and pins
A and C of mating connector 600P21.
5.3.7 SIGNALS FROM CENTAUR TO THE BOOSTER. These signals are provided
on pins R, T, U, and DD of mating connector 600J20.
5.4 TELEMETRY INTERFACE FUNCTION AND CONTROL
The booster vehicle is equipped with one RF subsystem with the capability of receiving
instrumentation signals from the Centaur vehicle through the telemetry interface con-
nector, P3542, at Station 540.73. The signals are conditioned (as applicable) and
transmitted to a ground receiving station through PAM/FM/FM crystal-controlled
transmitters.
5.4.1 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION. The electrical connector, P3542, is a 26 pin
connector. Refer to figure 5.2-1, for connector location. It provides the capability
for the RF No. 1 unit to monitor up to 9 temperature measurements, 4 position mea-
surements and 3 pressure measurements as well as providing the transducer excita-
tion voltages. Figure 5.4-1 is the telemetry electrical interface schematic showing
all of the electrical signals. Table 5.4-1 lists the spare wires available in the con-
nector.
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Table 5.3-4. Electrical Connector Spare Pins
CONNECTOR WIRE SIZE PIN NO.
16 A thru F, H, J, K, L, M, T, U, V, W, XJ/P 19
J/P 20
J/P 21
2O
16
D, E, H, J, V, W, A_ B, C, F, G, H, K,
L, M, N, P, Q, V thru Z_._AA, BB, EE,
FF, GG, HH, JJ, KK, LL, MM, NN, PP
E, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, R, S
Table 5.4-1. Telemetry Connector Spare Pins
CONNECTOR WIRE SIZE PIN NO.
B600P/J3542 20 (All} B, C, D, L, M, N, P, R, S, T, U,
V, A, B, C
5-17/5-18
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SECTION VI
AIRFRAME SEPARATION SYSTEMS
6.1 INSULATION PANEL SEPARATION SYSTEM.
6.1.1 FUNCTION. The Insulation Panel Separation System separates the insulation
panels from the Centaur vehicle during flight. The panels consist of four quarters
approximately 193 inches in length and form, when assembled, an approximate 120-
inch inside diameter shell (Figure 6.1-1). The insulation panels are jettisoned after
booster engine cutoff and before the nose fairing is jettisoned.
6.1.2 SEPARATION CONTROL. An electrical signal from the booster programmer
connects power from the booster main battery and one nose fairing pyrotechnic battery,
to energize detonator assemblies located in the separation system. The detonator
assemblies initiate mild detonation fuses, which in turn initiate linear shaped charges.
Detonation of the linear shaped charges sever the longitudinal connections, the forward
circumferential seal and tension strap, and aft circumferential attachment of the in-
sulation panels. The combined effect of vehicle accelerations, and relation of panel
C.G. to panel hinge line rotate the panels to approximately 46 degrees, at which time
the panels disengage from their hinges and move away from the vehicle. The insula-
tion panel separation system arrangement is shown in Figure 6.1-2. Figure 6.1-3
shows an artist's conception of the panel separation in flight.
6.1.3 SYSTEM COMPONENTS.
system consist of:
.
The major components of the panel separation
Two separate hinge mechanisms for each panel. The panel half of the hinge
mechanism is attached near the aft end of each panel's longitudinal splice. The
vehicle half is attached near the forward end of the interstage adapter.
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NOSE FAIRING
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SHAPED CHARGE
SEPARATION SU
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PANELS
INTERSTAGEADAPTER
Figure 6.1-1. Insulation Panel Arrangement
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(4 PLACES)
STA. 218.9
L HAPED CHARGE
MILD DETONATING
FUSE (4 PLACES)
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I
I
I
I
.I
I
I
I
I
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PRIMER
(48 PLACES)
DETONATING
FUSE (10 PLACES)
= IANEAR SHAPED CHARGE
Figure 6.1-2. Insulation Panel Separation System Arrangement
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. Flexible linear shaped charges located along each longitudinal splice, the aft
circumferential attachment, and along the forward circumferential seal and ten-
sion strap. The maximum operating temperature of the linear shaped charge
used in the panel separation system is 250°F and the minimum operating tempera-
ture is -320°F.
6.2 NOSE FAIRING SEPARATION SYSTEM
6.2.1 FUNCTION. After booster engine cutoff and jettison of the insulation panels,
the nose fairing separates along a split line on the xx axis and, with an assist from the
nitrogen thruster bottles, rotate outward until they disengage (Figure 6 1.3).
6.2.2 SEPARATION CONTROL. An electrical signal from the booster programmer
connects power from the nose fairing pyrotechnic batteries through the nose fairing
relay assembly, located in the nose fairing barrel section, to Conax latch pins on the
nose fairing and explosive valves that open the thruster bottles. The system is illus-
trated in Figure 6.2-1.
6.2.3 SYSTEM COMPONENTS.
tion system consist of:
1.
2.
3.
41
6.3
The major components of the Nose Fairing Separa-
Eight explosive latches which use latch pins to release the nose fairing halves.
Two explosive valves that open the thruster bottles.
Two relay assemblies located in the nose fairing barrel section that condition and
distribute battery firing current to the pyrotechnics.
Two pyrotechnic batteries in the barrel section that provide redundant firing cur-
rent for the latch pin assemblies and explosive thruster valves.
INTERSTAGE ADAPTER/CENTAUR SEPARATION SYSTEM
6.3.1 FUNCTION. A flexible, linear shaped charge cuts the interstage adapter near
the forward end, and physical separation from the booster and interstage adapter sup-
ports is accomplished by application of retrorocket forces on the booster. Four sep-
aration bumper guides assist in guiding the Centaur aft section out of the interstage
adapter.
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6.3.2 SEPARATION CONTROL. Operation of the separation system is initiated by
a signal from the booster programmer, which connects the booster battery power
through a booster relay assembly to the shape charge detonator assemblies on the inter-
stage adapter. The general arrangement of the Interstage Adapter/Centanr Shaped
Charge Separation System is illustrated in Figure 6.3-1.
6.3.3 SYSTEM COMPONENTS. The linear shaped charge is located on the forward
interstage adapter flanged ring, approximately 0.5 inch aft of the interfaces of the
Centaur matingring and the interstage adapter. The detonators assemblies are located
on opposite sides of the interstage adapter near the forward end. A stainless steel blast
shield covered with Fiberglass matting protects the Centaur liquid oxygen tank from
fragments, and four separation bumper guides assist in guiding the Centaur aft section
out of the interstage adapter.
6.4 SEPARATION SYSTEM CHECKOUT
6.4.1 GANTRY TEST RACK FUNCTION. Prior to launch, the vehicle separation
system detonator (squib) assemblies actuating circuits are checked. This check is
accomplished with the Gantry Test Rack. The Gantry Test Rack (GTR) is used during
ground checkout of the vehicle. The GTR is used primarily for monitoring the vehicle
separation system pyrotechnic (squib) actuated device circuits for fire power adequacy
and for detection of stray voltages which could inadvertently actuate the pyrotechnic
devices. In addition, the GTR is used to monitor and record certain discrete signals
of the booster and Centaur stage flight programmer, to simulate booster engine start
sequence, and monitor and control the vehicle batteries during ground test.
The GTR and associated equipment is set-up in the test tower during the test sequence.
There are no blockhouse controls involved in this test except those concerned with
power supplies. A block diagram of the GTR system is presented in Figure 6.4-1.
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ATTACHED EQUIPMENT
Figure 6.3-1. Interstage Adapter/Centaur Shaped Charge
Separation System Arrangement
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6.4.2 GANTRY TEST RACK SYSTEM COMPONENTS. The major components of the
Gantry Test Rack system are as follows:
1. Gantry Test Rack (Control and Indication). This part of the GTR consists of one
72 x 30 inch rack containing the following functional component assemblies:
a. Squib firing indicator lamp panel and attached lamp switching relay chassis.
b. Squib firing auxiliary lamp panel and attached lamp switch ing relay chassis.
The booster engine sequence function switches and relays are mounted on this
panel and chassis.
c. GTR control panel
d. A.C. Power control panel
e. D.C. Power control panel
f. Interconnecting input signal patch panel (accessible from rear of rack).
g. Cable interface connector panel (mounted at lower rear of rack).
2. Gantry Test Rack (Sequence Recorders}. This part of the GTR consists of one
72 x 30 inch rack containing three 40-channel sequence signal recorders and control
switches.
3. Squib Simulators. The squib simulators are connected to the vehicle circuits under
test through an attached four foot cable and mating connector. The simulator out-
put signals are connected to the intermediate "J" boxes by the cables provided.
4. Battery Interrupt Boxes. Two are supplied; one for the booster main battery and
one for the Centaur main battery.
5. Battery Monitor Boxes. Three are supplied; two for nose fairing pyrotechnic
batteries and one for Centaur telemetry battery.
6. Midwest Oscillograph. This is a 50-channel recorder which is used with the GTR
system but is not a part of the GTR.
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7. Interconnecting Cables. Reference GD/C Dwgs. No. 55-56320 and 55-56322.
8. Junction Boxes. There are three major junction boxes required as follows:
a. Junction Boxes No. 1 and 2 are used for Centaur signal interconnection points
between the GTR and six intermediate junction boxes. These six boxes are
used as signal interconnection points between the squib simulators and the
major junction boxes, between instrumentation and recorders, and for control
of the Centaur main battery interrupt box.
b. Junction Box No. 3 is used for interconnection points between the GTR and
three intermediate junction boxes for booster signals.
A typical GTR test set-up of panels and recorders is shown in Figure 6.4-2.
6.4.3 GANTRY TEST RACK COMPONENT FUNCTIONAL DISCRIPTION. The
function of each component within the GTR and associate system assemblies is as
follows:
6.4.3.1 Gantry Test Rack (Control and Indication).
1. Squib Firing Indicator Lamp Panel. The Squib Firing Indicator Lamp Panel
and relay chassis has 60 indicator lamps and associated lamp switching relays.
These lamps are arranged in booster and Centaur programmers signal
sequence. Illuminated lamps indicate that sufficient current has been delivered
by the vehicle actuating equipment to the squib simulators to fire the pyro-
technics when they are installed on the vehicle. During this mode of operation,
the simulators are operated in a "Signal Monitor Mode". When the simulators
are operated in a "Stray Volts Test" mode, the illuminated lamps indicate that
a stray voltage signal has actuated the simulator. This test mode is also
used in circuit continuity tests.
2. Squib Firing Auxiliary Lamp Panel. The Squib Firing Auxiliary Lamp Panel
and attached switching relay chassis performs a function similar to (1.) above.
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. GTR Control Panel. A diagram of the GTR Control Panel is shown in Figure
6.4-3. The control panel contains the following functional equipment:
a. Booster functions indicator lights and switches (reference only).
b. "Centaur Battery Corm" switch. This switch is used to control the Centaur
main battery interrupt and monitor box. The Centaur battery or battery
simulator circuit may be interrupted by this switch at any time during
a test.
c. "Atlas Battery Corm" switch. This switch performs a function similar
to (b) above for the booster.
d. "Eng Sire Pwr", "2 ll_ Arm" and "8 IN Arm" are booster function switches.
e. "Range Timing" switch. This swish is used to inject range timing marks
on the event recorders and oscillograph for time coordination.
f. "Event Marl_' switch. This is a push button switch used to manually
inject a timing mark on the recorders at any desired time during a test.
g. "Stray Volts Test/Signal Monitor" switches. These switches are used to
select the test mode of the squib simulators (See Section 6.4.2 and
Figure 6.4-3).
h. "Reset/Load Test" switches. These switches are used to determine if
the load dropping relay in each simulator is picked up at the beginning of
a signal mode test. Also, these switches are used to extinguish the indi-
cator lamps at the completion of a test sequence (Reference Figure 6.4-3).
i. "Time Meter". The time meter and associated control switch (Remote/
Off/Man) are used to indicate the approximate event sequence time to the
GTR operator. The time meter may be controlled by remote or manual
means depending upon the control switch position.
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j. "D. C. Power" switch and associated indicator light. These components
are used to control and monitor the 28 VDC power on the GTR.
k. "A.C. Power" switch and associated indicator light. These components
are used to control and monitor the 120 volt 60 cycle a.c. power on the
GTR.
4. A.C. Power Control Panel. This panel is equipped with a protective circuit
breaker and indicator lamp to control and monitor the 120 volt 60 cycle a.c.
power supplied to the GTR from the Facility power source.
5. D.C. Power Control Panel. This panel is equipped with a protective circuit
breaker and indicator lamp to control and monitor the 28 VDC power supplied
to the GTR from the Facility power source.
6. GTR Patch Panel. This panel is located at the rear of the GTR and is used to
connect the incoming signal circuits to the proper sequential indicating or
recording positions.
7. GTR Connector Panel. This panel is located at the lower rear of the GTR and
is used as an interface for all interconnecting cables between the GTR, incoming
power, sequence recorders, oscillograph, and junction boxes.
6.4.3.2 Gantry Test Rack (Sequence Recorders).
contains the following functional equipment:
.
This recorder rack (Figure 6.4-2)
2,
3.
Sequence Recorders. There are three dual chart 40 channel Esterline Angus
sequence recorders. These recorders are used to record the input signal
sequence as required for time/event correlation during various phases of
ground testing.
Time Meter. This meter is not used for present applications of the GTR.
Recorder Control Panel. This control panel contains:
a. "Time Meter" switch: This switch controls the meter.
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b. "Time Pulse Internal/External" switch: This switch is used to select the
chart time marker signal from an internal time pulse generator or from
a time pulse originated at an external source.
c. "Recorder Time Pulse Interrupt" switch: This switch is used to stop
(interrupt) time marker pulses to the recorder charts.
d. "Recorder Speed," "Fast" and "Slow": These push button switches are
used to simultaneously control the chart drive speed when the individual
speed control switches are in the "off" position.
e. "Chart Drive" switch: This switch energizes the 115 volt 60 cps a.c.
power to the recorder chart drive motors, chart illumination lamps and
chart electric write pen heaters.
f. "AC Power" indicator lamp: This lamp illuminates When the a.c. power
is on.
g. "Hour/*Minute Mag. Shift" switch ($2): This switch controls the chart
drive speed.
h. "Individual Fast Speed" switches: These switches provide individual
speed control of the recorder.
i. "E&I Rec", "Hour/Minute Mag Shift" ($7) and "Auto/IPPS RH Pens"
switches are not used for present application of the GTR.
6.4.3.3 Battery Interrupt Boxes: This equipment enables _e GTR operator to ener-
gize or remove the booster and/or Centaur main battery or battery simulator power to
or from the GTR circuits at any time during a test sequence. The circuit within each
interrupt box provides for load current monitoring of the battery or battery simulator
load.
6.4.3.4 Battery Monitor Boxes: This equipment, provided with instrumentation inter-
face connectors and current shunts, is used to monitor voltages and current of the
pyrotechnic and Centaur telemetry batteries.
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6.4.3.5 Squib Simulators: The squib simulators are designed to simulate the elec-
trical bridge wire circuit of the electrically ignited pyrotechnics used on the Centaur
vehicle. These units are specifically designed to simulate the 1-amp, 1-watt, no-
fire/5-amp, sure-fire pyrotechnics and provide an indication signal.
The simulator is manufactured in two basic configurations, single-squib and dual-
squib simulator.
The single-squib simulator is housed in an aluminum box approximately 2-1/4 x 4 x
5-1/4 inches. The box contains a chassis subassembly, connectors and extractor
type fuse holder. The single simulator unit is used on circuits which fire a single
bridge wire to ignite the pyrotechnic actuated device.
The dual-squib simulator is housed in an aluminum box 2-1/4 x 5-1/4 x 8 inches. The
dual unit contains two of the single unit chassis subassemblies, connectors and fuse
holders. The dual unit is used on circuits which fire two bridge wires through a com-
mon connector to ignite the pyrotechnic actuated devices.
6.4.3.5.1 Operating Characteristics. The unit is designed to operate in either of
two modes; voltage sensing, or current sensing.
In a voltage sensing mode, the unit will respond to any voltage level above 1.1 volt
nominal, AC (RMS) or DC at a current of 8.2 milliamps. With an input voltage at
Pl of 28V, the current will be approximately 500 MA. The recommended operation
range is from 1.1 to 30 VDC or AC.
In a current sensing mode, the unit will respond to preset current levels between
1.5 amps and 20 amps. The recommended operating range is from 1.5 amps to 10
amps. The response in either a voltage sensing mode or a current sensing mode
is a go-no-go indication displayed on an indicator light panel.
6.4.3.5.2 Theory of Operation: The simulator (see Figure 6.4-4) consists basically
of low-voltage, low-current relay K1 (246 millivolts @ 8.2 milliamps for pick up),
bridge rectifier CR1, 2, 3, 4, voltage divider network R4 and R5, current load
resistor R1, and load switching relay K2.
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holding circuit relay K3, mode selector switch S1, and load test and indicator lamp
reset switch $2.
Stray Voltage Sense Mode Operation: With the GTR switches in a "Stray Voltage"
sensing mode, (81 in the test position), the unit functions as follows:
A voltage in excess of 1.1 volt DC or AC (RMS) at pins 1 & 2 of P1 is applied through
the current adjust network R1, R4 & R5 and the current limiting resistors R2 and
R3 to rectifier bridge CR1, CR2, CR3 & CR4 and to the coil of the K1 relay. This
causes the Kla relay contacts to close.
With 1.1 volts applied to pins 1 & 2 of P1, approximately 250 millivolts is applied
to the relay coil K1 due to the junction drop of approximately 420 millivolts through
two diode junctions CR1 and CR4 or CR2 and CR3 and approximately 300 millivolts
drop through current limiter resistors R2 and R3. The voltage drop through the
current adjust network R1, R4 and R5 is negligible.
Diodes CR8 & CR9 limit the voltage across the K1 relay coil to approximately 1.5
volts. This is the forward voltage drop of the CR8 & CR9 diode junctions at the full
load current when 28 volts is applied to pins 1 & 2 of P1. These diodes draw negligible
current below 1 volt, therefore do not affect the low voltage sensitivity of the relay.
When the K1 relay is energized, contact Kla applies 28 VDC to the coil of relay K3
through P2 Pin B and isolating diode CR10. Relay K3 operates and closes its contact
K3a to the 28 volt buss through switch $2. The relay and lamp across the relay are
energized and relay K3 locks itself in the energized position through the K3a contact.
The relay remains energized and indicator lamp DS1 is illuminated until the signal
is removed from P1 and the lamp reset switch $2 is actuated to remove the holding
voltage from the relay coil through S2a and K3a.
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Current Sense Mode Operation: With switch $1 in the Stray Voltage "Off" position,
the load relay K2 is energized through the current sensing relay K1 normally closed
contact "b" to the +28 VDC bus.
Relay K2a and K2b contacts are closed. Closing the K2a contact connects the 1.1
ohm load resistor R1 across the input of plug P1 pins 1 & 2. Contact K2b is used to
monitor the K2 relay when in the energized position. By actuating switch $2 to the
"Load Test" position, +28 VDC is applied to the indication lead of P2 pin B through
isolation diode CR5 and relay contact K2b. This picks up indicator lamp DS-1 and
relay K3 indicating the load relay K2 is energized. Switch $2 is then actuated to the
lamp reset position. The simulator is ready to respond to current levels of 1.5
amps to 20 amps. The response level is determined by the position of the wiper
contact of potentiometer R4. The lower response level is obtained when the wiper
R4 is toward the 5.6 ohm resistor, R5, end of the potentiometer.
When the current level of the circuit under test is above the minimum sense level
as established by the wiper of potentiometer R4, relay contact Klb opens de-energizing
relay K2, opening relay contact K2a and dropping the 1.1 ohm load from the input
circuit. The circuit current will then drop to approximately. 5 amp @ 28V. Relay
contact Kla closes, applying +28 volts to the indication lead B of P2, energizing
relay K3 and illuminating indicator lamp DS-1.
If the input current level is below the current pickup point of the simulator but above
the "Blow" point of fuse F-l, the fuse will interrupt the circuit, protecting the vehicle
harness and airborne equipment.
6.4.4 GTR CHECKOUT. The GTR wiring and associated panels, controls, and re-
corders are validated as to configuration and operation prior to use for vehicle ground
testing. This validation is performed in accordance with an approved and published
test procedure.
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A squib simulator test and calibration is performed to verify that the simulators will
respond to firing signals of the proper magnitude and duration and will transmit firing
information to the GTR. This test and calibration is performed in accordance with
an approved and published procedure.
6.5 SEPARATION SYSTEMS SERVICING
The shaped charges at the forward end of insulation panels, aft end of insulation
panels, and forward end of the interstage adapter are serviced by a "Retainer" (TPISS-
7437). The retainer supports the shaped charge from the time it is fabricated until
it is installed at the launch site upon assembly of the vehicle major components. The
retainer containing the shaped charge is placed as near as possible to the attachment
detail in which the charge will be installed and the shaped charge is then carefully
removed and put in place and held by seal plates as indicated in Figures 6.5-1 and
6.5-2. Damage to the shaped charges in handling will cause a malfunction. The
retainer, a welded aluminum half circle ring with four lifting nuts and a bolted cover,
is illustrated in Figure 6.5-3.
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SECTION VII
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
7.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM FUNCTION AND CONTROL
7.1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM FUNCTION
The Environmental Control System supplies filtered air or gaseous nitrogen to the
vehicle and spacecraft for heating and cooling purposes. (See Figure 7.1-1.)
The Centaur Environmental Control System performs the following functions:
1. Provides filtered, dehumidified air to the forward (guidance) compartment to
maintain a suitable environment for humidity-sensitive equipment.
2° Provides filtered, dehumidified and cooled air to the forward Compartment during
system checkout.
3. Provides filtered and conditioned gaseous nitrogen to the forward compartment
when LH 2 is on board the vehicle.
4. Provides filtered, dehumidified and heated gaseous nitrogen to the Centaur inter-
stage adapter during vehicle tanking and detanking.
5. Provides filtered, dehumidified and heated gaseous nitrogen for purging after
vehicle detanking.
The Payload Environmental Control System provides filtered, dehumidified air or
gaseous nitrogen (when LH 2 is aboard the Centaur vehicle) to the Payload electronic
packages and vehicle retromotor. A backup air conditioning unit is provided for
Payload environmental control.
Environmental Requirements for the vehicle and spacecraft are listed in Table 7.1-1.
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Table 7.1-1. Vehicle and Spacecraft Environmental Requirements
COMPONENT TEMPERATURE FLOW RATE
VEHICLE
Forward Compartment
Interstage Adapter
PAYLOAD
Compartment A and B Radiators
Inertial Reference Unit
Flight Control Electronics
Radiator
Main Retro Engine Propellant
Vernier System Fuel and
Oxidizer Tanks
55 ± 5°F
130 • 5°F
0 - 95°F
130 - 155 ° F
0 - 95°F
85 ± 5°F
80 - 100_F
65 • 5 lb/min
150 • 10 lb/min
75 ± 5 lb/min
7.1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CONTROL
The Environmental Control System is operated and monitored from the Environmental
Control System Console in the blockhouse. The console panels, Figure 7.1-2, contain
the payload control chassis and the second stage control chassis.
The Environmental Control Second Stage Panel controls the gaseous nitrogen supply to
the system, the operation of the LN 2 Vaporizer, the operation of the Centaur air
conditioner and the conditioned supply medium, air or gaseous nitrogen. The console
provides temperature gages and controls to monitor and adjust the guidance cooling
temperature and interstage adapter heating temperature. The electrical signal paths
between the console and the system components are shown in Figure 7.1-3, electrical
system block diagram.
The Payload panel controls the operation of the main Surveyor air conditioning unit and
the standby unit, controls the air or gaseous nitrogen, conditioning supply, monitors
the air conditioner outlet pressure and temperature, monitors the Surveyor inlet tem-
perature, provides for selection and check of either Surveyor temperature transducer,
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Figure 7.1-2. Payload and Environmental Control Second Stage Panels 
and provides for adjustment of the coolant flow temperature. In addition, the panel 
monitors the LN2 storage tank volume and ullage pressure.  The electrical system 
block diagram, Figure 7.1-4 shows the signal paths between components. 
7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
The Environmental Control System as shown in Figure 7.1-1 consists of two main sub- 
systems: 1) Nitrogen Supply Subsystem and 2) A i r  Conditioning Subsystem. 
trogen Supply Subsystem is comprised of four major components: l) Centralized GNz 
Storage, 2) High Pressure Regulator Load and Reset Station, 3) LN2 Vaporizer, and 
4) Reset and Manifold Regulation Station. The A i r  Conditioning Subsystem is comprised 
of the Spacecraft Air Conditioner, a backup unit, and the Centaur A i r  Conditioner. 
The Ni- 
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7.2.1 NITROGEN SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
The Nitrogen Supply Subsystem provides gaseous nitrogen at 45 -_5 PSIG to the air
conditioning units. The flow rate is based upon the demand required by the vehicle and
spacecraft systems. Figure 7.2-1 is a schematic diagram of the Nitrogen Supply
Subsystem.
7.2.1.1 CENTRALIZED GN 2 STORAGE. The GN 2 storage facilitycontains 18
storage vessels, reliefvalves, filters,gages and sl_utoffvalves required for operation.
Each storage vessel contains 820 cubic feet (water volume) of nitrogen at 2200 PSIG.
The minimum pressure is 500 PSIG. Temperature of the nitrogen supplied to the
system is between -20°F and +40° F.
7.2.1.2 HIGH PRESSURE REGULATOR LOAD AND RESET STATION. The High
Pressure Regulator Load and Reset StationFigure 7.2-2, has three functions:
1. Reduce storage vessel pressure to 180 PSIG maximum for supply to LN 2 Vaporizer.
2. Provide GN 2 to the LN 2 Vaporizer at constant pressure for any given flow rate
regardless of inletpressure fluctuations. (A function of the reset signal).
3. Provide linecompensation in accordance with a "reset" signal from the LN 2
Vaporizer to supply a constant (45 ±5 PSIG) pressure at the LN 2 Vaporizer coil
inletregardless of flow rate, linedrop, or strainer pressure drop.
Table 7.2-1 liststhe components and function of each component in the High Pressure
Regulator. Refer to Figure 7.2-1 for component layout.
7.2.1.3 LN 2 VAPORIZER. The LN 2 Vaporizer, Figure 7.2-3, also known as the
GN 2 Heater, heats the gaseous nitrogen supplied from the GN 2 storage to ambient
temperature. The temperature of the gaseous nitrogen received at the LN 2 Vaporizer
is approximately -20°F to +40°F. The temperature is raised to ambient by passing
the gaseous nitrogen through a heat exchanger supplied with 60°F to 100°F air. An
800 PSIG gaseous nitrogen control pressure source is supplied to the LN 2 Vaporizer
from the Primary Pneumatic Distribution Unit. (Refer to Paragraph 10.2.)
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Figure 7 .2-2 .  High Pressure Regulators, Load and Reset Station 
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High Pressure Regulator Load and Reset Station
2
10
11
12
13
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
Control Pressure Regulator
(Hand Loaded)
Minimum Set Point Regulator
(3-15 PSIG) (Hand Loaded)
3 Selector Relay
4 Transmitter
5 (Error Detector) & Controller
6 Hand Loader
7 Positioner "A"
8 Pilot Valve "A"
9 Positioner "B"
FUNCTION
Provides pneumatic supply to the Pressure
Regulator System
Provides constant adjustable (3-15 PSIG) signal to
selector and error detector proportional to desired
set point.
Selects the higher of the set point and "reset"
signals for transmittal to the error detector as a
set point pressure.
Transmitts a pressure (3-15 PSIG) signal propor-
tional to dome pressure to the error detector.
Compares '_Dome Pressure" signal with "Set
Point" signal and transmits a (3-15 psig) signal
above or below 9 PSIG by an amount proportional
to the difference.
Provides 450 psig constant pressure for dome of
main regulator.
Positions pilot valve "A" from full open to closed
as pressure from controller varies from 3-6 psig
("Error" below set point).
Regulates flow from hand loader to top of main
regulator dome opening main regulator and
raising line flow and pressure.
Positions pilot valve "B" from closed to full open
as pressure from controller varies from 9-11 psig
("Errar" above set point).
Pilot Valve "B" Vents top of main regulator dome allowing line
pressure to close regulator, decreasing line
flow and pressure.
Main Regulator (Dome Loaded) Regulates GN 2 pressure and flow.
High Limit Cut-off Relay Limits reset signal to a maximum value of 15 psig.
High Limit Solenoid Valve Limits maximum value of 15 PSIG to main re-
gulator dome.
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The LN 2 vaporizer mechanic_A and electrical' schematics, Figures 7.2-4 and 7.2-5
show the operation of the vaporizer. Table 7.2-2 lists the LN 2 Vaporizer compo-
nents and their function.
Table 7.2-2. LN 2 Vaporizer
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
NV-I-1 Blower Provides air flow at 8000 SCFM and 18 inch water
NV-3-1 gage static pressure to heat exchanger
NV-2-1 Water Eliminator Removes moisture from air medium
Finned CoilNV-4-1
NV-5-1
NV-6-1
NV-7-1
NV-8-1
NV-9-1
NV- 10-1
NV- 14-1
NV- 14-2
NV- 15-1
NV-15-2
NV-19-1
Dampers
Provides for exchange of heat between gaseous
nitrogen and flowing air
Provides control of outside air and recirculated
air entering the blowers
NV- 11-1 Process Thermal Monitors outlet GN 2 temperature
Bulb
NV-12-1 Air Thermal Bulb Monitors air inlet temperature to heat exchanger
Manual stop valves for gage monitoringNV- 13-1 Manual Valves
NV- 13-2
NV- 13-6 thru
NV- 13-9
NV-13-3 Manual Valve Manual stop valve in 800 PSIG control GN 2 supply
NV-13-4 Manual Valve System test stop valve
NV-16-1 Filter Filters 800 PSIG control GN 2 supply
NV-17-1 GN 2 Supply Regulator Reduces 800 PSIG control pressure to 25 PSIG
NV-18-1 Relief Valve Set at 30 PSIG to prevent overpressure of control
system pressure
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Table 7.2-2. LN 2 Vaporizer, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
NV-23-1 Differential Pressure
NV-25-1 Gage
Measures differential pressure between inlet and
outlet GN 2 pressure; NV-25-1 for air pressure
differential
NV-24-1 Temp Controller Monitors and records outlet GN 2 temperature and
Recorder monitors air inlet temperature to heat exchanger
NV-26-1 Statis Pressure Gage Monitors GN 2 inlet or outlet pressure
NV-27-1 Blower Motor Drives the two 75 HP air blowers
NV-31-1 Motor Starter Magnetic starter, 3 pole overload protection, auto-
matic reset relays, size N 74 heaters, 110 volt
control solenoid, open type mounting, 2 normally
open auxiliary contacts, NEMA size 4 for 75 HP
motor, 440 volts AC, 60 cycles
NV-32-1 Main Circuit Breaker Molded case, 440 VAC, 60 cycles, 3 phase to
serve 75 HP motor normal starting torque
NV-33-1 Control Power Circuit Breaker, 440 VAC, 2 pole, 5 amp rating
Breaker
NV-34-1 Control Transformer Single phase, 60 cycle, 1 KVA, dry type, 440 volt,
to 110 volt for control panel operation
NV-35-1 Control Circuit Switch Switch with overload protection, 115 VAC 1 phase,
10 amp minimum rating, weatherproof enclosure
NV-35-2 Light Switch Same as item NV-35-1
NV-36-1 Remote Start/Stop Relay, 28 volt DC control coil, normal open con-
Relay tacts, double break, 20 amp rated at 115 volts, AC
NV-37-1 Remote Control 110 volts AC, 1 phase, green pilot light kit
Indicator Light
NV-38-1 Hour Meter Monitors length of time of unit operation. 5 Digit,
110 volt AC, 1 phase
NV-39-1 Cabinet Light 100 watt, 110 volts AC, weatherproof fixture with
guard and lamp, vaportite
NV-39-2 Panel Light Same as Item 39-1
NV-40-1 Convenience Outlet 3 pole, 110 volts AC, single phase, grounded,
weatherproof
NV-41-1 Terminal Board 20 terminal points minimum
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Table 7.2-2. LN2 Vaporizer, Cont
CONTROLORINDICATOR FUNCTION
NV-42-1 Test Coupling
NV-42-2 Test Coupling
NV-45-1 Relief Valve
NV-46-1 Relay
NV-47-1 Cycling Valve
NV-48-1 SolenoidValve
NV-49-1 Time Delay Relay
NV-50-1 NeedleValve
NV-50-2
1/2 inch test coupling with pipe plug, brass, 1/2
inch pipe thread
1/2 inch test coupling with pipe plug, brass, 1/2
inch pipe thread
Set to relieve inlet GN2 pressure at 180PSIG
Relay, 120volt AC control coil, four normally
opencontacts each rated 10amps contacts for 120
volts AC, NEMA 1 enclosure
Pneumatic dome operatedvalve, provides gaseous
nitrogen inlet to the heat exchangers
4 way solenoid valve provides control pressure to
the cycle valve dome for valve operation
Dual Head, adjustable time delay of 1 to 30
minutes per cycle, hermetically sealed, 115 VAC
60 cycle power, electrical leads 24 inches long,
16 or 18 gage wire
Throttles control pressure supply from NV-48-1
solenoid valve to NV-47-1 cycling valve
7.2.1.4 RESET AND MANIFOLD REGULATION STATION. The Reset and Manifold
Regulation Station provides pressure sensing instruments to detect the inlet pressure
to the manifold control valve. The sensed pressure is fed back to the High Pressure
Regulator Control Station where it initiates a reset signal which opens or closes the
main regulator. The Station also regulates the manifold control valve and High Mani-
fold Pressure Vent Valve to maintain proper supply pressure to the Air Conditioning
units. Table 7.2-3 lists the function of the system components; refer to Figure 7.2-1
for system schematic.
7.2.2 AIR CONDITIONING SUBSYSTEM
A detail description of the Centaur Air Conditioning Subsystem and complete instruc-
tions to operate and maintain the system are contained in the Centaur Environmental
Control Operation and Maintenance Manual, GDA63-0115 (Volume 2), dated 15 August
1964. Similar coverage is provided for the Surveyor Air Conditioning Subsystem in
Volume 3 of the same manual.
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Figure 7.2-3. LN 2 Vaporizer Control Panel
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Table 7.2-3. Reset and Manifold Regulation Station
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
PCV3
PCV4
Control Pressure
Regulator
Set Point Regulator
PT 1 Transmitter
DU1
PC1
Direct Derivative
Relay
Error Detector
(Controller)
PRC 1 Pressure Recorder-
Controller
PCV2 Manifold Control
Valve
FUNCTION
Maintain constant pneumatic control GN 2 supply
to pressure regulating system
Provides constant adjustable 3-15 PSIG signal to
error detector (controller) proportional to desired
set point (110 PSIG)
Transmits a 3-15 PSIG signal proportional to up-
stream line pressure to the direct derivative relay
Amplifies pressure signal from transmitter by a
factor proportional to the derivative (rate of change
of upstream pressure) of this signal
Compares conditioned "upstream pressure" signal
with "set point" signal and transmits a 3-15 PSIG
reset signal above or below 9 PSIG by an amount
proportional to this difference to the HP regulating
system controller. This reset signal acts to raise
inlet pressure to pipeline from main HP regulator
as flow increases, to compensate for pipeline
pressure drop and maintain a constant 110 PSIG
inlet pressure to LP regulating valve
Transmits a 3-15 PSIG signal to LP control valve
to maintain 45 +5 PSIG to GN 2 distribution piping
regardless of demand
Positions in accordance with signal from pressure
recorder-controller to maintain a constant pressure
drop regardless of flow
PIC1 Pressure Limiting Transmits a 15 PSIG signal to relief valve when
Controller line pressure exceeds set point
PCV1 Vent Valve Relieves GN 2 distribution piping system to atmos-
phere on command from P IC 1
F1 Filter Filters the control pressure supply
RV 1 Relief Valve
V1 Manual Valve
V3
V2 Manual Valve
Relieves overpressure in 25 PSIG control pressure
supply
i
Stop valves in 800 PSIG control GN 2 supply line
Vent valve in 800 PSIG control GN 2 supply line
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Table 7.2-3. Reset and Manifold Regulation Statio_ Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
PG 1 Pressure Gage
PG7 0-200 PSI
PG2 Pressure Gage
PG3 0-150 PSI
PG4
PG5
PG 10 Pres sure Gage
0-60 PSI
Monitors GN 2 inlet pressure to Low Pressure
Regulator and outlet pressure, approximately
45 PSIG
Monitors control pressure, 3-15 PSI, between
transmitter, Derivative Unit, Error Detector
and control pressure line to the High Pressure
Regulator
Monitors control pressure supply, 25 PSIG
7.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM CHECKOUT
Checkout of the Environmental Control System ensures that the vehicle and payload
receive air or gaseous nitrogen at the proper temperature and flow rate. The system
checkout consists of two major checks: 1) the GN 2 supply system provides flow at
45 :_ 5 PSIG to the air conditioner inlets, and 2) the air conditioners process the air
or GN 2 to proper temperature for use aboard the vehicle and payload.
7.3.1 GN 2 SUPPLY SYSTEM CHECKOUT
7.3.1.1 CENTRALIZED GN 2 STORAGE. The storage system checkout consists of
checking the storage vessels for supply pressure and vohune. The main supply sole-
noid valve is operated from the Second Stage Control Panel, Figure 7.1-2. Electrical
checkout consists of validating the operation of the valve and receipt of the proper
light indications on the control panel.
7.3.1.2 HIGH PRESSURE REGULATOR LOAD AND RESET STATION. The High
Pressure Regulator Station checkout consists of adjusting the pressure transmitter to
proportion the control pressure (3 to 15 PSIG) supplied to the error detector unit and
pilot valves "A" and "B". The pilot valves in turn control the operation of the main
supply regulator.
7.3.1.3 LN 2 VAPORIZER. The checkout of the LN 2 Vaporizer ensures that the
gaseous nitrogen provided to the air conditioner is heated to ambient temperature.
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Checkout consists of verifying the operation of: 1) heat exchanger supply and control
system, 2) regulating 800 PSIG supply pressure to 30 PSIG control pressure, 3) cycling
valve and cycling control solenoid valve, and 4) electrical control from the Second
Stage Control Panel.
7.3.1.4 RESET AND MANIFOLD REGULATION STATION. Checkout of the Reset and
Manifold Regulation Station consists of verifying that:
1) The GN 2 pressure supplied to the Air Conditioners is 45 ± 5 PSIG regardless of
changes in demand,
2} The Vent valve opens to relieve system pressure greater than 75 PSIG,
3) Control pressure between 3 and 15 PSIG is fed back to the High Pressure Regulator
Station.
7.3.2 AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM CHECKOUT
7.3.2.1 CENTAUR AIR CONDITIONER. Checkout of the Centaur Air Conditioner
consists of verifying: 1) operation of the air conditioner control circuits, 2) operation
of control and monitoring circuits from the Second Stage Control Panel, 3) cooling air
or GN 2 output supply at 55 ± 5°F and 65 _- 5 lb/min, and 4) heating air or GN 2
output supply at 130 • 5 ° F and 150 =_ 10 lb/min. Refer to Environmental Control
System Operation and Maintenance Manual GDA63-1005, Volume 2, for additional
checkout information.
7.3.2.2 PAYLOAD AIR CONDITIONERS. The Payload is normally supplied condi-
tioned air by the Main Air Conditioner. A Standby Air Conditioner is available for use
when necessary. Both air conditioners are controlled arid monitored from the Payload
Control Panel, Figure 7.1-2. Checkout of the air conditioners consist of verifying:
1) operation of the main and standby air conditioner control circuits, 2) operation of
both air conditioners control and monitoring circuits from the Payload Control Panel,
and 3) cooling air or GN 2 output supply from both air conditioners at 85 + 5° F and
75 + 5 lb/min. For additional checkout information, refer to the Environmental Con-
trol Operation and Maintenance Manual, GDA63-1005 (Volume 3}, dated 15 August 1964.
q
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SECTION VHI
PROPULSION SYSTEM
8.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
The Propulsion System provides the main thrust (impulse) for propelling the Centaur
vehicle and the necessary thrust vectoring for attitude control during powered flight.
The Propulsion System consists of the following subsystems: Main Engine Subsystem,
Propellant Feed Subsystems (LO 2 and LH2) , and the Propellant Utilization Subsystem.
8.2 MAIN ENGINE SUBSYSTEM
8.2.1 FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. The primary thrust of the Centaur vehicle
is provided by two Pratt & Whi_ey RL10A-3-3 rocket engines (Figure 8.2-1}. The
engines use liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as propellants and are capable of making
multiple starts after long coast periods in space.
The combustion process of the main engines is initiated through ignition of the initial
flow of propellants (gaseous) with a spark ignitor which is an integral part of the engine.
Combustion is sustained by a continuing flow of propellants from the LO 2 and LH 2
turbopumps. Figure 8.2-2 presents a schematic diagram of propellant flow through
the main engine subsystem and identifies the major system components. The pneu-
matic requirement for engine operation is supplied from the vehicle pressurization
system (Reference Section X).
The main engines are attached to the vehicle by means of gimbal mount assemblies.
The gimbal assemblies are capable of a +4 degree square gimbal pattern for vehicle
attitude control during powered flight but are restricted within the interstage adapter
to a _3 degree square gimbal pattern. The power for engine gimbaling is supplied
from hydraulic pumps mounted on the engine accessory drive pad on the turbopump
assemblies (reference Section XI for description of hydraulic pumps).
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Figure 8.2-1. Pratt & Whitney RL10A-3-3 Rocket Engine
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Figure 8.2-2. Main Engine System Propellant Flow Schematic
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Parameters for steady-state performance of the main engines at standard pump inlet
conditions and at 200,000 feet altitude are listed below:
LO 2 pump inlet pressure
LO 2 pump inlet temperature
LH 2 pump inlet pressure
LH 2 pump inlet temperature
Chamber pressure (nominal)
Thrust (nominal)
Mixture ratio (nominal)
Specific impulse (minimum)*
Specific impulse (nominal)
Rated operating duration
Accessory drive pad speed (nominal)
(minimum at 5.6:1 mixture ratio)
Accessory drive pad running torque (maximum)
Permissible engine gimbaling angle (square)
8.2.2
59.8 PSIA
176.6°R
38.4 PSIA
38.8 ° R
400 PSIA
15,000 lb.
5.0:1
439 Ib/Ib/sec
444 lb/lb/sec
470 see.
11,870 ±280 RPM
11,400 RPM
20 lb-in.
• 4° about engine geocentric
centerline
MAIN ENGINE SUBSYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS REQUIRE-
ME NTS
8.2.2.1 Subsystem Control. The main engine subsystem is controlled during the
prelaunch checkouts and during the launch operations from the Engine Control Second
Stage Panel located in the blockhouse (Figure 8.2-3_ All major components are
functionally checked and a complete system integrity test is performed to assure launch
readiness. Figure 8.2-4 shows the interrelation of the vehicle and ground support
hardware and their respective locations on Complex 36.
* This figure includes operating ventage specified by Pratt & Whitney of 9.0 lb/
minute maximum (LH2) and 2.7 lb/minute maximum (LO2).
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Figure 8.2-3. Engine Control Second Stage Panel
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8.2.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The launch readiness status of the main
engine subsystem is established and verified during the launch countdown by per-
forming the following operations and setups.
a) Functional check of engine ignitors
b) Establishing a dry inert atmosphere in the main engine subsystem
c) Functional check of main engine valves during an engine blowdown
d) Performing the engine ground chilldown operation
e) Establishing the vehicle system configuration to complete the Second Stage Pro-
pulsion Ready Signal for the Test Conductor Launch Ready Ladder.
The engine ignitor functional check is performed from the engine control panel by
actuating the ignitors switch to the on position for a 10 second duration with the launch/
test switch in the test position. The ignitor operation is confirmed by a visual ob-
servation and by a review of the telemetry data confirming system voltage and oper-
ation. The ignitor box pressure is also confirmed by verifying that the pressurized
light is on.
A dry inert atmosphere is established and maintained in the main engine system by
providing a constant purge with gaseous nitrogen or gaseous helium. During the pre-
launch operations, a standby GN 2 purge is activated to maintain a slight positive pres-
sure in the engines to prevent the atmospheric contaminants from entering the engine
system. During launch operations, the standby purges are secured and a GHe purge
is initiated. The helium purge is supplied from two sources, the LHe transfer line
purge and the insulation panel purge. Figures 8.2-5 and 8.2-6 present schematics of
the vehicleborne purge systems showing the purge source, approximate flow rates and
components involved. The LHe purge system is controlled from the Turbopump Chill-
down Panel and introduces helium into the LH 2 turbopumps and gearcase. The gaseous
helium is discharged overboard through the gear case vent and engine cooldown valves.
The insulation panel purge system is controlled from the Second Stage Pressurization
Console and supplies helium to the engine injectors, accessory pad bird cage and in-
sulation block, seal pressure port on the gear case and the boost pump seals. The
engine purges remain active until vehicle launch.
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Figure 8.2-6. Engine Purge System (Insulation Panel Purge Supply)
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A "b!ow-dov.m"of the vehicle propellant tanks pressure is performed just prior to
propellant tanking. The "blowdown" accomplishes a functional check of the main en-
gine valves, establishes a dry helium atmosphere in the propellant low pressure ducts
and purges the main engineducting. The operation is performed from the Second
StagePressurization Consoleby activating the engine purge switch, Reference Section
X. The duration of the purge (blow-down) is limited to 2.5 secondsby a control timer
in the launch control system. The test is repeated a total of three times.
The engine groundchilldown operation prechills the main engine turbopumps on the
ground in support of the first engine start. The ground chilldown has the effect of re-
ducing the in-flight chilldown requirements from approximately 20 secondsto 6 sec-
onds. The operation is performed with LHe for a minimum duration of 15 minutes at
3-5 lb/min after the redline temperature of 150°Rhas beenachieved. SeeSection IX
for complete details of the ground chilldown operation andthe LHe transfer system.
The requirements for the second stagepropulsion system launch ready signal are:
H202 EmergencyDump Switch Off
Boost PumpLine Heater Switch On
H202 Line Valve Closed
H202 Bladder Pressure Switch to Airborne
Launch/Test Switch to Launch
This configuration of the vehicleborne and launch control systems is established at
approximately T-3 minutes and is shown by a light on the Engine Control Second Stage
panel and by a light on the Ready Module of the test conductors console. See Section
IX for additional requirements of the H202 system to establish system Launch Readi-
ness Status.
8.2.3 MAIN ENGINE SUBSYSTEM GSE MAJOR COMPONENTS. The major com-
ponent of the propulsion main engine GSE subsystem is the Second Stage Engine
control panel located in the Complex 36 Blockhouse, reference Figure 8.2-3.
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The functional description of the lights and switches of the Second Stage Engine Control
Panel for control of main engines system are presented in Table 8.2-1. The controls
for H20 2 Systems are presented in Section IX, Paragraph 9.5.3.
Table 8.2-1. Second Stage Engine Control Panel, Main Engines Control
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
SYSTEM POWER SWITCH
SYSTEM MODE SWITCH
READY LIGHT
IGNITOR BOX PRESSUR-
IZ E D LIGHT
PRE-START VALVE
SWITCH
This switch is used to turn the second stage engine con-
trol system power on. The system power light illumi-
nates when power is on.
This switch is used to place the panel in a test or launch
status. The launch light indicates that the switch is in
the launch position. The test light indicates that the
switch is in the test position.
This light illuminates when the second stage simulator
is in test or when the emergency dump is off, boost pum:
line heaters are on, line vent valve is closed, bladder
pressure is on airborne, and the launch/test switch is in
launch.
This light illuminates when the proper pressure exists
in the ignitor box, and extinguishes when the pressure is
lost.
When placed in the up position this switch provides power
to energize the C-1 and C-2 Prestart Solenoids valves to
open the LH 2 and LO 2 pump inlet valves. When placed in
the down position power to the solenoids is removed and
the valves return to their normally closed position. This
function cannot be accomplished if the ignitors switch is
on. The pre-start valve open and closed lights indicate
the status of power to the prestart solenoid valves.
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Table 8.2-1. SecondStageEngine Control Panel, Main Engines Control, Cont
i,
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
LH 2 START VALVE
SWITCH
IGNITORS SWITCH
When placed in the start position this switch provides
power to energize the C-1 and C-2 Start Solenoids to
open the fuel shut-off valves and close the cooldown
valves. When placed in the down position, power to the
Start Solenoid is removed and the fuel shut-off valve
closes and the line vent valve opens. This function can-
not be accomplished if the ignitors switch is on. The
LH 2 start valve open and closed lights indicate the
status of power to the start solenoid valves.
When placed in the up position this switch supplies
power to turn on the ignitors. When placed in the down
position, it removes power to the ignitors. This func-
tion cannot be accomplished if either or both of the
start and pre-start switches are on. The ignitors on
and off lights indicates the status of power to the ignitors.
8.2.4 MAIN ENGINE SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT. The main engine ground support-
ing System (launch controls) is checked out by a system validation procedure which
primarily consists of monitoring for proper control signals at the ground to airborne
umbilicals while actuating the switches on the engine control panel. Additional system
tests are performed, however, in conjunction with the vehicle-system functional and
launch readiness tests.
In addition to the launch control GSE, the following checkout and Government Furnished
Equipment (GFE) is required to establish the vehicle main engine system readiness for
launch.
Functional Test Equipment
Turbopump Torque Wrench Adapter
Pressure Check Nozzle
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Pressure Check Plug 
Flow meters 
Propulsion Pneumatic Checkout Panel 
Wheatstone Bridge 
Ohmeter 
Protective Equipment 
Spark Igniter Protector 
Thrust Chamber Exit Cover 
Thrust Chamber Throat Desiccant Plug. 
A brief description of the function and operation of each follows: 
8 . 2 . 4 . 1  Turbopump Torque Wrench Adapter, PWA P/N 15241. The Turbopump 
torque wrench adapter is used with a standard torque wrench to measure the breakaway 
and running torque of the main engine turbopump, Keference Figure 8.2-7. T'ne adapter 
is inserted into the spiirie of the tiirb~piiiilip acccssor-; drive (Eydrmlic P~mpc are re- 
moved) and the gear train is rotated 2-1/2 revolutions in the clockwise and counter- 
clockwise directions. The torque values are recorded and compared to the manu- 
facturers allowed limits; breaking torque 20 to 70 in. lb. ,  running torque 20-65 in. lb. 
Figure 8.2-7. Turbopump Torque Wrench Adapter 
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8 . 2 . 4 . 2  
Figure 8.2-8 is  a stainless steel flexible bellows tube assembly with a female boss on 
one end and a small hole (nozzle) on the other end. The assembly is used to perform 
leak checks of the thrust controller reference and motor bellows and the propellant 
utilization valve bellows. 
Pressure Check Nozzle, PWA P/N 15256, The pressure check mzz!e, 
The nozzle assembly is connected to the chamber pressure port of the thrust con- 
troller with the LH2 system pressurized. The tube end with the small hole is pointed 
down and a bubble solution (conforming to AMS3159) is applied to the small hole which 
will indicate any minute leakage of the thrust controller reference o r  motor bellows. 
The propellant utilization valve leakage check is performed by attaching the nozzle 
assembly to the purge port and, with the LO2 system pressurized, a bubble check, 
similar to the thrust controller bellows check, is performed. 
Figure 8.2-8. Pressure Check Nozzle 
8.2.4.3 
8.2-9, i s  used during the engine systems leak checks. The plug is installed in the 
chamber throat allowing the LH2 system downstream of the main fuel shutoff valve and 
the LO2 system downstream of the pump inlet valve to be leak checked. The unit is 
secured to the chamber by retracting the rubber protected fingers against chamber 
walls above the throat. The rubber bladder in the plug is then pressurized to 70 + 0 
-5 PSIG to provide the pressure seal. 
Pressure Check Plug, PWA P/N 15429. The pressure check plug, Figure 
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Figure 8.2-9. Pressure Check Plug 
8.2.4.4 Flowmeters - P / N  55-02412-3, 1.06 to 10.6 SCFM Range, 
P / N  55-02412-5, 0.15 to 1.50 SCFM Range, 
P / N  55-02417-1, 10.3 to 103.2 SCIM Kange. 
The GD/C flowmeters, Figure 8.2-10, are used in conjunction with the engine pneu- 
matic check out panel to perform functional checks of the main engine components. 
In addition, the flowmeters a r e  used to perform flow rate checks of the engine purge 
systems. The flowmeter ranges provide the capability to cover the full band of al- 
lowed leakages for all the system components. The components functionally tested 
for internal or  external leakages are the Boost Pump Seals, PWA Propellant Utili- 
zation valve relief valve, Prestart and Start solenoid valves and the main fuel shutoff 
valve bellows and gate. The values obtained are  recorded and are compared to the  
manufacturers limits and to the results of prior checks. The comparison with prior 
values obtained provides an indicator of possible system deterioration. 
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Figure 8.2-10. Main Engines Leak and Functional Test Flowmeters 
8.2.4.5 Propulsion Pneumatic Checkout Panel P / N  55-24019. The propulsion pneu- 
matic checkout panel is a two pressure level, two pressure source panel which is used 
as the source of regulated pressure to perform the leak and functional checks of the 
main engine system. Figure 8.2-11 presents a picture of the panel showing the major 
components and the pressure ranges available. 
The checkout panel is a portable unit which is located on level 9 of the service tower. 
Connections to the main engine system are made via lengths of high pressure hoses 
provided with the panel. 
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Figure 8.2-11. Propulsion Pneumatic Checkout Panel 
8.2.4.6 
Model 260 o r  Equivalent). The wheatstone bridge is used to measure the coil resist- 
ance of the main pre-start and start solenoid valves. The resistance values obtained 
are compared to the manufacturers allowed levels to determine component integrity 
and readiness for flight. 
Wheatstone Bridge (L&N Model 5305 o r  Equivalent), Ohmmeter (Simpson 
The ohmeter is used to functionally check the pressure switch in the main engine 
ignitor box. Switch continuity assures the pressure level in the ignitor box above the 
minimum allowed for flight. 
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8 .2 .4 .7  
handling tool used to protect the ignitor from damage, Figure 8.2-12. The unit is 
machined from black nylon material and is installed in the annulus in the injector 
around the ignitor assembly. A rayon cord is attached to the unit and to a machined 
puller knob of black nylon to allow easy removal. The protector units remain installed 
at all times except for functional checks of the ignitor. The units a r e  removed during 
prelaunch operations for flight. 
Spark Ignitor Protector, PWA Pi>? 15416. The spark ignitor protector is a 
Figure 8.2-12. Spark Ignitor Protector 
8 . 2 . 4 . 8  
cover is a lightweight flexible fiberglass unit installed over the nozzle exit of the Pratt  
& Whitney engines, Figure 8.2-13. The units serve to protect the thrust chamber and 
the main engine LO2 and LH2 systems from atmospheric and moisture contamination. 
The units contain a desiccant material (silica gel) to absorb the moisture within the 
engine system to maintain a dry non-corrosive atmosphere. The units remain in- 
stalled at all times except for main engine leak and functional checks. The units are 
removed and stored during the Pre-launch operations for flight. 
Thrust Chamber Exit Cover, PWA P / N  15428. The L r u s t  chamber exit 
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Figure 8.2-13. Thrust Chamber Exit Cover 
8 .2 .4 .9  
hPr throat desiccant plug, Figure 8.2-14, is used to supplement the chamber exit cover 
during long standby periods to msure the atmosphere in the e~g’-?-e system-s remains 
d r y .  The lightweight unit is installed in the chamber throat and is lightly pressurized 
to provide a moisture seal against the chamber wall. The desiccant material (silica 
gei) used io il;s~rki the 1-,0is9~re i~1 the  engine is periodically checked and if the color 
has changed from blue to pink, the  unit is removed and t5e dcsiccmt material changed 
o r  reactivated. 
Thrust Chamber Throat Desiccant Plug, PWA P/N 15430. The thrust cham- 
8 .3  PROPELLANT FEED SUBSYSTEM 
8 . 3 . 1  FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. 
provide the flow path for the propellants from the vehicle propellant tanks to the main 
engine system and the propellant pressure level (NPSH) for the main engine system 
operation. 
The LO2 and LH2 propellant feed systems 
8.3.1.1 LO Propellant Feed Subsystem. The LO2 propellant feed system consists 
of the fill and drain valve, LO2 sump, LO2 boost pump, the low pressure propellant 
duct to transfer the propellant from the propellant tank to the inlet of the main engine 
turbopumps, and propellant duct bleed lines designed to insure that liquid is available 
at the main engine pump inlet valve prior to engine start (Figure 8.3-1). 
2 
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Figure 8.2-14. Thrust Chamber Throat Desiccant Plug 
The Low Pressure propellant duct and duct bleed lines are designed to the following 
requirements: 
Propellant Duct Duct Bleed Lines 
Operating pressure 
Proof pressure 
Burst pressure 
Recirculating differential pressure 
head (prelaunch) 
125 PSIG 125 PSIG 
200 PSIG 200 PSIG 
250 PSIG 300 PSIG 
2 PSID 
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A detailed description of the function and controls of the LO 2 boost pump system is
provided in Section IX of this report.
8.3.1.2 LH 2 Propellant Feed Subsystem. The LH 2 propellant feed system consists
of the fill and drain valve, LH2 sump, LH 2 boost pump, the low pressure duct to trans-
fer the propellant from the propellant tank to the inlet of the main engine turbopump,
and propellant duct bleed lines designed to insure that liquid is available at the main
engine pump inlet valve prior to engine start (Figure 8.3-2)
The low pressure propellant duct and duct bleed lines are designed to the following
requirements:
Operating pressure
Proof pressure
Burst pressure
Recirculating differential pressure
head (prelaunch)
Propellant Duct
50 PSIG
200 PSIG
250 PSIG
Duct Bleed Lines
50 PSIG
200 PSIG
300 PSIG
0.25 PSID
A detailed description of the function and controls of the LH 2 boost pump system is
provided in Section IX of this report.
8.3.2 PROPELLANT FEED SUBSYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS
REQUIREMENTS
8.3.2.1 Subsystem Control° The LO2 and LH 2 Boost Pumps are controlled during
the prelaunch checkouts and during the launch operations from the Second Stage Engine
Control Console (Figure 8.2-3). All the major components are functionally checked
and a complete system integrity test is performed to assure launch readiness. See
Figure 8.2-4 for the interrelation of the vehicle and ground support hardware.
8.3.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The LO 2 and LH 2 Systems readiness for
launch is established by attaining liquid propellants at the main engines turbopump in-
let valves prior to launch and establishing launch configuration of the Boost Pumps for
launch. The check for liquid at the pump inlet valves is accomplished by landline in-
strumentation. Measurements CP1059T, CP1060T, CP1061T and CP1062T are red-
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Figure 8.3-1. LO 2 Propellant Feed System
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See paragraph 8.2.2.2 and Section IX for the H202 and Boost Pump launch readiness
requirements.
8.3.3 PROPELLANT FEED SUBSYSTEM GSE COMPONENTS. The major com-
ponent of the Propellant Feed GSE Subsystem is the Second Stage Engine Control panel
located in the Complex 36 Blockhouse. See paragraph 8.2.3 for details of panel func-
tions and control.
8.3.4 PROPELLANT FEED SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT. The propellant feed launch
control system is checked out by a system validation procedure which primarily con-
sists of monitoring for proper control signals at the ground to airborne umbilicals
while actuating the switches on the engine control panel. Additional testing is per-
formed, however, in conjunction with the vehicle-system functional and launch readi-
ness tests.
A detailed description of the Boost Pump System checkout equipment and Government
furnished equipment is presented in Section IX of this report.
A leak check and functional check of the LO 2 and LH 2 fill and drain valves is performed
during the prelaunch operations. The ground halves of the valves are disconnected and
the airborne valve poppets are leak checked at 2-12 PSIG propellant tank pressure.
The leakage rates measured are recorded and compared to the maximum allowables of
541 SCCM GN 2. The ground valves are checked for a maximum allowable rate of 3776
SCCM GN 2. The valves are then mated for launch and the functional check performed.
8.4 PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SUBSYSTEM
8.4.1 FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. The propellant utilization (PU) system con-
trols the propellant mixture ratio as a continuous function of the mass ratio of the
propellants in the vehicle tanks to achieve minimum residual weight of one propellant
at depletion of the other propellant. The system minimizes errors caused by dispers-
ions due to tanking, boiloff, chilldown propellants, valve uncertainties and engine per-
formance uncertainties. The propellant mixture ratio is controllable from 5.0:1 to
5.2:1.
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The PU system is dynamically stable with the associated main engine thrust controller
loop and propellant tank sloshing. The system is operated closed loop from approxi-
mately 90 seconds after Centaur main engine start until main engine cutoff. Propellant
sensing stops approximately 15 seconds prior to propellant depletion. The residual of
the one propellant at depletion of the other is less than 150 pounds.
8.4.1.1 Vehic_.eborne PU System. The vehicleberne PU system consists of the
following major components:
Contoured LH 2 and LO 2 sensors
Electrical harnesses
Electronic package
Engine mounted servo positioners
Figure 8.4-1 presents a system block diagram and component arrangement of the ve-
hicleborne PU system.
8.4.1.2 PU System Ground Support Equipment. The PU system ground support
equipment provides the capability to perform a dynamic check of the vehicleborne
electronics package (PUVE P) by monitoring propellant levels during propellant tanking.
Figure 8.4-2 presents a block diagram of the ground support equipment and its location
and orientation with respect to the vehicle.
NOTE
The GSE equipment has the capability for monitoring the
vehicle system static voltages. Vehicle modifications
have been incorporated removing the missile wiring,
therefore, this capability is not utilized. In addition,
the GSE equipment design incorporated "go no-go"
functions and self check circuits. These circuits are not
at present used during the system operation or checkout.
The dynamic check of the PU vehicleborne system is achieved by monitoring the re-
verse action of the PU mass sensing probes (i. e., propellant level increasing) and
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Figure 8.4-1. Propellant Utilization System Schematic
and Block Diagram
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displaying this response as propellant mass. The check is performed during propel-
lant tanking in the countdown operations and the resultant propellant mass is displayed
on the Propellant Utilization Monitoring Panel (PUMP) in pounds of propellant.
8.4.2 PU SUBSYSTEM CONTROL. To insure the system launch readiness, a com-
plete system calibration and functional check is performed during the prelaunch oper-
ations. This test utilizes a propellant utilization checkout kit (PUCK) to simulate the
propellant sensing probes capacitance conditions. This signal simulation allows a com-
plete system alignment and adjustment of the pre-set voltage limits for propellant mass
sensing.
The primary requirement of the ground supporting equipment during the launch oper-
ations is r_ot a control function but a monitoring function.
The vehicleborne system input power requirements are as follows:
1. 400 CPS AC 12 CPS @ 115 RMS ±1.5 percent. The harmonic content, second
through the tenth harmonic, does not exceed 4 percent RMS total; the harmonic
content, second through the fortieth, does not exceed 5 percent RMS total.
2. 28 +3 VDC.
The required propellant tanking accuracy is _=1.5 percent LO 2 maximum and +3.4
percent LH 2 maximum.
8.4.3 PU SUBSYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS. The major components of the propel-
lant utilization ground supporting system are as follows:
Propellant Utilization Digital Generator (PUDG)
Propellant Utilization Monitor Panel (PUMP)
Propellant Utilization Readout Recorder (PURR)
8.4.3.1 Propellant Utilization Digital Generator (PUDG). The PUDG, (Figure 8.4-3)
is primarily an analog-to-digital conversion unit. It receives signal inputs from the
vehicle electronics package representing the LO 2 and LH 2 propellant masses and trans-
mits the converted signals to the PUMP for display. Figure 8.4-4 presents a func-
tional diagram of the mass conversion circuitry.
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Figure 8.4-3. Propellant Utilization Digital Generator
A DC regulated power supply in the PUDG energizes the LO 2 and LH 2 auxiliary poten-
tiometers in the vehicle electronics package. The output of the auxiliary potentiometers
is returned to the PUDG. The voltage levels represent the LO 2 and LH 2 propellant
mass respectively. These DC analog signals are presented, once a second, to an
analog-to-digital converter for conversion. Logic is included in the PUDG circuitry
to develop synchronization signals to control the sequence of the signal. The output
of the converter is in binary coded decimal form, representing the voltage signal with
binary 1, 2, 4, 8 numbers for each digit position. These signals are boosted and fed
to the !andline system for transmission to the PUMP.
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provides continuous displays of the LO 2 and LH 2 propellant mass in the vehicle.
The PUMP receives the propellant mass signals from the PUDG in binary coded digital
form. The signals are conveVmd to digitaland are fed to projection type number dis-
plays on the panel providing a visual display of the LO 2 and LH 2 propell_mt mass.
Figure 8.4-7 presents a functionaldiagram of the PUMP circuitry.
Inputs from the Propellant Level Indicating System level sensing probes are also
received by the PUMP. These signals are indicated visually on the PUMP panel as
"wet" or "dry" lights. The pickup of these signals, i.e., "wet" indication, is used as
a check of the propellant utilization system accuracy.
FUEL LEVEL _ "') (
uul::::ll
FUEL MASS REF.
LBS
Figure 8.4-6. Propellant Monitoring Panel
8.4.3.3 Propellant Utilization Readout Recorder (PURR)• The primary function of
the PURR, (Figure 8.4-8) is.to provide a permanent record of the LO 2 and LH 2 pro-
pellant mass as a function of time during the countdown. This data enables a detailed
evaluation of the PU system performance following the countdown.
The PUDG output which is sent to the PUMP for visual display is also sent to the PURR
for printing. Two input signals from the PUMP are required for the operation of the
PURR. The first signal is the print and display command which triggers the printer•
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Figure 8.4-8. Propellant Readout Recorder
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The second signal is a one second tick which is initiated after every third count of the
counter and advances the digital clock on the PURR by one second. The printer has
eleven data wheels; five are set by the data from the print and display command, the
remaining six are set by the digital clock. The one second tick signal advances the
clock after three prints have been completed and prepares the printer for the next cycle.
8.4.4 PU SUBSYSTEM CHECKOUT. The checkout equipment required to calibrate
and validate the propellant utilization system to assure system readiness for launch
are as follows:
Propellant Utilization Checkout Kit (PUCK)
Propellant Utilization Mass Level Checkout (PUMLCO)
Propellant Utilization Dynamic Exercisor Kit (PUDEK)
Propellant Utilization Control Panel.
8.4.4.1 Propellant Utilization Checkout Kit (PUCK). The PUCK, (Figure 8.4-9) is
a self contained portable unit which is used during the prelaunch operations to calibrate
the Propellant Utilization System. This is accomplished by driving the vehicle elec-
tronics package with capacitance values simulating the propellant probe capacitive
conditions. In addition, the PUCK has provisions to supply selfcheck signals to the
PUDG to check the landlines between the vehicle electronics package and the PUDG;
also, the PUCK contains two fixed capacitors to replace the propellant probes in
troubleshooting procedures. Figure 8.4-10 provides a functional diagram of the PUCK.
For checking the capacitive driving signals of the LO 2 and LH 2 propellant probes,
capacitors simulating the gas effects on the probes, propellant tanks full condition,
LO 2 tank empty and LH 2 tank empty are switched into the bridge circuit and the quad-
rature adjusted. To monitor the quadrature adjustment, a vacuum tube voltmeter is
used which detects a null indicating the balance condition of the bridge. Servo valve
calibration is accomplished by simulating a full LH 2 tank with capacitance and then
switching in various capacitance values to simulate offset LO 2 conditions. This results
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Figure 8.4-9. Propellant Checkout Kit
in driving the bridge off null and repositioning the servo valve. The five positions of
the servo valve tested are: 1) closed, 2) intermediate, 3) null, 4) intermediate, and
5) open. Results of the tests are monitored on the vacuum tube voltmeter and by
landline recorders which indicate the corresponding valve positions.
The landlines between the vehicle electronics package and the PUDG are checked by
generating self-check signals in the PUCK and transmitting these to the PUDG. The
signals indicate the integrity of the landlines by the generation of a "go, no-go" signal
on the PUMP.
For circuit troubleshooting and fault location in the vehicleborne system, two capacitors
are used to simulate the LO_. and Ltt9 probes. The probe harnesses are disconnected
8-36
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with the probe simulators a "go" condition exists, the fault can be isolated to the probes.
If the "no-go" condition persists, the fault can be isolated to the vehicle electronics
package.
8.4.4.2 Propellant Utilization Mass Level Checkout (PUMLCO). The PUMLCO is
used to checkout and calibrate the PUDG, PUMP and PURR ground supporting equip-
ment prior to their connection to the vehicle. The unit is basically a small portable
box containing two potentiometers which are used to simulate the LO 2 and LH 2 Pro-
pellant Quantity auxiliary potentiometers in the Vehicle electronics package. The two
potentiometers provide simulated propellant mass signals to the PUDG which are then
transmitted as digital data to the PUMP and PURR. The potentiometers' excitation
voltage is supplied from the PUDG providing a check of the PUDG internal power supply.
8.4.4.3 Propellant Utilization Dynamic Exerciser Kit (PUDEK). The PUDEK is used
to perform a dynamic response and end-to-end gain check of the vehicleborne propellant
utilization components. The unit is a small portable box containing an isolation ampli-
fier and a relay. Figure 8.4-11 presents a functional diagram of the unit showing its
connection to the vehicle electronics package and the autopilot programmer GSE signal
generator.
The Autopilot Signal generator supplies any desired input function, sine wave, ramp
or square wave, to the PUDEK. This signal is transmitted through the relay contacts
to the vehicle electronics package. The 400 CPS signal within the electronics package
is amplitude modulated creating an unbalance signal repositioning the PU servo valves
located on the Pratt and Whitney engines. The servo valve position is monitored by
landline instrumentation providing a complete end-to-end check of the vehicle control
circuitry.
8.4.4.4 Propellant Utilization Control Panel. The P.U. Control panel provides block-
house control of the 28 VDC power to the PUVEP, PUDG, the P.U. null relay, the sys-
tem check relay and the Dynamic exerciser relay. Figure 8.4-12 presents a simplified
schematic of the panel.
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Figure 8.4-12. PU Control Panel - Simplified Schematic
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SECTION IX
PROPELLANT LOADING SYSTEMS
9.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
The Propellant Loading Systems consist of those ground supporting systems and check-
out equipment required to prepare the Centaur vehicle for launch and to load propel-
lants and cryogenic fluids into the Centaur vehicle during launch operations. The
ground supporting systems include:
1. Liquid Oxygen (LO2) Transfer System.
2. Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) Transfer System.
3. Liquid Helium (LHe) Transfer System.
4. Hydrogen Peroxide (H202) Transfer System.
5. Propellant Level Indicating System (PUS}.
9.2 LO_ TRANSFER SYSTEM
9.2.1 LO 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. The LO 2 Transfer
System supplies the Centaur vehicle LO 2 requirements. LO 2 is pressure fed from a
38,000 gallon LO 2 storage tank through a transfer line and flow modulating valve. The
transfer pressure source is a vaporizer unit which converts LO 2 to GO 2 to pressurize
the storage tank ullage. The pressure levels for chilldown and transfer are preset in
the vaporizer control panel. The transfer system has the capability of controlling the
IX) flow from 1-300 GPM depending on the mode of transfer. Figure 9.2-1 presents2
a simplified system schematic showing the major components required to transfer LO 2
to the Centaur vehicle. Figure 9.2-2 shows the interrelation of the mechanical and
electrical components comprising the LO 2 transfer systems and their respective
location on Complex 36.
The LO 2 system has two separate and independant transfer lines to the Centaur vehicle.
The main LO 2 transfer line is used for the tanking mode of transfer. The line is a
nominal 8" diameter from the storage tank to the umbilical tower where it is reduced
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to a nominal 3" diameter insulated line. A fiow control valve is located in the 3"
line which has the capability of controlling the LO 2 flow from 15-300 GPM.
The topping mode of LO 2 transfer is accomplished through the nominal 3" diameter
insulated line from the transfer unit to the LO2/LN 2 subcooler where it is reduced
to a nominal 1-1/4" diameter insulated line. A flow control valve is located in the
1-1/4" line which has the capability of controlling the LO 2 flow from 1-20 GPM.
9.2.2 LO 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS REQUIREMENTS.
9.2.2.1 System Control. The LO 2 Transfer System is controlled from the first
and second stage LO 2 tanking consoles.
The electrical controls for storage tank pressurization are located on the First Stage
LO 2 Tanking Panel in the Complex 36 blockhouse, Figure 9.2-3. The storage tank is
pressurized to 45 PSIG for the chilldown of the transfer system (storage tank selector
to chill position) and to 145 PSIG for LO 2 tanking and topping (storage tank selector
to tank position).
The electrical controls for flow modulation and LO 2 propellant transfer are located
on the Centaur LO 2 tanking console in the Complex 36 blockhouse, Figure 9.2-4. The
Centaur LO 2 tanking console includes two control panels, LO 2 Tanking Second Stage
and LO 2 Topping Second Stage.
The LO 2 transfer operation is accomplished during the launch countdown and serves
to load the Centaur LO 2 tank to 100.2% with saturated LO 2 and maintain the 100.2%
level until launch. The tanking operation consists of three separate and distinct
operations; the transfer line chilldown, the tanking mode of transfer and the topping
mode of transfer.
The transfer line chilldown operation prepares the LO 2 transfer line for liquid flow
by removing the majority of heat from the transfer line. The LO2 storage tank is
pressurized to approximately 45 PSIG from the First Stage LO 2 Tanking Panel by
rotating the tank selector switch to the chill position. The main transfer line vent,
f
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Figure 9.2-3.  LO Tanking First Stage Panel 
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umbilical tower line vent and main transfer line control valves are opened and GO 2 is
vented to the atmosphere. When liquid is observed discharging from the main transfer
dump line, the main transfer line vent valve is closed. The overboard dump continues
from the umbilical tower line vent valve until the temperature of the LO 2 at the flow
control valve is approximately -285 ° F. The capability to maintain this temperature
indicates completion of the chilldown operation.
The tanking mode of operation is accomplished from the LO 2 Tanking Second Stage
Panel. LO 2 flow to the Centaur vehicle is permitted when the tanking selector switch
is to the second stage position. Flow modulation is accomplished by the flow control
valve. The position of the flow control valve is adjusted to maintain the LO 2 tem-
perature at the flow control valve at approximately -285 ° F, Reference Line Tempera-
ture Meter on Second Stage panel, Figure 9.2-4.
At 95% LO 2 level in the Centaur vehicle, the mode of LO 2 transfer is switched from
tanking mode to topping mode. The topping mode of transfer is controlled from the
LO 2 Topping Second Stage Panel, Figure 9.2-4. The flow control valve positioner is
set to adjust and maintain the LO 2 level at 100.2%. At T-75 seconds, the LO 2 topping
operation is secured and the transfer line is vented.
Upon receipt of the 2-inch riseoff signal during the release sequence, the fill and
drain valve, flow control valve, and line vent valve close commands are locked in.
At 42-inch riseoff plus 10 seconds, valve control reverts to the operator.
9.2.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The LO 2 Transfer System readiness
for launch is established by its capability to load and maintain the Centaur LO 2 tank
at 100.2% with saturated LO 2. The LO 2 level is monitored by the Propellant Level
Indicating System, reference paragraph 9.6, and the temperature is controlled to -285 ° F
by the flow control valve on the main transfer line.
9.2.3 LO 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS. The LO 2 Transfer System
major mechanical components are identified and described in detail in Section I,
Paragraph 1-32, of the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual,
Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965.
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The major electrical components of the LO 2 Transfer System are included in the Com-
plex Launch Control System. Detailed system schematics are located in Section I,
Paragraph 1-32, of the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual,
Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965. A brief functional description of the switches,
lights, and meters on the LO 2 Tanking Second Stage Console are presented in Table
9.2-1.
Table 9.2-1. LO 2 Tanking Second Stage Console
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
TANKING SYSTEM POWER
SWITCH
TANKING SELECTOR SWITCH
MAIN TRANSFER LINE
CONTROL VALVE SWITCH
This switch provides 28 VDC system power.
The adjacent light illuminates whenever system
power is available at the chassis.
With the first stage LO 2 ground fill and drain
valve closed, the LO 2 system not in emergency,
and the Tanking Selector switch in Second mode,
the Permit indicator will illuminate. This indi-
cation allows the second stage LO 2 panel opera-
tot to control the main transfer line control
valve and the main transfer line vent valve.
With the second stage enabled, the first stage
LO 2 control of these two valves is disabled.
This switch controls valve 0-4-1 when the sec-
ond stage LO 2 Tanking Permit indicator is il-
luminated. The indicator lights located adjacenl
to the switch illuminate to designate the "open"
or "closed" position of valve 0-4-1. Power for
these lights comes from the first stage LO 2
tanking system power bus. A lock-up path is
provided through the close side of the switch to
lock up the open command relay.
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Table 9.2-1. LO 2 Tanking Second Stage Console, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
MAIN TRANSFER LINE VENT
VALVE SWITCH
FLOW CONTROL VALVE SWITCH
FLOW CONTROL VALVE
VERNIER CONTROL
This switch controls valve 0-2-1 when the sec-
ond stage LO 2 Tanking Permit indicator is il-
luminated. The indicator lights located adjac-
ent to the switch illuminate to designate the
"open" or "closed" position of valve 0-2-1.
Power for these lights comes from the first
stage LO 2 tanking system power bus. A lock-
up path is provided by the open side of the
switch if the tank second stage relay is energized.
This is a three position override switch that
can be used to either open or close valve 0-57-2
regardless of the position of the flow control
valve vernier control. The two-inch riseoff
signal or the 95 percent probe wet signal auto-
matically breaks the open signal if present,
and closes valve 0-57-2 or maintains it closed
ff it has been closed previously. The indicator
lights adjacent to the switch illuminate only at
the fully open or fully closed positions.
This is a potentiometer with an On-Off switch.
It is part of a linear-compensated network that
produces a 4 to 20 milliamp signal which is in-
troduced into current-to-pressure transducer
0-21-2. The flow control valve can thus be
modulated to control valve opening from 0% to
lOO%.
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Tanking SecondStageConsole, Cont
CONTROLORINDICATOR FUNCTION
FLOW CONTROLVALVE
PERCENT OPENMETER
BOOMLINE TEMPERATURE
METER
EMERGENCYLIGHT
LINE VENT VALVE SWITCH
This meter monitors the output of the flow con-
trol valve position transducer and has incre-
ments from 0% to 100%. Zero and full scale
adjustments are provided. Calibration voltages
are available from instrumentation.
This meter monitors the output of transducer
0-38-1. The meter range is from -300 ° F to
-270 ° F. Zero and full scale adjustments are
provided. Calibration voltages are available
from instrumentation.
This light monitors the first stage LO 2 tanking
emergency status. If an emergency condition
exists in the first stage, the second stage con-
trol of the main transfer line control and vent
valves is automatically terminated and trans-
ferred to the first stage LO 2 tanking system;
the main transfer line control valve closes
immediately.
This switch provides manual control to open
valve 0-71-1. The 2-inch riseoff signal closes
a relay which automatically closes valve 0-71-1
When the 42-inch riseoff signal is generated the
2-inch riseoff relay drops out and ten seconds
later control of the line vent valve reverts to
the panel operator. The indicator lights adja-
cent to the switch monitor the "open" or
"closed" condition of the vent valve.
9
q
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CONTROLORINDICATOR
FILL AND DRAIN VALVE SWITCH
PROBE OVERRIDE SWITCH
TOPPING SYSTEM POWER
SWITCH
LO 2 LEVEL LIGHTS
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Tanking Second Stage Console, Cont
FUNCTION
This switch provides manual control to open the
fill-and-drain valve. The 2-inch riseoff signal
closes a relay which automatically closes the
second stage LO 2 fill and drain valve if the
operator has not previously done so. The 2-
inch riseoff relay drops out at the 42-inch rise-
off signal and, ten seconds later, control of the
fill-and-drain valve reverts to the paneloperator.
When the fill-and-drain valve is closed the
transducer assembly produces a null output.
The indicator control assembly senses the null
signal and transmits a 28 VDC signal, illumina-
ting the closed indicator. As the fill-and-drain
valve opens, a magnetic slug moving away from
the null position generates an output which trig-
gers the indicator control assembly. The closed
indicator extinguishes and the open indicator
illuminates.
This switch serves as a manual override to the
95% probe-wet signal.
This switch provides 28 VDC system power.
The adjacent light illuminates whenever system
power is available at the chassis.
These lights indicate both the wet and dry con-
ditions of the 95%, 99.8%, 100.2%, and overfill
probes.
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Table 9.2-1. LO 2 Tanking Second Stage Console, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
TOPPING VALVE CONTROL
SWITCH
TOPPING VALVE VERNIER
CONTROL
TOPPING VALVE POSITION
METER
This switch provides a close command over-
ride capability for the topping valve. The 2-
inch riseoff signal closes a relay which auto-
matically closes the topping valve. The 2-inch
riseoff relay drops out at 42-inch riseoff signal
and, ten seconds later, control of the topping
valve reverts to the panel operator. The indi-
cator lights, adjacent to the switch, monitor
the open or closed position of the topping valve.
This is a three-turn potentiometer that is part
of a linear-compensatod network which provides
a variable 4 to 20 milliampere signal to current-
to-pressure transducer 0-18-1. The topping
valve can thus be modulated from 0% to 100%
open.
This meter monitors the output of the topping
valve position transducer in increments from
0% to 100%. Zero and full scale adjustments
are provided. Calibration voltages are avail-
able from instrumentation.
i
9.2.4 LO2 TRANSFER SYSTEM CHECKOUT. The procedures required for check-
out of the LO 2 transfer system prior to LO2 transfer are listed in Section II, Para-
graph 2-2, of the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual,
Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965.
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9.3 LH 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM
9.3.1 LH 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. The LH 2 transfer
system supplies the Centaur vehicle LH 2 requirements. The system consists pri-
marily of a 28,000 gallon storage tank and equipment cabinet, an LH 2 vaporizer and
control unit, an LH 2 flow control unit, transfer lines and a GH 2 burner system. Fig-
ure 9.3-1 shows the functional relationship of the major components in the LH 2 trans-
fer system. Figure 9.3-2 shows the interrelation of the electrical and mechanical
components and their respective location on Complex 36B.
LH 2 transfer to the Centaur vehicle is accomplished by pressurizing the storage tank
to predetermined levels with gaseous hydrogen from the vaporizer. Flow to the vehicle
is through the nominal 3" inside diameter vacuum jacketed transfer line and is control-
led by the storage tank outlet valve, the LH 2 flow control valve, and the vehicle fill
and drain valve.
9.3.2 LH 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS REQUIREMENTS.
9.3.2.1 System Control. The electrical controls for LH 2 transfer are located on
the Fuel Tanking Second Stage panel in the Complex 36 blockhouse, Figure 9.3-3. The
panel provides all necessary controls to pressurize the storage tank and to control the
flow of LH 2 to the Centaur vehicle. Additional controls for transfer line pre-flow
conditioning and burner control are also included.
The LH 2 transfer operation is accomplished during the launch countdown and serves
to load the Centaur LH 2 tank to 100.2% and to maintain the 100.2% level until launch.
The tanking operation consists of three separate and distinct modes of operation:
the chilldown mode, the tanking mode and the topping mode.
The chilldown mode is used to condition the Centaur vehicle LH 2 tank for LH 2 loading.
Before transfer of LH 2 is started, l_e Centaur vehicle boiloff valve vent stack is
briefly purged with helium. This is accomplished by energizing the Purge Supply
switch for approximately one minute. Following purge of the boiloff valve vent stack,
the storage tank is pressurized to approximately 12 psig, and LH 2 flow to the vehicle
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is controlled over a 20-minute period at a flow rate of approximately 10 GPM to grad-
ually chill the vehicle tank from ambient temperature to -420 ° F. Flow control of LH 2
is accomplished by the Flow Control Valve Position switch (Figure 9.3-3) which is
adjusted on the basis of a temperature transducer located in the transfer line down-
stream of the flow control valve.
After completing the chilldown operation, the storage tank is pressurized to 38 psig
and the LH 2 flow is controlled between 10 and 750 GPM until the LH 2 reaches the 95%
level in the vehicle tank. At a tank level of approximately 25%, the LH 2 propellant
level sensors are activated. All the indicators will indicate a dry condition at this
time (reference Paragraph 9.6 for detailed PLIS functional description).
When the LH 2 reaches the 95% level, the 95% probe senses the LH 2 and initiates an
automatic propellant-tanking-cutoff signal. This signal closes the LH 2 flow control
valve and disables the open signal.
Following automatic cutoff of the tanking mode, the topping mode is initiated by actua-
ting the 95% probe override switch which enables the flow control valve. The storage
tank pressure is reduced to 12 psig (storage tank pressurization switch to chllldown)
and LH 2 flow is controlled between 10 and 50 GPM to achieve and maintain a 100.2%
LH 2 level in the vehicle propellant tank. The 100.2% LH 2 is maintained in the vehicle
propellant tank until T-90 seconds, at which time the LH 2 transfer system is manuaily
secured and the storage tank and transfer line are vented.
9.3.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The LH 2 transfer system readiness for
launch is established by its capability to load the Centaur LH 2 tank to 100.2% and
maintain this level until launch. The LH 2 level is monitored by the Propellant Level
Indicating System, reference Paragraph 9.6.
9.3.3 LH 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS
9.3.3.1 Mechanical Components. The major mechanical components of the LH 2
Transfer System are described in detail in Section I, Paragraph 1-70, of the Pro-
pellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual, Report GD/A63-1011,
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dated 1 July 1965. The data included in Tables 9.3-1 and 9.3-2 and in Figure 9.3-4
supplement the data included in GD/A63-1011. Table 9.3-1 shows in block form the
system components that make up each of the major system components. Table 9.3-2
lists each of the system components and shows the component name, GDC specifica-
tion number, vendor part number, and the component size. The find number listed
for each component refers to its location and identification on Figure 9.3-4. Figure
9.3-4 presents the detailed LH 2 Transfer System schematic.
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9.3.3.2 Electrical Components. The major electrical components of the LH 2 trans-
fer system are included in the complex launch control system. The detailed system
schematics are located in Section I, Paragraph 1-70, of the Propellant Loading Sys-
tem Operation and Maintenance Manual, Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965. A
brief functional description of the switches, lights, and meters on the Second Stage
Fuel Tanking Console is presented in Table 9.3-3.
Table 9.3-3.
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
SYSTEM POWER SWITCH
STORAGE TANK FILL
POWER SWITCH
Fuel Tanking Second Stage Console
FUNCTION
When in ON position, this switch provides 28
VDC operating power to the LH2 Transfer Sys-
tem. System "Power ON" indicator illuminatior
verifies that power is available on the Launch
Operations Building, Launch Service Building,
and Tank farm areas.
This switch provides power for the LH 2 Truck
Fill Station Control Panel when 28 VDC system
power is available at the LH 2 system panel.
The indicator adjacent to the switch illuminates
when the truck fill station bus is energized.
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Table 9.3-3. Fuel Tanking Second Stage Console, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
This switch controls the normal vent and pres-
surization functions of the storage tank in four
principal modes:
1. Standby Position - Controller H38-1
pneumatically operates valve H27-1 to
maintain 3 psig backpressure in the stor-
age tank.
2. Vent Position - Solenoid valves H13-1 and
H13-2 are energized to open valve H5-1.
This allows the storage tank to vent to
atmospheric pressure. The normal LH 2
boiloff is routed to the burn stack.
3. Chill Position - Solenoid valves H13-1 and
H13-2 are deenergized to close valve H5-1.
Solenoid H90-1 is energized to reset con-
troller H38-1 for chiUdown tank pressure of
12 psig. Solenoid H13-7 is energized en-
abling controller H38-1 to activate valve
H28-1.
4. Tank Position - This position maintains
valve H5-1 closed. Valve H13-13 is ener-
gized to reset Controller H38-1 for fuel
loading storage tank pressure of approxi-
mately 38 psig. Controller H38-1 then
pneumatically operates the valve H28-1
through valve H13-7 and valve H27-1 for
stabilizing the storage tank pressure at
approximately 38 psig. This position also
STORAGE TANK PRESSURIZA-
TION CONTROL SELECTOR
SWITCH
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Table 9.3-3. Fuel Tanking Second Stage Console, Coat
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
q
STORAGE TANK PRESSURIZA-
TION CONTROL SELECTOR
SWITCH (Contd)
VENT VALVE POSITION
LIGHT
GAS VALVE POSITION LIGHT
LIQUID VALVE POSITION LIGHT
STORAGE TANK PRESSURE
METER
STORAGE TANK OUTLET
VALVE SWITCH
FLOW CONTROL VALVE
SWITCH
provides an "LH2 Transferred" signal to
complete the "Second Stage Tanking Ready"
logic ladder for the Test Conductor system.
This indicator illuminates when system power
is turned on to indicate the closed or open po-
sition of valve H5-1.
This indicator illuminates when system power
is turned on to indicate the closed or open
position of valve H27-1.
This indicator illuminates when system power
is turned on to indicate the closed or open
position of valve H28-1.
This meter receives and translates a condition
signal from ground instrumentation to indicate
visually the LH 2 storage tank pressure.
This switch energizes valves H13-3 (N. O.) and
H13-4 (N. O. ) to pneumatically open valve H1-2.
When valves H13-3 and H13-4 are de-energized,
outlet valve H1-2 is closed.
An indicator light adjacent to the switch illumi-
nates to indicate the closed or open position of
valve H1-2.
This is a DPDT, 3-position switch that provides
remote control of valve H50-1 in the following
three modes.
1. Control - This position provides primary con
trol of valve H50-1 to the vernier control for
varying the LH 2 flow rate by varying the open
position of valve H50-1 to any point between 0 %
loo%.
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Table 9.3-3. Fuel Tanking Second Stage Console, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
FLOW CONTROL VALVE
SWITCH (Contd}
FLOW CONTROL VALVE
VERNIER SWITCH
FLOW CONTROL VALVE
POSITION METER
FILL AND DRAIN VALVE
SWITCH
2. Open - This position overrides the vernier
control to energize valve H13-10 which
pneumatically locks open H50-1.
3. Closed - This position energizes valve H13-
9 to pneumatically lock valve HS0-1 in
closed position; valve H13-10 is de-energized
and the vernier control is overridden.
The lights adjacent to the switch illuminate
when system power is turned on to indicate the
position of valve H50-1 either fully opened or
fully closed. The lights do not illuminate when
valve H50-1 is partially opened.
This switch provides a primary control for a
compensated network which varies the input to
current-to-pressure transducer H48-1. This in
turn pneumatically varies the open position of
throttling valve H50-1 for a controlled LH 2
flow rate.
A ground instrumentation conditioned signal is
received by this meter to visually indicate in
percent open (0% to 100%) the position of throt-
tling valve H50-1.
This switch energizes solenoid valve H13-11
which actuates open valve H53-1. Opening
H53-1 permits LH 2 to flow into or out of the
vehicle tank. A transistorized control indicator
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Table 9.3-3. Fuel Tanking Second Stage Consn!e, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
FILL AND DRAIN VALVE
SWITCH (C ontd)
BURN STACK IGNITE/
BURN SWITCH
TRANSFER LINE PURGE
VENT SWITCH
HELIUM PURGE SWITCH
provides excitation for the valve position trans-
ducer which signals the indicator lights adja-
cent to the switch to illuminate for the closed
or open position of valve H53-1.
This is a 3-position, spring-loaded DPDT
that provides control for burning the waste GH 2
at the burn stack. In the off position, the sub-
system is dormant. In the "Burn" position,
solenoid operated valve H13-8 (N. C.) is ener-
gized to open. This admits commercial gas to
the burner assembly to ensure GH 2 burnoff.
"Ignite" position, a spring-loaded momentary
position, maintains valve H13-8 open and pro-
vides excitation for the igniter assembly to
ignite the commercial gas. When ignition is
verified visually, the switch is released for
return to "Burn" position.
This switch energizes valve H7-1 to open.
Opening valve H7-1 provides an exit for the
purging gases from the transfer line to the
burn stack.
This switch energizes valve H13-12 (N. C.) to
open and admits GHe into the transfer line
between valve H53-1 and valve H50-1. This pro-
vides a capability for purging the transfer line
and vehicle.
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Table 9.3-3. Fuel Tanking Second Stage Console, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
GN 2 PURGE SWITCH
GN 2 PURGE SUPPLY SWITCH
LH 2 SENSORS EXCITATION
SWITCH
PLIS LIGHTS
95% OVERRIDE SWITCH
This switch energizes valve H7-3, which opens
to provide a vent path when the vehicle tank is
being purged.
This switch controls valve H7-4 (N. C. ) to ad-
mit gaseous helium for the helium purging
function.
This switch provides power to the LH 2 Sensors
which monitor the LH 2 level in the vehicle tank
at approximately 95%, 99.8%, and 100.2%.
Refer to Paragraph 9.6.2 for description.
This switch permits the tanking operator to
override the automatic cutoff sequence that oc-
curs during the tanking operation and continue
with the topping mode of transfer.
9.3.4 LH 2 TRANSFER SYSTEM CHECKOUT. The procedures required for check-
out of the LH 2 Transfer System prior to LH 2 transfer are listed in Section H, Para-
graph 2-2, of the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual,
Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965.
9.4 LHe TRANSFER SYSTEM
9.4.1 LHe TRANSFER SYSTEM FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. This system de-
livers helium at near LHe temperature, -423°F, to the Centaur vehicle main engine
LH 2 turbopumps during launch operations. The LHe prechills the engine trubopumps
to reduce the inflight chilldown requirements for starting the engines the first time.
The ground chilldown operation reduces the inflight chilldown duration for the first
burn from approximately 20 seconds to 5 seconds. The inflight chilldowm operation is
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accomplishedby an overboard dump of LO2 and LH2 propellants.
The vehicleborne portion of the chilldown system consists of an insulated helium trans-
fer line, supply tubes to the engine turbopumps, check valves to allow helium flow to
the turbopumpsbut to prevent LH2 flow overboard during engine operation, vent ducts,
collector manifolds, vent fins and the chilldown and staging disconnect fittings. Fig-
ure 9.4-1 showsthe major componentsof the airborne portion of the chilldown system.
The LHe chilldown ground transfer system consists primarily of a 1000gallon LHe
dewar including a pressurization system andflow control equipment, and a vacuum
jacketed transfer line. In addition the LHe Transfer Systemcontains a purge subsys-
tem which provides an inert atmosphere in the LHe transfer line and in the Centaur
vehicle main engines. The helium purge gas is introduced into the LHe transfer line
in the vicinity of the dewar and is discharged from the vehicleborne vent fins down-
stream of the main engine cooldownvalves. The purge subsystem operates at two
flow rates. The slow purge position of the toggle switch provides a flow of approxi-
mately 10 SCFM. The slow flow is started at the beginning of the launch operations
and serves to maintain a slight positive pressure in the engines to prevent an influx
of atmospheric contamination. Just prior to LH2 tanking, fast purge flow (50 SCFM)
is started. Thefast flow ensures dilution of LH2 leakage past the engine pumps inlet
valves to below the combustible limit. The fast flow rate is maintained until the
ground chilldown operation is started. Figure 9.4-2 shows the major componentsin
the LHe GroundTransfer System. Figure 9.4-3 shows the interrelation of the electri-
cal and mechanicalcomponentsin the system.
A GHerecovery system works in conjunction with the LHe Transfer Systemto recover
the boiloff from the dewar during normal standby storage conditions. The boiloff gas
is collected in a 950 cubic foot recovery tank and, by means of a non-contaminating
compressor, thehelium is compressed into a standard mobil helium trailer for sub-
sequentuse in the complex helium system. The gaseoushelium recovered meets the
helium use specification requirements. The GHerecovery system consists of a GHe
recovery tank, a GSEcompressor assembly, a mobile GHetrailer andthe interface
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with the LHe dewar. Figure 9.4-4 presents a simplified schematic of the system 
showing the major components. 
9.4.2 LHe TRANSFER SYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS REQUIREMENTS 
9.4.2.1 System Control. The LHe transfer operation is controlled from Turbo- 
pumps Chilldown panel, Figure 9.4-5 on the Second Stage Engine Control Console. 
The Chilldown panel includes all the necessary controls to pressurize the LHe dewar 
and to control the LHe flow. Controls for purging the transfer line and the Centaur 
main engines and meters for monitoring the engine turbopump temperature during the 
chilldown operation are also included. 
Figure 9.4-5. Turbopump Chilldown Panel 
The LHe transfer operation is accomplished during the launch countdown starting at 
T-23 minutes. The operation is initiated by placing the dewar pressurization selector 
switch to the pressurized position. This allows LHe to flow from the dewar into the 
selfcontained vaporizer providing gaseous helium for dewar pressurization. The pres- 
su re  level for  the transfer operation is preset for a regulated 52 PSIA. When the de- 
war pressure has stabilized, the transfer line dump valve is opened and LHe flow at 
a rate of approximately 10  GPM is started by moving the flow control valve position 
switch to the full  open position. When the discharge gas temperature reaches -200" F 
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at *_^,,,vdump valve, the line dump valve is closed. When the turbopump temperature
reaches -310 ° F, the LHe flow rate is reduced to between 3 GPM and 5 GPM and flow
is continued for a minimum of 15 minutes. At T-8 seconds in the launch sequence,
the LHe flow automatically stops, the line dump valve opens, and the dewar rapid
vent valve opens, depressurizing the dewar.
9.4.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The LHe transfer system launch readi-
ness is established by the capability of the system to chilldown the main engine turbo-
pumps to -310 ° F maximum and to maintain this temperature until launch. The tem-
perature levels are monitored on landline instrumentation, measurements CP1843T
and CP1844T, and on the Turbopump Chilldown panel meters.
9.4.3 LHe SYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS. The major mechanical components of
the LHe Transfer System are identified and described in detail in Section I, Paragraphs
1-144 and 1-153 in the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual,
Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965.
Table 9.4-1 provides a brief description of the controls and indicators on the Turbo-
pump Chilldown panel. Figure 9.4-6 is a detailed electrical schematic of the LHe
Transfer System. The schematic lists all the major components of the launch control
system and identifies their location and electrical power requirements.
Table 9.4-1. Turbopump Chilldown Panel
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
LIQUID LEVEL METER 0-100%
TRANSFER PRESSURE METER
0-100 PSIG
This meter monitors the LHe level in the dewar
tank. A differential pressure signal is condi-
tioned by landlines and supplied to the meter.
The meter indicates the percent of liquid in the
tank; 100% corresponds to 1000 gallons of LHe.
This meter monitors the dewar tank pressure.
Landlines instrumentation supplies this signal
to the meter.
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Table 9.4-1. Turbopump Chilldown Panel, Cont
This switch supplies 28 VDC power to the LHe
chilldown system.
This light illuminates when the Panel Power
Switch is turned to on and assures that transfer
room 28 VDC is available to the LHe chilldown
system.
This switch is actuated for pressurization con-
trol of the dewar in one of three modes under
the following conditions:
1. Standby. During standby, the switch is in
"Normal Vent" and maintains approximately
zero pressure in the dewar tank.
2. LHe Dewar Loading. During this phase the
switch is in "Rapid Vent" and controls
rapid vent valve RCV68-1. The switch may
be actuated during loading operation ff the
dewar pressure exceeds LHe source pres-
sure or anytime dewar pressure zero is
desired.
3. Pre-Launch System Chilldown. During
this phase, the switch is in "Pressurize".
This places the dewar under pressure con-
troller which maintains the dewar pressure
at control setting.
This indicator illuminates when panel power is
turned on and indicates the "Closed" or "Open"
position of gas valve RCV68-2. The valve is
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
PANEL POWER SWITCH
PANEL POWER INDICATOR
LIGHT
PRESSURIZE - NORMAL VENT-
RAPID VENT SWITCH
GAS VALVE INDICATOR LIGHT
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Table 9.4-1.
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
GAS VALVE INDICATOR
LIGHT (Contd}
LIQUID VALVE INDICATOR
LIGHT
RAPID VENT VALVE
INDICATOR LIGHT
PURGE CONTROL SWITCH
PURGE VALVES CLOSED
IN_CATOR LIGHT
SLOW PURGE VALVE OPEN
INDICATOR LIGHT
Turbopump Chilldown Panel, Cont
FUNCTION
actuated by pressure controller PC68-1 and
relieves pressure in excess of controller setting.
This indicator illuminates when panel power is
turned on and indicates the "Closed" or "Open"
position of the liquid valve RCV68-5. The valve
is actuated by pressure controller PC68-1 and
supplies LHe to the vaporizer when dewar pres-
sure drops below controller setting.
This indicator illuminates when panel power is
turned on and indicates the open or closed posi-
tion of rapid vent valve (RCV68-1). The valve
provides capability for rapid venting of GHe
pressure from the dewar.
This switch controls the GHe purging of the
LHe transfer lines and the main engines turbo-
pumps in two modes. GHe slow purge inlet
valve SOV64-1 is actuated for slow purge (10
SCFM). For fast purge, valve SOV64-1 re-
mains opened, and valve SOV64-2 is opened to
provide a purge flow rate of 50 SCFM.
This indicator illuminates when panel power is
turned on and if no purge command is present.
This indicator illuminates only when the Purge
Control Switch is actuated to command a slow
GHe purge of the chilldown system.
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Table 9.4-1. Turbopump Chilldown Panel, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
FAST PURGE VALVES OPEN
INDICATOR LIGHT
F LOW CONTROL VALVE
VERNIER SWITCH
FLOW CONTROL VALVES
CLOSED INDICATOR LIGHT
FLOW CONTROL VALVE OPEN
INDICATOR LIGHT
FLOW CONTROL VALVE
POSITION METER 0-100%
LINE DUMP VALVE SWITCH
LINE DUMP VALVE CLOSED
INDICATOR LIGHT
LINE DUMP VALVE OPEN
INDICATOR LIGHT
TEMPERATURE SELECTOR
SWITCH
This indicator illuminates only when the Purge
Control Switch is actuated to command a fast
GHe purge of the chilldown system.
This vernier switch actuates LHe flow control
valve (RCV68-3) to open, and increasingly
varies the LHe flow rate by varying the open
position of the valve from 0% to 100%.
This indicator illuminates at application of
Panel Power when the Flow Control Valve is
fully closed.
This indicator illuminates when the flow control
valve is in fully open position.
This meter linearly indicates the open position
of the flow control valve, from a partially open
position to its full open position. The meter is
calibrated in percent increments.
This switch controls the line dump valve RCV60-]
to open or close as required for venting the
transfer line during transfer line cooldown.
This indicator illuminates when valve RCV60-1
is closed.
This indicator illuminates when valve RCV60-1
is open and LHe transfer line is in vent.
This switch provides the capability of selecting
the turbopump on either main engine C1 or main
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Table 9.4-1. T,,.u_bopump ChPAdo,._. _. Panel, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
TEMPERATURE SELECTOR
SWITCH (Contd}
PUMP TEMPERATURE
METER -45 ° F TO -100 ° F
engine C2 for temperature monitor. Readout
is monitored on the pump temperature meter.
This meter receives a conditioned signal from
landlines instrumentation and translates this
signal for a visual meter readout of the turbo-
pump temperature. The meter has an operatin_
range of -100° F to -450 ° F.
9.4.4 LHe TRANSFER SYSTEM CHECKOUT. Section II of the Propellant Loading
System Operation and Maintenance Manual, Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965,
lists the checkout procedures that must be performed prior to transfering LHe to the
Centaur vehicle.
9.5 H202 SYSTEM
9.5.1 H202 SYSTEM FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION. The H202 system consist of
those systems required to transfer H202 from ground storage into the vehicleborne
system and to monitor and control the vehicleborn subsystems during the checkout and
launch operations. Figure 9.5-1 presents a block diagram of the H20" 2 systems show-
ing the ground and vehicle system division.
The H202 ground transfer system, Figure 9.5-2, serves to load a specified quantity
of H202 into the vehicle monopropellant tank. The H202 is pressure fed into the
vehicle bottle from a ground storage drum by an electric driven pump mounted on the
transfer skid. The transfer system also includes facilities for water flush and H202
containment and drainage in the event of a spill.
The H202 ground control system consists primarily of a control panel, Figure 9.5-3,
located in the Complex 36 blockhouse. The control panel provides the control of the
vehicleborne valves for H20 2 tanking and for the checkout and control of the vehicle-
borne subsystems during checkout and launch.
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Figure 9.5-3. Engine Control Second Stage Panel, H202 Systems
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The vehicieborne H202 system consists of three major subsystems: the H202 supply
system, the reaction control system, and the boost pump system.
The vehicleborne H202 supply system supplies H202 to the LH 2 and LO 2 propellant
feed system boost pump drive units and to the reaction control system. The system
consists of a positive expulsion monopropellant tank, supply tubing to the boost pump
drive units and the reaction control system, a relief system containing a vent valve
and a relief valve, and a pressurizing valve to pressurize the H202 tank from either
on vehicle or ground source. Figure 9.5-4 presents a system schematic showing the
major components and the connections to the supporting systems and vehicle dependent
systems.
The reaction control system provides thrust for yaw, pitch, and roll control and pro-
pellant settling during the unpowered portion of flight: coast period, payload separation
reorientation, and retromaneuver. The system consists of four 50-1b vernier engines
(V1 through V4), four 3-1b settling engines (S1 through $4) and two thrust clusters each
consisting of one 3-1b pitch engine (Pl and P2) and two 1.5-1b roll/yaw engines (A1
through A4). All the reaction control engines are located on the aft bulkhead, inside
the interstage adapter, in approximately the same plane. Each engine includes a
solenoid-actuated propellant inlet valve which is operated by a 28 VDC signal supplied
by the autopilot system. Energizing the solenoid opens the valve, permitting the flow
of monopropellant to the engine decomposition chamber. Figure 9.5-5 presents a
schematic of the system installation showing the engine location and supply manifold.
Theboost pump system consists primarily of the LO 2 and LH 2 boost pumps which provide
the main engine turbopump propellant NPSH requirements during main engine operation.
The LO 2 and LH2 boost pumps are similar in design and operation and operate with the
pump completely submerged in the liquid propellant. The turbodrive for each of the
pumps consists of a decomposition chamber, turbine, gear train, speed controls and
associated electrical and instrumentation systems. Hydrogen peroxide is directed into
the decomposition chamber and decomposed by a silver screen catalyst bed. The pro-
ducts of decomposition flow through nozzles into the turbine and are then exhausted
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overboard. A continuous power, 40 watt, 28 VDC coil heater is assembled on the
catalyst bed housing to maintain elevated temperatures and to permit a rapid and re-
peatable catalyst bed start. The turbodrive controls consist of an overspeed limiting
control valve, a speed sensing system and metering orifices to control H202 flow.
Figure 9.5-6 presents a schematic of the boost pump system showing the major sys-
tem components.
9.5.2 H202 SYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS REQUIREMENTS
9.5.2.1 System Control. The H202 transfer operation is primarily local control.
The transfer hardware is transported to level 9 of the service tower and connected to
the Centaur vehicle, reference Figure 9.5-2 for the tanking configuration. The elec-
trical controls of the vehicleborne H202 propellant supply system are on the H202
system module on the engine control Second Stage panel in the Complex 36B blockhouse,
Figure 9.5-3. H202 transfer is accomplished by initially weighing the H202 drum and
presetting the balance scale to the desired delta weight desired in the vehicleborne
H202 bottle. The H202 pump is started and when the scale balances, indicating the
desired quantity has been transferred, the pump is secured and the transfer hardware
disconnected from the vehicle. A system passivitity check of the vehicle hardware is
then performed to establish the level of activity of the H202. This is accomplished
by monitoring the system pressure and temperature for a specified period of time,
landline instrumentation measurements CF1012P and CP1093T respectively. If the
system parameters are within acceptable limits, the final vehicleborne subsystem
integrity tests are performed.
The vehicleborne systems integrity tests consist of a boost pump locked rotor test
and a reaction control system engine firing. These tests establish the readiness of
the subsystems to support the vehicle launch. Paragraph 9.4-4 discusses each of
these tests in detail.
9.5.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The H202 transfer system no longer plays
a part in establishing a launch ready condition of the Centaur vehicle after the success-
ful completion of the transfer operation. The system is disconnected from the vehicle
and removed from the service tower.
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The vehicleborne system parameters are continuously monitored following the transfer
operation to insure their launch readiness. Measurement CF1012P, H202 bottle
pneumatic pressure, is monitored for a maximum redline limit of 360 PSIA until launch
or until H202 is detanked. If this pressure level is exceeded or the rate of pressure
increase cannot be controlled, emergency operations are initiated to expell the H202
propellant from the vehicle. Measurement CP1093T, H202 bottle temperature, is
monitored for a maximum redline value of 140 ° F until T-5 minutes, and 120 ° F from
T-5 until launch. If this temperature level is exceeded, the launch is aborted and
emergency operations are initiated to expell the H202 propellant from the vehicle.
The emergency operations and system monitoring are performed remotely from the
Complex 36 blockhouse.
9.5.3 H202 SYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS. The major mechanical components of
the H O ground transfer system are described in detail in Section I, Paragraph 1-105,2 2
of the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance Manual, Report GD/A63-
1011, dated 1 July 1965.
The major electrical component of the H20 2 systems is the Second Stage Engine Con-
trol panel, reference Figure 9.5-3. The functional description of the lights and
switches located on the panel for control of the H202 systems is presented in Table
9.5-1. The controls for the main engine system are described in Section VIH, Para-
graph 8.2.3.
Table 9.5-1. Engine Control Second Stage Panel, H202 System
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
SYSTEM POWER SWITCH
SYSTEM MODE SWITCH
FUNCTION
This switch is used to turn the second stage
engine control system power on. The system
power light illuminates when power is on.
This switch is used to place the panel in a test
or launch status. The launch light indicates that
the switch is in the launch position. The test light
indicates that the switch is in the test position.
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.......... s ........ _v, o_.v,.u o_s_ Panel, System, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
READY LIGHT
SETTLING ENGINES NO. 1
2, 3, AND 4 SWITCHES
VERNIER ENGINE VALVE
NO. 1 SWITCH
VERNIER ENGINE VALVE
NO. 2 SWITCH
This light illuminates when the second stage
simulator is in test or when the emergency
dump is off, boost pump line heaters are on,
line vent valve is closed, bladder pressure is
on airborne, and the launch/test switch is in
launch.
These switches are used to turn the settling
engines on and off. The up position turns en-
gines on and the down position turns engines
off. The settling No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 closed lights
illuminate when power to the engines is off.
The settling No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 open lights illum-
inate when power to the engines is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of vernier engine valve No. 1. When
placed in the up position it turns the power to
the valve on and when placed in reset position
it removes power to all the vernier engines. The
vernier engine valve No. 1 closed light illumi-
nates when power to the V-1 engine is off. The
vernier engine valve No. 1 open light illumi-
nates when power to the V-1 engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of vernier engine valve No. 2. When
placed in the up position it provides power to
the V-2 engine valve. Vernier engine valve
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Table 9.5-1.
Engine Control Second Stage Panel, H202 System, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
VERNIER ENGINE VALVE NO. 2
SWITCH (Contd}
VERNIER ENGINE VALVE
NO. 3 SWITCH
VERNIER ENGINE VALVE
NO. 4 SWITCH
FUNCTION
No. 1 switch must be placed in the reset position
to remove the power. The vernier engine
valve No. 2 closed light illuminates when power
to V-2 engine is off. The vernier engine valve
No. 2 open light illuminates when the power to
V-2 engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of vernier engine valve No. 3. When
placed in the up position it provides power to
the V-3 engine valve. Vernier engine valve
No. 1 switch must be placed in the reset positio_
to remove power to vernier engine valve No. 3.
The vernier engine valve No. 3 closed light il-
luminates when power to the engine is off. The
vernier engine valve No. 3 open light illuminates
when power to the engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of vernier engine valve No. 4. When
placed in the up position it provides power to
the V-4 engine valve. Vernier engine valve No.
1 switch must be placed in the reset position to
remove the power to vernier engine valve No. 4.
The vernier engine valve No. 4 closed light il-
luminates when power to the engine is off. The
vernier engine valve No. 4 open light illuminates
when power to the engine is on.
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Table .q ._-1 l_n.qn,_ n_,_^l _ .... _ _ .... H202............. s ............ o_u,,u _= Panel, System, Cont
L
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
ATTITUDE ENGINE NO. 1
SWITCH
ATTITUDE ENGINE NO. 2
SWITCH
ATTITUDE ENGINE NO. 3
SWITCH
This is a momentary switch that controls
operation of attitude engine No. 1. When placed
in the up position it provides power to the A-1
engine, and when placed in reset position it re-
moves power from all the attitude engines. The
attitude engine No. i closed light illuminates
when power to the engine is off. The attitude
engine No. 1 open light illuminates when power
to the engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of attitude engine No. 2. When placed
in the up position it provides power to the A-2
engine. The attitude engine No. 1 switch must
be placed in the reset position to remove power
to the A-2 engine. The attitude engine No. 2
closed light illuminates when power to the en-
gine is off. The attitude engine No. 2 open
light illuminates when power to the engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of attitude engine No. 3. When placed
in the up position it provides power to the A-3
engine. The attitude engine No. 1 switch must
be placed in the reset position to remove power
to the A-3 engine. The attitude engine No. 3
closed light illuminates when power to the en-
gine is off. The attitude engine No. 3 open light
illuminates when power to the engine is on.
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Table 9.5-1.
CONTROL OR INDICATOR
Engine Control Second Stage Panel, H202 System, Cont
FUNCTION
ATTITUDE ENGINE NO. 4
SWITCH
PITCH ENGINE NO. 1
SWITCH
PITCH ENGINE NO. 2
SWITCH
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of attitude engine No. 4. When placed
in the up position it provides power to the A-4
engine. The attitude engine No. 1 switch must
be placed in the reset position to remove power
to the A-4 engine. The attitude engine No. 4
closed light illuminates when power to the en-
gine is off. The attitude engine No. 4 open light
illuminates when power to the engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of pitch engine No. 1. When placed
in the up position it provides power to the P-1
engine. When placed in reset position it remove,,
power from all the pitch engines. The pitch en-
gine No. 1 closed light illuminates when power
to the engine is off. The pitch engine No. 1 open
light illuminates when power to the engine is on.
This is a momentary switch that controls the
operation of pitch engine No. 2. When placed in
the up position it provides power to the P-2
engine. The pitch engine No. 1 switch must be
placed in the reset position to remove power to
the P-2 engine. The pitch engine No. 2 closed
light illuminates when power to the engine is off.
The pitch engine No. 2 open light illuminates
when power to the engine is on.
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Table 9.5-1. Engine Control Second Stage Panel, H202 System, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
H20 ENGINE LINE HEATER
SWITCH
BOOST PUMP LINE
HEATER SWITCH
BLADDER PRESSURE SWITCH
EMERGENCY DUMP
SWITCH
LINE VENT SWITCH
This switch controls the operation of the H202
engine line heaters. The H202 engine line hea-
ter off and on lights illuminate to indicate the
status of the heaters.
This switch controls operation of the boost
pump line heaters. The boost pump line heater
off and on lights illuminate to indicate the status
of the heaters.
This is a momentary switch that allows the
bladder to be vented or pressurized from the
ground supply when placed in up position. When
the switch is placed in the down position the H20,
tank bladder pressure is supplied from the
vehicle. The bladder pressure ground and air-
borne lights indicate the status of the bladder
pressure.
When actuated this switch sends a signal to the
water flush valves and, after a 3-second delay,
provides power to open the line vent valve and
remove power from the bladder pressure valve.
The emergency dump on and off lights indicate
the status of the emergency dump.
This is a momentary switch that provides power
to the line vent valve when placed in the up
position, provided the bladder pressure switch
is in ground status. When placed in the down
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Table 9.5-1. Engine Control Second Stage Panel, H202 System, Cont
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
LINE VENT SWITCH
(Conf_
H202 FLOW VALVE SWITCH
LH 2 SPEED LIMIT VALVE
SWITCH
LO 2 SPEED LIMIT VALVE
SWITCH
position power to the line vent valve is removed
and the valve closes. The line vent valve open
or closed lights indicate the status of power to
the line vent valve.
This is a momentary switch that allows H202
to flow to LH 2 and LO 2 speed limiting valves
when placed in the up position and stops the
flow when placed in the down position. The
H202 flow valve open and closed lights indicate
the position of the valve.
When placed in up position this switch provides
power to close the valve which supplies H202
to the LH 2 boost pump. When placed in the
down position, power is removed and the LH 2
speed limit valve returns to its normally open
position. The LH 2 speed limit valve open and
closed lights indicate the status of power to the
valve.
When placed in the up position this switch pro-
vides power to close the valve that supplies
H202 to the LO 2 boost pump. When placed in
the down position, power is removed and the
LO 2 valve returns to its normally open position.
The LO 2 speed limit valve open and closed
lights indicate the status of power to the valve.
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9.5.4 H202 SYSTEM CHECKOUT. Section H of the Propellant Loading System
Operation and Maintenance Manual, Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965, lists the
ground transfer system checkout procedures that must be performed prior to transfer-
ing H202 to the vehicle.
The checkout of vehicleborne H202 system launch control GSE is presented in Section
VIII, Paragraph 8.2.4 of this report. In addition to the launch control GSE, the fol-
lowing additional checkout and government furnished equipment is required to establish
the Vehicleborne Systems readiness for launch.
BOOST PUMP SYSTEM
Audio Signal Generator
E PUT Meter
Voltmeter
Multimeter
Wheatstone Bridge
Megohm Meter
H202 Checkout Panel
Pressure Gage 0-15 PSIG
H202 Bottle Ullage Simulator
Boost Pump Turbine Rotor Lock Assembly
LO 2 Boost Pump Exhaust Extension
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
Reaction Control Engine Desiccant Plugs
Reaction Control Engine Exhaust System
Reaction Control Engine Blankets
Reaction Control Engine Instrumentation Test Kit, Transducer
Reaction Control Engine Throat Plugs
H202 Vacuum Drying System
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9.5.4.1 Audio Signal Generator
E PUT Meter
Voltmeter
A function checkof the LH2 and LO2 boostpump speedcontrol systems are required
to insure that the vehicle is ready for launch. The speed control system regulates the
boost pump drive unit RPM between preset tolerance limits by closing and opening the
speed limiting valve, thus stopping or permitting the flow of H202 to the decomposition
chambers. When the drive speed reaches the high limit, the speed limiting valve is
closed. The drive unit speed reduces because of lack of H202 flow, and at the low
limit the speed limiting valve reopens.
The functional check of the boost pump speed control system is performed with the
audio signal generator in conjunction with the voltmeter and E PUT meter. Figure
9.5-7 shows a typical setup of the checkout hardware. The signal generator provides
the source frequency to the speed control system (simulating the signal generated by
the drive unit during boost pump operation). The output signal is monitored on the
voltmeter and E PUT meter. The output voltage is adjusted to 1.5 volts and the fre-
quency slowly increased until the speed limiting valve closes. This frequency level is
compared with the allowed upper limit set by the vendor. The frequency output of the
signal generator is then reduced until the speed limiting reopens and this level is com-
pared with the vendor's allowed lower limit. The test is performed on each boost
pump separately and conformance to the vendors specifications establishes the systems
integrity and readiness for flight.
9.5.4.2 Multimeter
Wheatstone Bridge
Megohm Meter
To provide further assurance of the LO 2 and LH 2 boost pumps readiness for flight, a
complete electrical check of system continuity, component-resistance, and insulation
resistance is performed. All measurements are made at the interface of the boost
pump harnesses and are compared with vendor specifications to confirm system integrity.
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SIGNAL I
GENERATOR
t
E PUT
METER
GROUND 4 ! _ VEHICLE
B200UIJ2 CONNECTOR
VALVE (S. L. V. )
SPEED CONTROL SIGNAL DATA
VOLTAGE
CLOSE S. L.V.
OPEN S. L. V.
LO 2 B/P
1.5VAC
13,000 ±260 CPS
10,250 +1250 CPS
LH 2 B/P
i.5VAC
13,650 +250 CPS
11,700 ±400 CPS
Figure 9.5-7. Equipment Setup for Boost Pump Speed Control System Checkout
The multimeter and wheatstone bridge are used to measure the circuit continuity and
component resistance. Each value obtained is recorded and compared to the vendor's
requirements.
I
9
The megohm meter is used to establish the integrity of the harness insulation. A
reading is taken from each pin of the connector to the connector. The value is recor-
ded and compared to the Vendor's requirements.
9.5.4.3 H202 Checkout Panel, P/N 55-24023. A leak and functional check of the
H202 propellant supply system and the supply lines to the boost pump drive units and
reaction control system is required after system installation and vehicle erection.
The 55-24023 H202 checkout panel provides the pressure source for the system leak
check and, in conjunction with the propulsion launch control system, performs a
functional check of the system components.
The H202 checkout panel is a single pressure level, two pressure source panel that
supplies 15-100 PSIG, 10 micron filtered GN 2 to the vehicleborne H20 2 systems.
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Figure 9.5-8 presents a schematic diagram of the panel showing the major components.
The panel is also shown connected to the vehicle interface. The dual pressure source
is required for the system pressure checks to prevent unnecessary flexing of the H202
bottle positive expulsion bladder. The panel is designed to maintain a constant differ-
ential pressure across the bladder during system leak checks. System component
functional checks are performed by actuating the component from the Engine Control
Second Stage Panel and monitoring its operation locally by an audible sound, pressure
fluctuation in the vehicleborne system, or by an audible gas flow from the system.
The H202 checkout panel is also used as the pressure source for other phases of the
H202 systems checkout, e.g. H202 passivity check, boost pump locked rotor test and
reaction control engine test firing.
9.5.4.4 Pressure Gage 0-15 PSIG, P/N 55-02424-1.
H202 Bottle Ullage Simulator, P/N 55-29285.
The system passivity check is another check of system integrity prior to launch. The
check is performed twice. The first performance ascertains the system integrity
following system installation and vehicle erection. The second test determines flight
readiness and is performed approximately two days prior to launch.
For single-burn missions, 130 lbs of H202 is transferred into the vehicleborne bottle
and the bottle is pressurized to 25 PSIG by the H202 checkout panel (55-25023). The
vehicleborne supply lines are primed by successively firing each of the reaction con-
trol engines for a 10-second period, energizing the boost pump feed valve and discharg-
ing H202 from the LH 2 and LO 2 speed limiting valves into containers of water until the
air bubbles have subsided, and flowing H202 through the overboard vent until the gas
bubbles have subsided. The 55-02424-1 gage is connected to the Vehicle port of the
bottle pressurizing valve (reference Figure 9.5-8) and the system pressure is reduced
to 5 PSI. The system is locked up and the pressure and temperature monitored for a
period of 4 hours. The pressure increase over the 4-hour period is compared to
specification limits to determine if the activity rate of the H202 is within the allowed
limit.
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Figure 9.5-8. H202 Checkout Panel and Passivity Check Hardware Configuration
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For multiple-burn missions, the same basic passivity check is performed, however,
the activity monitoring method is changed.
For multiple-burn missions, the H202 bottle is fully tanked to provide adequate H202
for the mission. The remaining ullage is minimum and, therefore, during the activity
check, is quite sensitive to ambient temperature changes, small pressure fluctuations,
etc. To desensitize this check and provide comparable results with the single burn
activity checks, the 55-29285 ullage simulator is installed in the system (reference
Figure 9.5-9 for simulator detail and installation schematic). The system activity
rate is monitored by measuring the differential pressure on the 55-02424-1 pressure
gage for the 4-hour period and is compared to acceptable activity limits.
9.3.4.5 Boost Pump Turbine Rotor Lock Assembly, P/N 55-24102
LO 2 Boost Pump Exhaust Extension, P/N 55-97002
As the final check of the boost pump system integrity prior to flight, a boost pump
locked rotor test is performed. This test checks the performance of the LO 2 and LH 2
decomposition chambers by a pressure flow of H202 through the catalyst beds.
To prevent the decomposition products from rotating the turbodrive unit, a 55-24102
lock assembly is installed on each boost pump (reference Figure 9.5-10 for assembly
details and installation). The lock assembly maintains the turbine in a stationary
position and the decomposition products are passed through the turbine and are dis-
charged overboard. The LO 2 boost pump is located within the interstage adapter re-
quiring a method to redirect the decomposition products to atmosphere. The 55-97002
LO 2 boost pump exhaust extension is connected to the boost pump during this test to
collect the exhaust products and discharge them outside of the interstage adapter
(reference Figure 9.5-11).
The test is accomplished during the prelaunch operations following H202 tanking. The
H202 bottle is pressurized to 300 PSIG with the Airborne Helium System and the H20 2
flow valve is energized from the boost pump module on the Engine Control Second
Stage panel. H202 flow is continued for approximately 20 seconds and then the system
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Figure 9.5-10. Rotor Boost Pump Lock Assemb 
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is secured. The LO 2 and LH 2 boost pumps supply lines downstream of the H20 2 flow
valve are then purged by the H202 checkout panel purge supply to remove the residual
liquid, and the vehicleborne system is secured for flight.
l \
l CENTAUR \
LO2
TANK (REF)
UNIT _
/
INTERSTAGE ADAPTER
Figure 9.5-11. LO Boost Pump Exhaust Extension
2
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9.5.4.6 Reaction Control Engine Desiccant Plugs, P/N 55-24045. The reaction con-
trol engines must be protected from the atmospheric environment during long standby
periods to insure integrity during flight. The 55-24045 desiccant assemblies provide
this protection by sealing the engine chamber from the atmosphere.
The desiccant assemblies for the 1-1/2- and 3-1b engines (Figure 9.5-12) are basically
small vinyl tubes sized to slip over the engine nozzle and are crimp sealed at one end
with an adhesive compound. The tube is filled with a desiccant material (silica gel) to
remove moisture from the engine chamber and a filter assembly is inserted to contain
the desiccant material. The assembly is then slipped over the engine nozzle and se-
cured with a screw clamp.
The desiccant assemblies for the 50-1b engines (Figure 9.5-12) are machined from a
plastic material and are contoured to fit inside the engine bell. The container is filled
with a desiccant material (silica gel) which is contained with a filter assembly. The
container is secured to the chamber nozzle by a fiberglass clamp. Two "O" rings pro-
vide a positive atmospheric seal between the container and the engine bell.
The desiccant assemblies remain installed during all periods except when the engines
are fired or functional checks are being performed. The desiccant assemblies are
removed during the prelaunch operations.
9.5.4.7 Reaction Control Engine Exhaust System, P/N 55-81037
Reaction Control Engine Blankets, P/N 55-24047
Reaction Control Engine Instrumentation Test Kit, Transducer
P/N 55-01222-235.
Reaction Control Engine Throat Plugs, P/N 55-81030. The reaction control
engines are hot fired during the prelaunch operations as the final check of system in-
tegrity prior to launch. The test follows H202 tanking and is accomplished with
pressure fed H202 at 300 psig. The engine firings are controlled individually from
the Vernier, Attitude, Pitch and Settling Engine Modules on the Engine Control Second
Stage Panel. The engines are each fired for a total duration of approximately 20
seconds.
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Figure 9.5-12. Reaction Control Engine Desiccant Assembly 
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The reaction control engines are located within the enclosed area of the interstage
adapter. To prevent the discharge of the products of decomposition into the adapter
section, the 55-81037 exhaust system is installed to redirect the decomposition pro-
ducts outside the adapter. Figure 9.5-13 shows a plan view of the exhaust system
installation with a detailed view of a typical engine connection. The exhaust products
are discharged into dilution water on the service tower or onto the 55-24047 fiber-
glass blankets which will contain any raw H202 carried out with the exhaust gases.
The performance of the engines during the hot firing test is monitored in the Complex
36 blockhouse on strip recorders. Pressure transducers are installed on the chamber
pressure tap of each engine and are electrically connected to the strip recorder via
landline instrumentation. As each engine is fired, the chamber pressure is recorded
to ascertain proper engine operation. Figure 9.5-14 presents a typical transducer
installation and the associated circuitry to the blockhouse recorder.
When the test has been successfully completed, the instrumentation kit, exhaust sys-
tem, and blankets are removed and the vehicleborne system is secured from the test.
The chamber pressure taps on each engine are pressure capped after the instrumenta-
tion kit has been removed. To insure no leakage during engine firing in flight, a leak
check of these fittings is required.
The 55-81030 engine throat plug is inserted in the engine nozzle and secured in position
with clamps (reference Figure 9.5-15) for typical engine installation and throat plug
assembly details. A 50 psig pressure supply from the 55-24023 H20 2 Checkout Panel
is connected to the throat plug pressure fitting and the leak check performed. The
leak check is performed separately on each of the attitude, pitch, settling and vernier
engine s.
9.5.4.8 H202 Vacuum Drying System, P/N 55-29235, 55-24071, and 55-29273.
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CENTAUR I LAUNCH SERVICES [
VEHICLE --_[_-BUILDING "_['_--
MOUNTING 1__ J L '
BRACKET - _ JUNCTION H
•7 _-J_ _ ADAPTER CABLE
_-- PRESSURE
ATTITUDE ENGINE
(TYPICAL)
TR ANSD UC ER
RECORDER
BLOCKHOUSE ----_["_'---
TRANSFER ROOM
SITE
PROGRAMMING
JUMPERS
SIGNAL
CONDITIONER
TRANSDUC ER
EXITATION
TRANSFER ROOM
Figure 9.5-14. Reaction Control Engine Hot Firing
Instrumentation Kit Installation
9.5.4.9 The vehicleborne H202 systems are limited to a maximum continuously
wetted period of 8 days. When this limit is exceeded, or will be exceeded prior to
flight, the H202 must be detanked and the vehicleborne system purged and dried. The
H20 2 vacuum drying system comprises the ground equipment required to perform the
drying operation. The system consists primarily of a 55-29235 LN 2 storage container,
a 55-24071 vacuum drying pump skid, and a 55-29273 vacuum drying manifold.
Figure 9.5.16 presents a simplified installation of the system showing the major com-
ponents and their orientation to the vehicle. The components are described in Section
I, Paragraph 1-141, of the Propellant Loading System Operation and Maintenance
Manual, Report GD/A63-1011, dated 1 July 1965.
p
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9.6 PROPELLANT LEVEL INDICATING SYSTEM (PLIS)
9.6.1 PLIS SYSTEM FUNCTION AND DESCRIPTION
The PLIS system provides a method of monitoring the LO 2 and LH 2 propellant tank
levels through the use of hot wire point sensors. The sensors are mounted at the
95.0%, 99.8% and 100.2% levels in the LH 2 tank and at the 95%, 99.8% and 100.2%
and overfill levels in the LO 2 tank (Figures 9.6-1 and 9.6-2). The LO 2 and LH 2 tank
levels are displayed in the blockhouse on the Second Stage LO 2 Tanking Console and
on the auxiliary Fuel Tanking Panel of the Second Stage Fuel Tanking Console (Figures
9.6-3 and 9.6-4). The lights include both a wet and dry indication for each level.
The PLIS operates on the principle of decreased resistance in a wire when immersed
in a cryogenic liquid. The resistance change between the dry and wet condition is
approximately 10.6 to 0.1 ohms for the LH 2 sensors and ll. 0 to 2.8 ohms for the
LO 2 sensors. The drop in resistance varies the biasing voltage of a switching circuit
in the control unit picking up or dropping out a relay. Logic is then developed to the
level indicators on the tanking consoles corresponding to the sensor condition; i.e.,
the relay is energized when the sensor is dry and de-energized when the sensor is wet.
Two independent switching circuits monitor each of the platinum wire elements of a
sensor. This circuit redundancy increases the system reliability and degree of
certainty in detecting the propellant levels.
Another feature of the PLIS control unit is its "fail-wet" failure mode. If either a short
circuit or open circuit occurs, the control unit provides logic for a wet indication to the
tanking operator providing an early warning of a failed element.
9.6.2 PLIS SYSTEM CONTROL AND LAUNCH READINESS REQUIREMENTS.
9.6.2.1 System Control, The PLIS system is a propellant level monitoring system.
The electrical controls of the system are located on the Point Sensor Second Stage
Chassis, Figure 9.6-5.
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Figure 9.6-1. Vehicleborne Propellant Level Indicating System
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The LO 2 PLIS commences monitoring the LO 2 tank level at 95%. When the 95% sensor
indicates wet, the main LO 2 flow control valve automatically closes. The topping
mode of propellant transfer is then initiated by the tanking operator and the LO 2 level
is adjusted and maintained between the 100.2% and the overfill sensors. At T-75
seconds, the LO topping operation is secured for launch.
2
The LH 2 PLIS circuits are not energized until the LH 2 tank level is approximately 25%.
This procedure is followed to prevent any possibility of detonating the gas mixture in
the vehicle tank. The system power is applied by the LH 2 sensors excitation switch
on the Second Stage Fuel Tanking Console. The PLIS commences monitoring the LH 2
tank level at 95%. At 95% level, the tanking operator switches to the topping mode of
transfer and adjusts the LH 2 tanking rate to maintain the level between the 99.8% and
100.2% sensors. This level is maintained until T-90 seconds when the system is
secured for launch.
9.6.2.2 Launch Readiness Requirements. The launch readiness of the PLIS system
is established by its capability to monitor the LO 2 and LH 2 propellant levels between
95% and 100.2%.
9.6.3 Major Components. The major GSE component of the PLIS system is the
Point Sensor Second Stage Chassis. A brief functional description of the switches and
lights on the control panel are presented in Table 9.6-1.
Table 9.6-1. Propellant Level Indicating Panel Second Stage
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
REMOTE-OFF-TEST
POWER SWITCH
When in Test position, this switch supplies +28 VDC to
the LO 2 control units and the LH 2 control unit relay
logic. In the remote position the switch supplies +28
VDC to the same circuits as in the Test position, but, ir
addition, includes the capability of remotely switching
115 VAC, 60-CPS power to the +5 VDC power supply to
energize the LH 2 control unit sensors. Remote control
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Table 9.6-1. Propellant Level Indicating Panel Second Stage, Cont •
CONTROL OR INDICATOR FUNCTION
RE MOTE -OFF-TEST
POWER SWITCH
(Cont)
RE MOTE INDICATOR
LO 2 AND LH 2 TANK
LEVEL LIGHTS
WET TEST SWITCHES.
is accomplished from the LH 2 Sensor Excitation
switch on the Fuel Tanking Second Stage Console.
This light is inoperative when the Remote-Off-Test
Switch is in the Test position. In the remote position
and with the LH 2 Sensor Excitation switch on, the light
is illuminated.
These lights display both the primary and secondary
sections of each sensor as either wet or dry. In addition
to these lights on the Point Sensor Stage Chassis,
corresponding level summary lights are located on the
LO 2 and LH 2 Second Stage Tanking Consoles. This is
accomplished by routing the light logic for each section
of the sensor through an OR gate so that if either the
primary or secondary sections indicate wet, a wet
condition will be displayed on the tanking console.
Identical logic is developed for the dry condition at each
propellant level.
These switches are used to instantaneously perform a
complete circuit functional check. When actuated, the
switches insert a resistance in parallel with the level
sensor (16 ohm for the LO 2 and 4.5 ohm for the LH2)
to drop the combined resistance below the crossover point,
providing a wet indication. This check assures a correct
circuit between the control unit and probe, proper oper-
ation of the control unit, and correct light logic and cir-
cuits in the transfer room and blockhouse.
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9.6.4 PLIS CHECKOUT. The checkout equipment required to insure the launch
readiness of the Propellant Loading Indicating System are as follows:
1. Centaur LH 2, LO 2 Sensor Simulator Test Set, P/N 55-63128.
2. Centaur LH 2, and LO 2 Sensor Test Box, P/N 55-60494.
9.6.4.1 Centaur LH 2 and LO 2 Sensor Simulator Test Set. The Simulator Test Set
provides the capability for checkout and validation of the PLIS ground supporting
equipment. The test set supplies simulated LO 2 and LH 2 propellant level sensor
impedances and measures the current supplied by the ground control system to the
simulated sensors to determine that the control system has responded properly to the
test conditions applied.
The test set has the design capability to perform the following testing operations:
1. LO 2 Sensor Crossover Point Adjust. This test consists of simulating the LO 2
sensor at a nominal wet impedance, a nominal dry impedance and at a nominal
crossover impedance, to adjust the 100% control unit to obtain primary and sec-
ondary wet lights at an optimum setting of 4.0 _0.1 ohms.
2. LH 2 Sensor Crossover Point Adjust. This test consists of simulating a 1-ohm
load and adjusting the line compensation potentiometer on the control unit, with
+5 VDC excitation to obtain a 641 • 10 miUiamp current reading, and simulating
1.80 and 2.60-ohm loads to obtain wet and dry indications and a 558 • 10 milliamp
current reading.
The test set is a portable unit of test equipment contained in a single suitcase type
housing. The unit is powered by two "c" size flashlite batteries. Figures 9.6-6 and
9.6-7 provide a picture of the test unit control panel and a system schematic,
respectively.
The test set is comprised of the following subassemblies and test cables:
Control Panel, P/N 55-63134
Terminal Board, P/N 55-63130
Bracket, P/N 55-63131
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Test Cable, P/N 55-63132
Test Cable, P/N 55-63133
The function and operation of each of the switches, meters, and lights on the test unit
control panel are as follows:
1. LO 2 Checkout Module
a. LO 2 Transducer Selector ($4). This selector switch connects the desired
LO 2 signal and return wires for each of the various LO 2 sensors into the test
circuit.
b. LO 2 Test Select. This switch is used in conjunction with the LO 2 Transducer
Selector Switch and inserts a simulated load resistance into the sensor circuit.
C* LO 2 Crossover Ohms (R41). This variable load resistor is used in the cross-
over position of the LO 2 Test Select switch and is used to set the crossover
impedance required to obtain primary and secondary wet lights. The resist-
ance value set is read directly on the calibrated dial.
. LH 2
a.
Checkout Module
LH 2 Transducer Selector (S1). The selector switch connects the desired
LH 2 signal and return wires for each of the various LH 2 sensors into the test
circuit.
b. LH 2 Test Select ($2). This switch is used in conjunction with the LH 2 Trans-
ducer Selector and inserts a simulated load resistance into the sensor circuit.
Co LH 2 Crossover Ohms (R35). This variable resistor sets the crossover im-
pedance required to check the current supplied to the simulated sensor load.
The resistance value is read directly on the calibrated dial.
do LH 2 Mode Selector ($3). This selector switch connects the signal and control
wires of the sensor to the current monitoring circuits that measure the initial
value of the current when adjusting the control unit line compensation po-
tentiometer. A one-ohm load is placed in the control unit for precision
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current measurement with a high-gain current amplifier. In addition, when
checking the current measurement circuit, a known calibration current is
supplied to the circuit for precise measurement adjustments.
3. Calibrate Module
a. Calibrate (R29}. This variable resistor provides adjustment of the cali-
bration current for calibrating the current monitor circuits.
b. Gain (R14}. This variable resistor provides gain control of the current
amplifiers to set the output at the desired level with the known calibration
current input.
c. Zero (R5}. This adjustment provides mill point settings on the Fine Current
Meter for the known calibrated current input.
d. Calibrate Meter (M3}. This meter provides a readout of the calibration
current set by the calibrate potentiometer and is used to calibrate the current
readout circuits.
e. Current Readout Coarse Meter (M1}. This meter indicates the current
supplied to the simulated sensor load by the control unit assembly. In addition,
the meter provides an initial coarse current readout during adjustment of the
line compensation potentiometer.
f. Current Readout Fine Meter (M2}. This meter is used as a precision current
readout when adjusting the line compensation potentiometer on the control unit.
In addition, it indicates the control unit current to the simulated sensor load
in the crossover test position of the Test Select switch.
9.6.4.2 Centaur LH 2 and LO 2 Sensor Test Box. The LH 2 and LO 2 Sensor Test Box
is designed to test the hot wire sensors of the Centaur LO 2 and LH 2 propellant level
probes for launch readiness. The Test Box supplies a limited current to the level
sensors and measures the sensor resistance value. A 220-ohm 1/2W _5% series
resistor is included in the sensor circuit during resistance measurements of the
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probes to prevent burnout of the element by excessive current. The unit power require-
ment is 1.4 VDC which is supplied by a self contained battery.
The LH 2 and LO 2 Sensor Test Box is contained in a 14 x 12 x 16 inch instrument
carrying case. The upper half of the case contains six cables of which only two are
used to test the propellant level sensors. The lower half of the case contains the
control panel. The control panel contains all necessary switches, meters, and controls
to perform the sensor tests. Figures 9.6-8 and 9.6-9 provide a picture of the sensor
test box and a system schematic, respectively.
The description and operation of the controls on the control panel are as follows:
1. Cal-Off Selector (S1). This switch is used to select the following functions.
a. OFF - Secures power to test box circuits.
b. NULL - Provides null (zero ohm) signal to transducer resistance meter.
c. CAL - Provides full scale deflection of transducer resistance meter (2 ohms).
d. MEAS - Permits measurement of sensor resistances.
2. Centaur Transducer Selector ($2). This switch selects the propellant level sensor
to be tested.
LO 2 Transducer Selector ($3). This switch is not used for Centaur.
Atlas/Centaur Selector ($4). This switch is used to select either Atlas or
Centaur hot wire sensor resistance checks.
Transducer Resistance Meter (M1). This meter provides measurement of sensor
resistance value.
Null Control (R5). This variable resistor is used to zero the transducer resist-
ance meter.
Cal Control (R14). This variable resistor is used to calibrate the transducer re-
sistance meter to full scale (2 ohms).
Rear Panel Control (R6). This variable resistor is used during bench calibration
of the test box to center the null control resistor (R5).
o
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SECTION X
PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
I0.1 PNEUMATIC SYSTEM FUNCTION
The Pneumatic System provides gaseous helium and gaseous nitrogen at proper flow
rates and pressure to the vehicle for checkout, purge, and pressurization. The
Pneumatic System also provides liquidnitrogen for liquid oxgyen subcooler operation
and gaseous helium and nitrogen for umbilical tower boom operation.
The Pneumatic System consists of the following subsystems:
1. Helium Pressurization
2. Vehicle and GSE Purge
3. Gaseous and Liquid Nitrogen
4. Pneumatic Checkout
10.2 HELIUM PRESSURIZATION SUBSYSTEM
10.2.1 FUNCTION AND CONTROL
The helium pressurization subsystem is used to pressurize the vehicle tank and to
checkout vehicle systems. Figure 10.2-1 is a simplified schematic of the Helium
Pressurization Supply System.
The pressurization subsystem can be manually controlled from the individualunit or
checkout panel or remotely from the Second Stage Pressurization Panel (Figure
10.2-2). The helium pressurization supply and Primary Distribution Unit do not have
any electricalcontrols and are operated manually from valves located on the storage
vessels outletmanifold, and Primary Pneumatic Distribution Unit (PDUP) control
panel. The Secondary Pneumatic Distribution Unit (PDUS) contains manual controls
which are operated from the PDUS control panel. Actuation of the PDUS solenoid
operated valves is controlled from the Second Stage Pressurization Panel. The
Service Tower checkout panels supplied by the helium subsystem are also manually
operated from their respective panels.
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Figure 10.2-2. Pressurization Second Stage Panel 
Central of the vehicle pressurization during standby is provided by the Centaur Pres- 
surization Control Unit  (PCUC) - The vehicle pressures can be monitored and con- 
trolled manually from the PCUC or  remotely from the Second Stage Pressurization 
Panel located in the blockhouse. 
The electrical control system (Figure 10.2-3) provides a direct link from the Pres-  
surization Second Stage Panel to the PCUC pressurization valves and to the vehicle 
subsystems. During standby the nominal pressure values for the LO tank and LH 
tank are 10.5 PSIG and 4.6 PSIG, respectively. Panel controls provide for the rasiing 
and lowering of the LH and LO tank pressures and charging or  venting the vehicle 2 2 
helium bottle. During countdown, the maximum LO tank pressure allowed is 24.5 
PSIG which occurs during LO tanking (T-70 minutes) and LO topping (T-28 minutes). 
2 2 
The maximum LH tank pressure allowed is 11.3 PSIG which occurs during LH chill- 2 2 
down (T-60 minutes) and LH tanking (T-40 minutes). The vehicle helium bottles are 
pressurized to 2600 - 2950 PSIG. 
2 2 
2 
2 
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Refer to the Ground Pneumatics Operation and Maintenance Manual, GD/C63-1012, for
additional data concerning vehicle pressurization control.
10.2.2 HELIUM PRESSURIZATION SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS.
The Helium Pressurization Subsystem consists of the following major units:
1. Helium Storage Vessels
2. Primary Pneumatic Distribution Unit
3. Secondary Pneumatic Distribution Unit
4. Centaur Pressurization Control Unit
5. Vehicle Pressurization Subsystem
6. Service Tower Checkout Units
10.2.2.1 HELIUM STORAGE VESSELS. The helium gas is stored in four vessels each
containing 200 cubic feet (water volume) of gas and pressurized to 6000 PSIG. Two of
the four storage vessels are connected together providing the primary helium supply to
the system. The other two storage vessels provide the emergency helium supply.
Line filters, relief valves and manual shut-off valves make up the remaining system.
10.2.2.2 PRIMARY PNEUMATIC DISTRIBUTION UNIT. The Primary Pneumatic
Distribution Unit (Figure 1-1 in O&M Manual GD/A63-1012) filters, regulates and
distributes both helium and gaseous nitrogen to other subsystems and units of the
ground pneumatic system. The PDUP consists of a metal cabinet 72 inches high,
48 inches wide and 60 inches deep, which houses all valves, regulators, pressure
controllers, gages and associated piping. A control panel, on the side of the cabinet
permits adjustment and control of the PDUP functions. The PDUP does not contain
any electrical controls. The 6000 PSIG Primary Helium Supply is regulated to 2000
PSIG in the PDUP. The 6000 PSIG Emergency Helium Supply is only filtered and is
not reduced in pressure.
The 2000 PSIG Helium line supplies the following subsystems:
1. LHe Chill System
2. Hydraulic Service Tower Panel
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3. ETR Test Panel
4. EngineServicing SupplyPanel
5. Service Tower Pneumatics Panel
6. SecondaryPneumatic Distribution Unit
10.2.2.3 SECONDARYPNEUMATIC DISTRIBUTIONUNIT. The SecondaryPneumatic
Distribution Unit (Figure 1-3 in Ground Pneumatics O&M Manual, GD/A63-1012) filters,
regulates and distributes helium and gaseousnitrogen to other units of the ground
pneumatic system. The PDUSconsists of a metal cabinet 72 inches high, 96 inches
wide and48 inches deep, which housesall valves, regulators, pressure controllers,
gagesand associatedpiping. A control panel provides for manual operation and moni-
toring of the helium andgaseousnitrogen pressure. The helium pressures supplied
to the PDUSare the 6000 PSIGEmergency Supplyandthe 2000PSIGprimary supply
from the PDUPandthe 2000 PSIGpurge supply from the central helium storage vessels.
The helium purge system will be discussed separately. The output helium pressures
from the PDUSare:
1. 800 PSIG Umbilical Tower Supply
2. 2000PSIG Centaur Pressure Control Unit Supply
3. 6000PSIG Vehicle Helium Bottle Supply
4. 1500PSIG Emergency Pressure Control Unit Supply
10.2.2.4 CENTAURPRESSURIZATIONCONTROLUNIT. The Centaur Pressurization
Control Unit (PCUC)is a skid mountedcontrol unit that regulates high pressure helium
for Centaur Vehicle pressurization. The unit is 60 inches high, 78 inches wide and
48 inches deep.
1. 2000PSIG
2. 1500PSIG
3. 6000PSIG
4. 200OPSIG
5. 400 PSIG
The PCUC receives the following pressure supplies:
Helium from PDUS
Emergency Helium from PDUS
Helium from PDUS
Helium from Central Helium Storage vessels
Gaseous Nitrogen from PDUS
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The PCUC can be operated either manually from the Control Panel or remotely from
the Second Stage Pressurization Panel. The unit supplies the following nominal pres-
sures to the vehicle:
1. 2700 PSI Vehicle Helium Bottle Charge
2. 2700 PSI Vehicle Inflight Purge Supply Bottle
3. 10 PSI LH 2 Tank Pressurization
4. 25 PSI LO 2 Tank Pressurization
The pressure lines run from the PCUC (located in the Launch and Service Building) up
the Umbilical Tower to the Centaur Vehicle.
10.2.2.5 VEHICLE PRESSURIZATION SUBSYSTEM (Figure 10.2-4). The following
Vehicle Pressurization Subsystem components are included as part of the Centaur
Pressurization Subsystem:
1. Pneumatic Umbilical Disconnect Panel
2. Pneumatic Control Subsystem
3. Tank Pressurization Subsystem
4. Liquid Hydrogen Vent
5. Helium Storage Pressurization Subsystem
Pneumatic Umbilical Disconnect Panel. A pneumatic disconnect panel containing five
disconnects forms a part of the aft umbilical panel and connects the ground pressur-
ization source to the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen propellant tanks, charges the
vehicle helium storage sphere and provides helium purge gas for the fuel tank insu-
lation panels and engine and hydraulic system purges. The disconnects function as
check valves during flight, preventing the loss of helium and propellant tank pres-
sures. The ground half contains the latching mechanism for mating the vehicleborne
and ground panels.
The helium charge and helium purge disconnects and the LO 2 and LH 2 tank pressur-
ization disconnects have a maximum flow capability of 0. 187 lb/min and 0.275 lb/min
of helium, respectively at operating pressures. During flight, over a temperature
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range of -100 ° F to +300 ° F, the disconnects have a maximum'leakage rate of 5 SCIM.
The force required to separate the mated halves of the disconnect is between 20 and
70 pounds at operating pressures. The operating pressures are 3000 psig for helium
charge and helium purge disconnects, and 32 psig for LO 2 and LH 2 tank pressurization
disconnects.
Pneumatic Control Subsystem. The pneumatic control subsystem consists of high and
low pressure regulators, relief valves, an inlet filter, checkout fittings, and associ-
ated tubing. This system provides control pressure for the main engine controls,
pressurization for the hydrogen peroxide bottle, and a bleed flow of helium. The main
engine control system is a one stage pressure reduction system utilizing the high pres-
sure regulator and its associated relief valve. The hydrogen peroxide bottle pressure
is supplied by a two stage pressure reduction system utilizing the main engine control
system as the first stage, with the low pressure regulator and its associated relief
valve as the second stage.
Tank Pressurization Subsystem. The Tank Pressurization Subsystems function is
to maintain the propellant tanks at their proper pressure during and after tanking, and
to vent excess pressures if required during ground operations and flight. The tank
pressurization system consists of three solenoid-operated relief and shutoff valves
(tank vent valves), the helium storage bottle, two solenoid valves (tank pressurization
valves), check valves, flow restrictors, inlet filter, and associated ducting.
One relief and shutoff valve is mounted on the LO 2 tank and two similar valves are
mounted on the LH 2 tank. In the relief position the LO 2 and LH 2 relief valves are
operated by tank pressure at a predetermined pressure setting referenced to an
evacuated chamber within the valve. Actuation to either relief or shutoff position is
accomplished by a momentary electrical signal from the autopilot to the vent valve
solenoid. The number two (2) or high pressure LH 2 vent valve is maintained in the
relief position at all times. No electrical signal is supplied to the valve.
Prior to engine start, the solenoid valve circuit is energized and remains energized
for a predetermined length of time established by the autopilot programer. Opening
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of tLhesolenoidvalve permits the helium to flow from the storage bottle into the pro-
pellant tanks. The function of this portion of the system is to increase the ullage pres-
sure in the LO2 propellant tank and LH2 propellant tank in order to prevent cavitation
in the propellant boost pumpsduring engine prestart.
Liquid Hydrogen Vent. The LH 2 tank vent is designed to duct the flow of vented hy-
drogen gas outboard of the nose fairing prior to nose fairing jettison, and to provide
balanced thrust venting after nose fairing jettison. The system contains three dis-
connects which allow the jettisoning of the nose fairing.
Helium Storage Pressurization Subsystem. The helium storage pressurization sub-
system consists of a helium pressurization charge line and ground disconnect, helium
storage bottle, solenoid valve and associated supports and tubing. The helium storage
bottle has a water volume capacity of 7365 cubic inches and is pressurized to 3000
psig. The system operates within the temperature range of -65 ° F to +160 ° F. The
charging rate is limited so as not to exceed a temperature of 160 ° F. The helium pro-
vides LO 2 tank and LH 2 tank ullage pressurization during flight.
10.2.2.6 SERVICE TOWER HELIUM SUPPLY. The Primary Pneumatic Distribution
Unit (PDUP) supplies 2000 PSIG helium to the following supply and checkout panels
located on the Service Tower:
1. Engine Servicing Supply Panel
2. Service Tower Penumatics Panels
3. Manual Pressurization Panel
4. Hydraulic Service Tower Panel
5. ETR Test Panel
Engine Servicing Supply Panel. The Engine Servicing Supply Panel (Figure 1-13 in
Ground Pneumatics O&M Manual, GD/A 63-1012) provides a shutoff and bleed station
for both the nitrogen and helium supplied to the H20 2 System Checkout Panel and the
Propulsion Pneumatic Checkout Panel.
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Service Tower Pneumatics Panel. The Service Tower Pneunhatics Panel (Figure 1-10
in Ground Pneumatics O&M Manual) provides a regulated helium and nitrogen source
to the Service Tower system. Helium inlet pressure to the panel is 2000 PSIG.
Manual Pressurization Panel. The Manual Pressurization Panel is used to provide
monitoring and manual control of the Centaur LO 2 and LH 2 tank pressures. The
panel is supplied by 75 PSIG pressure from the Service Tower Pneumatic Panel. A
complete description of the panels operation is included in the Ground Pneumatics
O&M Manual, GD/A 63-1012.
Hydraulic Service Tower Panel. The Hydraulic Service Tower Panel (Pneumatic
Panel Installation) provides 2 psig helium or nitrogen to the Hydraulic Power Supply
55-08607. The panel contains a shutoff valve, regulators, relief valves and gages.
The first stage regulator reduces the 2000 PSIG helium or nitrogen inlet pressure to
200 PSIG. The second stage regulator reduces the pressure to 2 PSIG. Figure 10.2-5
is a front view and schematic of the panel.
ETR Test Panel. The ETR Test Panel is a regulating panel which reduces 2000 PSIG
helium or nitrogen pressure in two stages to 200 PSI and 2 PSI. The 200 PSIG source
is used as a utility supply for maintenance; the 2 PSIG source is provided for engine
systems purge. The upper panel in Figure 1-13 of the Ground Pneumatics O&M
Manual (GD/A63-1012) is the ETR Test Panel.
! 55-83158
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Figure 10.2-5. Hydraulic Service Tower Panel Front View and Schematic
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10.3 VEHICLE AND GSE PURGE SUBSYSTEM
The Vehicle and GSE Purge Subsystem provides for GN 2 and helium purging during
standby, countdown and abort sequences. The major purge subsystems are vehicle
purge and GSE purge. The intermediate bulkhead vacuum system is a separate sys-
tem and is included in this section as a purge system. Figure 10.3-1 is a schematic
of the Purge subsystem.
10.3.1 VEHICLE PURGE
The vehicle purge is in operation throughout standby, countdown and during the initial
period of flight. The vehicle purge is also used during the abort sequence. The
purge gases utilized are GN 2 and helium. GN 2 at 35 PSIG is supplied to the vehicle
during standby. Helium purge at 300 PSIG is provided during countdown and abort.
Helium at 3000 PSIG is stored in the vehicle purge bottle to provide insulation panel
purge capability during flight.
10.3.1.1 VEHICLE PURGE FUNCTION AND CONTROL. The function of the vehicle
purge is to displace air with GN 2 or helium in the vehicle subsystems that are in the
immediate vicinity of LO 2 or LH 2. The purge gases are supplied to the following
vehicle components: insulation panels, Centaur engines, LO 2 and LH 2 boost pump
seals, hydraulic power pack/turbopump shaft coupling, and the LH 2 low pressure
duct. During standby and up to approximately T-300 minutes in countdown, GN 2 is
supplied to the vehicle purge subsystem. At approximately T-300 minutes, helium is
provided for vehicle purge. Control of the vehicle purge is provided by the Second
Stage Purge Panel (Figure 10.3-2) located in the blockhouse. (Figure 10.3-3) shows
the signal paths between the Second Stage Purge Panel and the vehicle.
Ground Purge. The Purge Panel switches (Figure 10.3-2) operates two solenoid
valves located in the PDUS helium purge supply line. The valves allow 300 PSIG
helium to flow at 180 lbs/hour to the vehicle during countdown.
The standby GN 2 purge is provided by connecting a jumper hose on the PDUS control
panel between the GN 2 supply line and the insulation panel purge supply line.
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Figure 10.3-2. Purge Second Stage Panel 
Engine Purge. The engine purge is initiated from the Engine Start Purge switch on 
the Purge Panel. Positioning the switch to "Start Purge" position allows both engine 
pre-start and start valves to open and provide helium purge flow to the engines and 
low pressure LH2 ducts. 
Vehicle Purge Bottle. Vehicle Purge Bottle charging is controlled from the Airborne 
Purge Bottle patch on the Purge Panel and the Airborne Helium Bottle patch on the 
Pressurization Panel. The panel switches actuate control valves in the PCU and the 
GSE purge supply valve on the umbilical tower and the vehicle purge valve. 
Insulation Vent Door. Insulation Vent Door arming is performed at T-5 minutes by 
manually placing the "Vent Door" switch on the Purge Panel to ARM position. This 
allows a delayed signal from the engine system at approximately T-7 seconds to fire 
a squib opening the vent door to accomplish pre-launch venting of helium from beneath 
the fuel tank insulation panels. 
Abort Purge System. The Abort Purge System is designed to  provide a means of purg- 
ing the insulation panels in the event of an abort between T-4 seconds and T-0 because 
the Ground Helium Purge line is disconnected from the vehicle at T-4 seconds. The 
Abort Purge System takes its supply from the normal ground helium purge line be- 
tween the drying system and the PDUS. Control is within the Centaur PCU by means 
of controller C-91, control valve C-90 and solenoid valve C-92. The system is set to 
maintain the required pressure in the in-flight purge supply sphere needed to obtain 
flow through the insulation panels purge cavity to prevent moisture entrance until 
propellants are detanked and the normal ground helium purge system is reactivated. 
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10.3. !.2 VEHICLE PURGE SYSTEM COMPONENTS. Vehicle purging is accom-
plished by a system consisting of an upper and a lower purge ring, prelaunch ground
purge disconnect, inflight purge charge disconnect, solenoid valve, helium storage
bottle, orifices, staging disconnect, and associated supports and tubing. During ground
operations, gaseous nitrogen or helium is routed from the prelaunch purge disconnect
fitting to the upper and lower purge rings, and to the lines serving the engines, the
servo-positioners, LH 2 duct insulation, chilldown vent ducts, and the hydraulic power
packages. Just prior to launch and during initial booster flight, the inflight system
routes helium from the purge storage bottle to the upper and lower purge rings, the
main engines, servo-positioners, the LH 2 duct insulation and the chilldown vent ducts
through a two-way, two-position solenoid valve. Refer to Figure 10.2-4 for the sys-
tem arrangement.
The lower purge ring is mounted parallel to and slightly forward of the interstage
adapter ring at approximately Station 412. The upper purge ring (enclosed within a
fabric seal) is mounted between the fuel tank forward bulkhead and the nose fairing at
approximately Station 208. Both purge rings contain small orifices. In the lower
purge ring, the orifices face outward into the annular space between the fuel tanks and
the insulation panels. In the upper purge ring, the orifices face outward within the
fabric seal cavity. The flow from the lower purge ring creates a slight positive pres-
sure in the annular space, to preclude the entrance of moisture, and to prevent the
formation of liquid air or nitrogen which could freeze and cause the jettisonable panels
to adhere to the tank surfaces. A portion of the lower purge ring flow is routed directly
to the destructor pod to maintain critical components therein (safe arm switch, etc.)
above minimum operating temperature. The upper purge ring creates a gaseous
helium atmosphere around the seal between the IAt 2 forward bulkhead insulation and
the nose fairing to protect the seal against cryogenic temperatures.
During standby, the purge system uses 3 lb/hr GN 2 at a pressure of 40 +35 PSIG.
During countdown, helium flow is provided to the insulation panels at approximately
100 lb/hr, from immediately prior to cryogenic chilldown until the initiation of in-
flight purge. Immediately prior to launch, the inflight purge storage bottle provides
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helium to the upper and lower purge rings at an initial flow-rate of approximately
190 lb/hr, decaying to zero during the booster portion of the flight,
The fuel duct insulation flowrate is 1 lb/hr, the hydraulic power package flow rate is
48 lb/hr, and the engine flowrate is 13 lb/hr.
Solenoid Valve. A normally-open, two-way, 2-position solenoid valve is provided to
control inflight helium purge flow. This solenoid valve operates with gaseous helium
through a temperature range of -65°F to +175° F at a working pressure of 3000 psig.
The solenoid has a maximum current drain of 5 amperes at 28 volts dc, at -65 ° F.
Orifices. An orifice is provided to limit inflight purge flow from the helium storage
bottle. Two additional orifices are provided to apportion purge flow to the chilldown
vent ducts. A limiting purge orifice is also provided in the line serving the engines
and the LH 2 duct insulation. Eight additional orifices are provided to divide purge
flow between the engine bells, engine gear box seals, and the servo-positioners. A
purge flow orifice is installed in the ground purge line to the hydraulic power packages.
Check Valve. One check valve is provided in the purge system. It prevents inflight
purge pressure from being applied to the hydraulic power packages.
Staging Disconnect. A staging disconnect is provided to connect the helium purge
bottle, which is located on the interstage adapter, to the vehicle-mounted portions of
the system.
10.3.2 GSE PURGE SUBSYSTEM
10.3.2.1 GSE PURGE FUNCTION AND CONTROL. The GSE Purge Subsystem
supplies GN 2 at 100 PSIG for purging electrical junction boxes. The purged electrical
junction boxes are all located within 100 feet of the launch pad. Two thousand PSI
GN 2 supplied by the PDUP is manually regulated by the PDUS to the 100 PSI purge
pres sure.
The GSE purge supply also provides for venting the umbilical tower vent stack. During
Centaur LH 2 tanking, opening of the boiloff valve will allow liquid and gaseous hydrogen
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to vent. The hvdrn_on,.... o--- ..._"gaseous form is in turn vented thro.ugh the vent stack. A
fire detection system monitors the vent stack for indication of hydrogen fire. The
"Fire" light on the Second Stage Purge Panel will illuminate if such a condition
exists. The hydrogen vent stack purge switch is placed to "ON" position supplying
helium to expell the hydrogen gas from the vent stack thereby extinguishing the fire.
Helium gas used during GSE and vehicle purging is stored in the central helium stor-
age facility. The helium is supplied to both the PDUS and Centaur PCU.
10.3.2.2 GSE PURGE COMPONENTS
Central Helium Storage Facility. The central helium storage facility contains 12
pressure vessels containing a total of 2205 cubic feet (water volume) of helium at
6000 PSIG. Included in the facility are filters, gages, vent valves and manually oper-
ated supply valves necessary for system operation.
Gas Filtering and DrYing Station. The helium after leaving the storage facility passes
through the filtering and drying station where moisture is removed from the helium.
10.3.3 INTERMEDIATE BULKHEAD VACUUM SUBSYSTEM
10.3.3.1 VACUUM SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION AND CONTROL. The Intermediate
Bulkhead Vacuum Subsystem provides the capability to evacuate the bulkhead in the
event of a slow leak. Controls for operation of the vacuum subsystem are provided on
the Bulkhead Vacuum System patch located on the Second Stage Pressurization Panel.
10.3.3.2 VACUUM SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS. The vacuum subsystem consists
of a vacuum pump and a control panel (Figures 1-17 and 1-18 of Ground Pneumatics
Operation and Maintenance Manual, GD/A 63-1012). The control panel contains two
solenoid valves, a manual vent valve, a check valve, a pressure switch and a vacuum
gage. The vehicle intermediate bulkhead vacuum system consists of a check valve
and associated tubing. The system ensures that the intermediate bulkhead cavity
cryopumps itself to the desired vacuum by preventing the in-flow of air. In the event
that conditions are such that the desired vacuum cannot be attained, the GSE vacuum
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pump is utilized to evacuate the cavity. The interface between the ground and vehicle
system is through the aft umbilical panel.
10.4 GASEOUS AND LIQUID NITROGEN SUBSYSTEM
10.4.1 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION AND CONTROL
The gaseous nitrogen subsystem (Figure 10.4-1) provides pressure to perform the
following functions:
1. Site instrument air supply
2. Vehicle checkouts during standby
3. Vehicle system purges during standby
4. Vehicle tank pressurization during standby
5. Service tower pressurization supply
6. Electrical junction box purge
The liquid nitrogen system is used to sub-cool the liquid oxygen required during
topping operation.
Control of the gaseous nitrogen subsystem is similar to the helium subsystem. Manual
control of the PDUS is provided at the PDUS control panel. The Service Tower check-
out panels supplied by the nitrogen subsystem are manually operated. Control of the
vehicle pressurization during standby is provided by the PCUC. The vehicle pres-
sures can be monitored and controlled manually from the PCUC or remotely from the
Second Stage Pressurization Panel (Figure 10.2-2) located in the blockhouse. Figure
10.2-3 shows the signal paths between the subsystems components. Refer to Para-
graph 10.3 for the gaseous nitrogen purge subsystem controls.
10.4.2 GASEOUS NITROGEN SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
The Gaseous Nitrogen Pressurization Subsystem contains the following major units:
1. Gaseous Nitrogen Storage Vessels
2. Primary Pneumatic Distribution Unit
3. Secondary Pneumatic Distribution Unit
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4. Centaur Pressurization Control Unit
5. Service Tower Supply
6. Service Tower Checkout Units
7. Propellant Storage Facility Supply
8. Centaur and Payload Environmental Control System
9. Vehicle Purge Supply
10.4.2.1 ROUTINE GN 2 SUPPLY STORAGE. The gaseous nitrogen routine supply
is stored in four vessels each containing 200 cubic feet (water volume} of gas at
6000 PSIG. Included in the storage area are shutoff valves, filters, relief valves and
pressure gages. The 6000 PSIG supply is connected directly to the Primary Pneumatic
Distribution Unit (PDUP).
10.4.2.2 PRIMARY PNEUMATIC DISTRIBUTION UNIT. The operation of the PDUP
is described in Paragraph 10.2.2. The 6000 PSIG nitrogen is regulated to 4500 PSIG,
2000 PSIG and 800 PSIG. The 4500 PSIG line provides pressure to the nitrogen charge
panel. The 2000 PSIG line supplies the Pneumatic Distribution Unit Secondary (PDUS),
the Service Tower Pneumatic Panel, the Umbilical Boom Hydraulic System and the
Aft Panel Disconnect. The 800 PSIG line supplies pressure to the propellant system
storage facilities, Air Conditioning System and Umbilical Boom Hydraulic System.
10.4.2.3 SECONDARY PNEUMATIC DISTRIBUTION UNIT. The operation of the
PDUS is described in Paragraph 10.2.2. The 2000 PSIG nitrogen is regulated to the
following pressure ranges:
1. 1000 PSIG Nitrogen Charge Panel Supply
2. 400 PSIG Instrumentation Air Supply
3. 400 PSIG Service Tower Supply
4. 100 PSIG Inflight Purge Valve Control and Purge Supply
5. 35 PSIG Standby Vehicle Purge Supply
Nitrogen Charge Panel. The Nitrogen Charge Panel provides an adjustable source of
gaseous nitrogen from 50 to 4500 PSIG for checkout operations. Refer to the Ground
Pneumatics O&M Manual for a detailed description of the panel.
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Tmstrument Air Supply. Gaseous nitrogen at 400 PSIG is supplied from the PDUS to
the Centaur PCU to provide instrument air actuation and control of the pneumatic
valves.
10.4.2.4 CENTAUR PRESSURIZATION CONTROL UNIT. The Centaur Pressur-
ization Control Unit supplies gaseous helium pressure to the vehicle tanks during
standby. The tank pressures are monitored from the Second Stage Pressurization
Panel located in the blockhouse. Refer to Paragraph 10.2.2 for description of the
unit.
I0.4.2.5 SERVICE TOWER SUPPLY. The Service Tower 400 PSIG nitrogen supply
provides pressure to operate the movable work platforms, tie-down mechanisms,
pneumatic tools and to purge the tower electrical junction boxes. Refer to the Ground
Pneumatics O&M Manual for detailed system description and schematic.
10.4.2.6 SERVICE TOWER CHECKOUT UNITS. The following units and controls are
located on the Service Tower and receive nitrogen pressure for operation:
1. Nose Cone Fairing Jettison Charge Panel
2. Service Tower Pneumatic Panel
3. Manual Pressurization Panel
4. Stretch Sling Pneumatic Panel
5. Hydraulic Service Tower Panel
6. ETR Test Panel
7. Engine Servicing Supply Panel
8. Umbilical Boom Hydraulic Unit
Nose Cone Fairing Jettison Charge Panel. The Charge Panel receives 3000 PSIG
nitrogen pressure from the Nitrogen Charge Panel for charging the jettison bottles.
Nominal jettison bottle pressure is 2450 PSIG. Refer to Ground Pneumatics O&M
Manual, Figure 1-12, for installation of the panel on the Service Tower.
Service Tower Pneumatic Panel. The Service Tower Pneumatic Panel is supplied
with 2000 PSIG nitrogen from the PDUP. The Panel provides a 75 PSIG regulated
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supply to the Manual Pressurization Panel and a 2000 PSIG stipply to the Hydraulic
Service Tower Panel, ETR Test Panel, Engine Servicing Supply Panel, Stretch Sling
Pneumatic Panel and H202 Vacuum Drying System. The Panel is also supplied with
helium.
Manual Pressurization Panel. The panel supplies gaseous nitrogen (or helium) to the
vehicle propellant tanks during standby. Refer to Paragraph 10.2.2.6.
Stretch Sling Pneumatic Panel. Refer to Ground Pneumatics O&M Manual for description
and panel picture.
Hydraulic Service Tower Panel. The Hydraulic Service Tower Panel receives either
2000 PSIG nitrogen and 2000 PSIG helium for operation. The 2000 PSIG nitrogen source
is supplied from the Service Tower Pneumatic Panel. Refer to Paragraph 10.2.2.6 for
panel operation.
ETR Test Panel. The ETR Test Panel is supplied with 2000 PSIG nitrogen. Refer to
Paragraph 10.2.2.6 for panel operation.
Engine Servicing Supply Panel. The Engine Servicing Supply Panel receives 2000
PSIG nitrogen for supply to the H202 System Checkout Panel. Refer to Paragraph
10.2.2.6 for panel operation.
Umbilical Boom Hydraulic Unit. The upper and lower Boom Hydraulic Unit receives
800 PSIG nitrogen for use as operating pressure for the hydraulic system flow valves.
10.4.2.7 PROPELLANT STORAGE FACILITY SUPPLY. Nitrogen gas at 800 PSIG
is supplied to the following propellant storage facilities to provide pressure for the
tanking system controls:
1. LO 2 Storage Tank
2. LO 2 Topping System
3. LN 2 Storage Tank
4. LHe Dewar
5. LH 2 Storage Tank
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6. LO 2 Dump Valve
7. LO 2 Flow Control Unit
10.4.2.8 CENTAUR AND PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM. The
Centaur and Payload Environmental Control System is supplied with 800 PSIG nitrogen
from the PDUP for control valve pressurization. A separate 2200 PSIG nitrogen source
supplies the Environment Control System Air Conditioners. Refer to the Environmental
Control System Operations and Maintenance Manual, GDA63-1005, Volumes 2 and 3
for system description.
10.4.2.9 VEHICLE PURGE SUPPLY. The vehicle and GSE purge supply is described
in Paragraph 10.3.
10.4.3 LIQUID NITROGEN SUPPLY
Liquid nitrogen is used to sub-cool the liquid oxygen provided during Centaur LO 2 tank
topping operations. The liquid nitrogen system is supplied with 800 PSIG gaseous
nitrogen pressure for system flow control valve operation and 1500 PSIG gaseous nitro-
gen from a separate storage vessel for LN 2 tank transfer pressurization. Figure
10.4-2 is a simplified schematic of the LN 2 system. Refer to Ground Pneumatics
O&M Manual for detailed schematics and system operation.
10.5 PNEUMATIC CHECKOUT CART
The Pneumatic Checkout Cart (Figure 1-19 in Ground Pneumatics O&M Manual) pro-
vides a portable regulation and pressurization station for use in vehicle checkout and
system testing. The cart is used to perform the following tasks:
1. Leak check of the vehicle helium bottles using 1000 PSIG pressure.
2. Leak check of the vehicle LO 2 and LH 2 boiloff ducting using 1.0 PSIG pressure.
3. Check LO 2 and LH 2 tank pressures during burping operation.
4. Check the output of the engine control regulator, attitude control regulator, and
boost pump regulator.
The Checkout Cart (Figure 10.5-1) provides the following pressures for system
use:
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Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Lines 4 and 5
300 - 2200 PSIG
0 - 5 PSIG
0 - 3000 PSIG
0 - 2200 PSIG
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SECTION XI
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
11.1 SYSTEM FUNCTION
The Centaur Hydraulic System consists of two major subsystems (Figure 11.1-1); the
vehicle hydraulic subsystem and the ground support hydraulic subsystem.
11.1.1 VEHICLE HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION
11.1.1.1 The vehicle hydraulic subsystem provides the mechanical force required to
gimbal the Centaur main engines. A separate hydraulic subsystem for each main engine
provides engine gimbaling during powered flight, retromaneuver, ground checkout, and
prior to engine ignition after first stage separation. Each hydraulic subsystem consists
of a hydraulic power package, two servo-controlled engine gimbaling actuator assem-
blies, a manifold, and miscellaneous fittings and connecting tubing.
11.1.1.2 After First Stage separation and prior to Centaur main engine start, the
hydraulic system recirculating pump is energized by programmer command to null the
Centaur engines. During the Centaur powered portion of flight the main hydraulic pump
is driven from the engine turbopumps providing 1100 psig pressure at 1.5 gpm flow to
• the engine actuators for pitch and yaw steering. At the termination of Centaur powered
flight the hydraulic system recirculating pump remains in operational mode controlled
by temperature transducer in the hydraulic manifold and actuator to keep the hydraulic
fluid temperature between +10 ° F and +30 ° F. Prior to retromaneuver and engine blow-
down the hydraulic system recirculating pump is turned on to null the Centaur engines.
11.1.1.3 The vehicle hydraulic subsystem operates at a nominal 1100 psig pressure
supplying 1.5 gpm hydraulic fluid under ambient temperatures ranging from -30 ° F to
+2750 F. During ground checkout prior to flight the system operates from ground power.
11.1.1.4 The hydraulic fluid used in the system complies with specification MIL-H-
5606. The nitrogen used for charging the vehicle hydraulic system reservoir complies
with specification BB-N-411.
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11.1.2 GROUND SUPPORT HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM. The. Centaur ground support
hydraulic subsystem consists of a hydraulic System service panel, filter assembly,
hydraulic power supply, and checkout cart. The subsystem satisfies the following
requirements:
i. Provides a source of clean, moisture-free hydraulic fluid for the vehicle.
2. Provides facilities for monitoring and regulating the 1500 psig hydraulic fluid
supply.
Provides facilities for monitoring and regulating the 3000 psig GN 2 source supply
for vehicle hydraulic accumulator charging.
4. Provides facilities for a complete check of the vehicle power pack recirculation
system, including electrical control checkout, electrical power consumption check,
hydraulic output and relief valve performance check.
5. Provides capability for ground hydraulic power to be applied to both the power pack
main and recirculation pumps without disconnecting the power pack from the vehi-
cle hydraulic system for performing fill-and-bleed operations.
6. Provides facilities for a complete check of the vehicle power pack main hydraulic
pump, including flow rate, output pressure, and pump speed with pump removed
from the turbopump shaft and connected to an electric drive motor.
11.2 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MAJOR COMPONENTS
3.
11.2.1 VEHICLE HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
11.2.1.1 HYDRAULIC POWER PACKAGE. The hydraulic power package consists
of a high pressure engine-driven pump assembly, an electric motor, a low pressure
electrically-driven recirculating pump assembly, relief and check valves, an accumu-
lator, a tank assembly, a boot-strap reservoir, instrumentation, and the airborne
half of the ground disconnects. (See Figure 11.2-1 for functional diagram.)
The high pressure pump operates at 12,000 rpm supplying hydraulic fluid at 1.5 gpm
and 1100 psig to the actuator assemblies during the powered phase of the flight. During
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the coast phase, the recirculating pump operates to keep the hydraulic fluid temperature
between +10°F and +30°F. The output of the recirculating pump is 0.75 gpm at 100 psig.
Prior to main engine start and retromaneuver, the recirculating pump is energized to
null the Centaur engines. The bootstrap piston in the bootstrap reservoir operates to
increase reservoir pressure to prevent cavitation of engine-driven pump.
11.2.1.2 ACTUATOR PACKAGE ASSEMBLY. Actuator assemblies convert the hy-
draulic pressure from the hydraulic power package into mechanical force, which re-
sults in positioning of the engines. The actuator package assembly consists of the
actuator assembly, the servo valve and the actuator position feedback transducer. Two
actuator package assemblies are provided for each main engine; one to control yaw, and
one to control pitch motion of the engines. Control of the actuators is accomplished by
electrical signals from the vehicle autopilot. The functional description of the servo
valve is included in Figure 11.2-1.
11.2.1.3 MANIFOLD, INSULATION BLOCK AND THERMOSTAT. A manifold is
provided for connecting the pressure and return tubing between the hydraulic power
package and the pitch and yaw actuators. A thermostat and an instrumentation tempera-
ture transducer are mounted on the manifold. The manifold is designed for an operat-
ing pressure of 1200 psig. Manifold mounts are provided for the attachment to a
mounting bracket on the engine equidistant from the pitch and yaw actuators. An insu-
lation block is provided to insulate the hydraulic power package from the engine acces-
sory drive pad mounting (approximately -460°F). The cast fiberglass-epoxy block
mates with the engine accessory drive pad mounting holes. Thermostats are provided
on the manifolds and yaw actuators. When temperature reaches 10°±4°F, signals from
the thermostats activate the relay and start the electrically-driven recirculation
pump. When temperature increases to 30°F, ±4°F, the thermostats deactivate the
pump.
11.2.2 GROUND SUPPORT HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
11.2.2.1 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SERVICE PANEL (Figure 11.2-2). This unit contains
controls and instruments located on the control panel. The panel is laid out schematically
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Figure 11.2-1. Vehicle Hydraulic Subsystem Components
Functional Flow Diagram (Sheet 1 of 2)
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF SERVO VALVE OPERATION
i. WITH AN ELECTRICAL SIGNAL FROM THE PITCH SERVO AMPLIFIER, THE FLAPPER MOVES
TOWARD POINT (_ RESTRICTING FLOW THRO_UGH THE NOZZLE. THIS CREATES A LiP
ACROSS THE CONTROL SPOOL WHICH MOVES IT TOWARD POINT _ .
2. THE SPOOL MOVEMENT ALLOWS PRESSURE TO BE SUPPLIED THROUGH PORT @ AND
RETURN PRESSURE THROUGH PORT (_.
3. CONCURRENTLY SUPPLY PRESSURE IS APPLIED TO POINT (_ AND RETURN PRESSURE TO
POINT (_, THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE FEEDBACK-DAMPER SYSTEM.
4. THE FEEDBACK PISTON MOVES TOWARD POINT (_) REDUCING FLAPPER MOVEMENT TO
REGULATE HYDRAULIC PRESSURE APPLIED TO THE ACTUATOR IN PROPORTION TO THE
ELECTRICAL INPUT SIGNAL.
5. THE BY-PASS ORIFICE AND THE DAMPER PISTON CREATE A TEMPORARY REDUCTION OF
FEEDBACK ON HIGH FREQUENCY (HIGH INPUT) SIGNALS.
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Figure 11.2-1. Vehicle Hydraulic Subsystem Components
Functional Flow Diagram (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Figure 11.2-2. Hydraulic System Service Panel
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to enablethe operator to visualize the patterns of flow through the unit, and to under-
stand the working relationship existing between the components of the unit. The unit
is enclosed in a weatherproof steel cabinet measuring approximately 3 feet wide, 3 feet
deep, and 6 feet high. The unit has wheeled mobility and is located on the service
tower. The unit monitors and controls pneumatic and hydraulic power to the vehicle
through the operation of three integral subsystems which function with the following
characteristics:
1. The hydraulic subsystem is capable of regulating a 2000-psig hydraulic fluid sup-
ply to provide an output range of 250 to 1200 psig for filling and bleeding the vehi-
cle hydraulic system.
2. The pneumatic subsystem is capable of regulating nitrogen gas to an output pres-
sure range of 150 to 750 psig for charging the vehicle accumulators and 5 to 35
psig for providing the vehicle hydraulic reservoir fill and bleed check. The nitro-
gen gas is supplied at a maximum pressure of 2000 psig.
3. The electrical subsystem controls a nominal power input of 28 vdc to operate the
vehicle hydraulic recirculating pump motors to null position the engines.
11.2.2.2 HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY CART (Figure 11.2-3). This cart provides an
independent supply of pressurized hydraulic fluid for the ground hydraulic subsystem.
The cart is capable of supplying the fluid at 2500 psig with a maximum flow rate of 3.5
gpm. The unit is enclosed in a steel housing measuring approximately 3 feet wide,
3 feet deep, and 3 feet high. The unit is mobile and has tie down capability. Major
components include a hydraulic pump, motor, reservoir, check valves, filters, relief
valves, and connecting tube lines. The unit requires an external supply of 220/440
vac, 3-phase, 60-cycle electrical power for operation.
11.2.2.3 FILTER PLATE ASSEMBLY (Figure 11.2-4). A filter assembly is provided
to filter the hydraulic fluid prior to its entering the vehicle system or the checkout
cart when installed at the vehicle. The assembly is approximately 3 feet high and has
the capability of providing 1-micron absolute filtration. Sampling valves are located
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Figure 11.2-3. Hydraulic Power Supply Cart
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in each hydraulic pressure and return line to enable periodic fluid contamination
checks to be made.
11.2.2.4 HYDRAULIC CHECKOUT CART (Figures 11.2-5 and 11.2-6). This cart is
used to check the operation of vehicle hydraulic pumps. The engine-driven pump is
driven by an electric motor controlled to obtain the proper speeds while checking pres-
sure and flow. The electric-driven pump is also checked for flow and pressure while
the electrical inputs from the cart are monitored. The hydraulic checkout cart has
the capability for monitoring the vehicle hydraulic system simulated rated flight per-
formance when the system is exercised as a result of control inputs received from the
flight control system. It is possible to fill and pressurize the vehicle hydraulic system
with the checkout cart installed.
The mobile cart is enclosed in a steel housing measuring approximately 4 feet wide,
3 feet deep and 6 feet high. Major components include a motor, flow transmitter,
flow meters, relief valve, shutoff valves, pressure gauges, temperature transducer,
bleed valve and connecting tube lines. An external supply of 208 vac, 3-phase, 400-
cycle electrical supply is required by the 3 H.P., 11,400 rpm electrical motor.
11.2.2.5 HYDRAULIC CHECKOUT AND SERVICE KIT (Figure 11.2-7). This kit is
used to verify the vehicle hydraulic power pack fill and bleed. The kit is a portable
suitcase unit containing a gauge and panel assembly, plastic hoses and bleed tubing,
bleed valves, dipstick and gauge assembly.
11.3 SYSTEM CHECKOUT
The hydraulic GSE is used for vehicle fill-and-bleed operations and for system check-
out during launch preparations. After erection of Centaur on the launch stand, the
following hydraulic system checkouts are performed: 1) Centaur Ground and Vehicle
Hydraulic System Checkout, and 2) Centaur Hydraulic Power Package Functional Test.
Refer to Section XVH for list of transducers used during system checkout.
11.3.1 CENTAUR GROUND AND VEHICLE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CHECKOUT. This
checkout is performed to ensure that the vehicle hydraulic system is in proper operat-
ing condition. All of the vehicle hydraulic systems are checked except the power pack
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Figure 11.2-4. Filter Plate Assembly
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Figure ii. 2-5. Eydx-mlic Checkout Car t  (Front View) 
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Figure 11.2-6. Hydraulic Checkout Cart  (Controls) 
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Figure 11.2-7. Hydraulic Checkout and Service Kit
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main hydraulic pump. The GSE test gear shown in Figure 11_3-1 is used to accomplish
the checkout. The following paragraphs provide a brief description of the checkout
sequence.
1. Hydraulic Fill and Bleed of Supply Line and Hydraulic System Service Panel: This
procedure checks out the operation of the Hydraulic Power Supply (HPS) and the
Hydraulic System Service Panel (HSSP) and removes trapped air from the hydraulic
fluid.
2. Accumulator Charging: Charging of the vehicle hydraulic accumulators requires
the use of the pneumatic portion of the HSSP. The amount of GN 2 charge is deter-
mined from pressure-temperature curves for the system.
3. Hydraulic Fill and Bleed and Leak Check of Vehicle Hydraulic Systems: This
check requires all of the components shown in Figure 11.3-1. The fill and bleed of
the power pack reservoir requires the use of the Hydraulic Checkout and Service
Kit dip-stick indicator. The bleeding of the high pressure side of the power pack
including the actuator requires an autopilot gimbal program to be run. Figure
11.3-2 shows the launch control equipment panel which is used to initiate engine
gimbaling. Checkout of the power pack recirculating pump requires actuation of
the following switches; battery heaters "on" switch located on the Vehicle Power
Second Stage panel, Figure 11.3-3; H202 Engine Line Heaters "on" switch located
on the Engine Control Second Stage panel, Figure 11.3-4; and the Hydraulic Pump.
"on" switch located on the Flight Control Second Stage panel, Figure 11.3-2.
4. Actuator Response Test: Autopilot signals are sent to the actuators to extend and
retract them in pitch and yaw individually. The time required to return to null
from hard-over position is measured for conditions of vehicle in stretch and out
of stretch.
5. System Bleed Check: Measures the effectiveness of the vehicle hydraulic system
bleed using the dipstick and dial indicator check.
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6. Vehicle Hydraulic Fluid Sample: A sample of hydraulic fluid from each power
pack is obtained using the sampling valves located on the Filter Plate Assembly.
7. Thermostat Checkout: Cheeks the operation of the thermostat located in the
Engine Hydraulic Manifold Assembly.
8. Power Pack Low Pressure Relief Valve Check: The relief valve cracking and
seating pressure check requires the use of the Hydraulic Checkout Kit and the
recirculating pump.
11.3.2 CENTAUR HYDRAULIC POWER PACK FUNCTIONAL TEST. The primary
purpose of this test is to check out the vehicle main hydraulic pump and recirculation
pump. This is accomplished by disconnecting the power pack from the turbopump drive
shaft and mating it to an electric drive motor. Removal of the power pack from the
engine turbopump drive shaft is required in order to provide a means of rotating the
main pump other than firing the Centaur engine. Figure 11.3-5 is a Block Diagram of
the test. The checkout sequence is described briefly in the following paragraphs:
1. Hydraulic Checkout Unit Fill and Bleed: This procedure is used to fill and bleed
the Hydraulic Checkout Unit and to ensure that a clean supply of hydraulic fluid is
available for use.
2. Hydraulic Checkout Unit Validation: The electric drive motor is mounted on a test
fixture which is then bolted to the engine. The electrical cables are connected and
the motor rpm is checked to support the main pump checkout.
3. Main Pump Performance Test: This requires the removal of the hydraulic power
pack from the engine turbopump drive shaft and its coupling to the electric drive
motor. The checkout unit hydraulic hoses are connected to the vehicle hydraulic
disconnects. The Hydraulic Checkout and Service Kit dipstick assembly is used to
verify proper bleed of the power pack during main pump checkout.
4. Recirculation Pump Performance Test: This test checks out the performance of
the recirculation pump under varied pressure and power conditions. During the
test, the actuator assemblies are moved to null position.
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5. Hydraulic Pum_ Coupling Measurement: After the functional test has been com-
pleted, the power pack is reconnected to the engine turbopump shaft. The main
pump coupling measurement ensures proper alignment of the main pump and the
engine turbopump spline connector.
11.3.3 CENTAUR HYDRAULIC SYSTEM READINESS TEST. This test is performed
prior to the start of countdown during the F-1 day checks. The test provides for
1) checking the hydraulic accumulators for proper precharge pressure, 2) checking the
hydraulic system for air using the Hydraulic Checkout and Service Kit dipstick indica-
tor, 3) visual check of the system for evidence of hydraulic fluid leakage, and 4) verifying
that the engine actuator locks have been removed and system is ready for flight.
11.3.4 During the launch countdown, at T-300 minutes, the hydraulic system is
energized to perform the Rate Gyro/Engine Gimbal Test. At approximately T-270
minutes, the vehicle hydraulic system is visually checked for proper hydraulic accumu-
lator charge, main pump connector purge, and evidence of system leakage. At T-30
minutes, the hydraulic system is again energized during the Centaur Autopilot Final
Check.
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